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ABSTRACT

Supervison Dr. Bryan N.S. Goodi

My doctoral dissertation is an interdisciplinary study of music and literature and 

stems fiom my M.A. thesis 1992) Wiich examined musical form and dramatic

theme in three of Shakespeare's comedies. As the survey in Chapter 1 of the present 

dissertation shows, the general trend in interdisciplinary studies moves 6om a coverage of 

wide ranges of music and literature, as in Calvin S. Brown's study of 1948, to an 

investigation of one or two artists, represented by Thomas S. Grey's recent study ofWagner's 

musical prose (1995). This dissaiation examines two 19th-century artists who display 

particular interests in the relationship between music and literature, and who practise and 

develop both arts to a high degree. Robert Browning's and Richard Wagner's aesdietic, 

poetic, and musical theories provide an account of their artistic growth and their realisation 

that music is the to their poetic art and their own self-awareness. Their mature worirs 

allow their readers or audiences to experience art to a deq>er level and provide ideal models 

for interdisciplinary study.

The introduction to Chapter 1 traces Browning's eariy interest in die relationship of 

the arts and his empathy for the young poet in Pauline. Just as that speaker uses the 

mysterious powers of song to guide his thoughts and artistic queries. Browning begins to 

understand and use the technical, stylistic, and aesthetic qualities o f music to develop his 

poetic art Wagner's career also follows a path firom self-doubt to self-awareness, and his 

rediscovery of the ordiestra's power in Tristan parallels Browning's realisation of music's 

force in "Saul." Chapter 2 summarises and compares Browning's and Wagner's theories and
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shows how their artistic esqplorations lead to die writing of 7%e Ring and the Book and the 

cycle, and their interest in usingavariety^oftextures to control dieirmotivictedimques. 

Ch^ters 3 and 4  consist of a close textual exam ination of two major motives in Browning's 

The Ring and the Book QnBoo]ss 1 and 7) and two major leitmotives in Wagner's 

and looks particularly at formal, technical, and stylistic similarities and differences. In this 

respect, my study follows in the spirit of Calvin S. Brown's comparative study. My 

methodology also borrows from Robert Wallace's comparison of Jane Austen and Mozart 

(1983), and his investigation was influential in choosing and limiting specific points of 

analysis.

My dissertation examines musical and dramatic details in the areas immediately 

surrounding Wagner's leitmotives, and thepoetic lines whidiprecede and follow Browning's 

motives; it expands current critical perspectives of motivic practice, and moves beyond 

previous studies which trace technical details of the motif but do not identify the subtle 

changes in form and meaning which allow die motifto be effective. My project concentrates 

on two areas common to the two arts — tedmical and formal aspects, and stylistic features. 

In particular, I focus on the artists' oeative strat^es and dieir use of motivic techniques to 

enhance diaracterisation or to advance dramatic  meaning. Furdier, it reveals their intoest 

in the intoaction of the audience or listmer, and highlig)its artistic trends in large-scale 

worics of the 19th-century. My dissotation concludes by pointing to new directions that 

might be taken by furdier comparative studies, and the comparison of odier intadisciplinary 

techniques used by poets and musicians to enhance dramatic and narrative goals.
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PREFACE

My interest in the relationship betweœ music and literature stons from my M_A. 

thesis: "'Art to Enchant": Musical Form and Dramatic Thene in Three of Shakespeare's 

Comedies" (U.NÆ., 1992). This study examined structural devices and stylistic features 

found in music and verse from the eady Renaissance to the eariy Baroque period, and 

Shakespeare's increasing dependence upon dance and musical forms. This doctoral 

dissertation also involves the relationship between litaature and music, specifically Robert 

Browning's The Ring and the Book and Richard Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen, and 

looks particulariy at formal, technical, and stylistic similarities and differences. It establishes 

a series ofcomparisons between two leading 19th-century artists who both wrote extensively 

about music and poetry, and whose philosophical, aesthetic, and dramatic principles are 

revealed in the unity and structure of large-scale works.

Browning, who met Wagner in 1877, when the latter rq>peared in London to raise 

money for his Bayreuth Festival, records his feelings for Wagner's music in Parleyings with 

Certain People o f Importance in Their Day: With Charles Avison. The "illustrative image" 

which Browning uses to portray the "Heart and Soul" of "fetal Wagner" (150,129,135) 

parallels Wagna's concern for the relationship b^w eai po^c aim and musical expression 

in "The Artwork of the Future." Browning, who was both poet and musician, traces the 

"hesitating line[s]" of a "design" and understands how the "Arts arrange, / Dissociate, 

redistribute, [and] interchange" to "produce / Change, not œation" (201-07). Both artists 

are interested in how the "Mind get[s] Knowledge fiom Arfs ministry" (200) and how two 

artistic disciplines can borrow and combine structural and dramatic features to provide



meaning fi)r die audience or reader.

The central di^iters of die dissertation examine die tedmical and stylistic features 

which surround major motives in Books 1 dxAl o f The Ring and the Book sani.rn. Siegfried, 

and compare the nature and conduct of argument and the compositional process in both 

works. Techniques and methods are used in a way that can be extended to otho* pieces in 

the artists' canons. The relationship between the thematic aspects of motives and images and 

their surrounding structures extoids the usual study of the interrelationship between motives 

and images themselves, and furthers the understanding of harmonic and literary argumoit, 

the artists' compositional process, dramatic and narrative goals, and stylistic parallels 

between two arts. The area surrounding the motif or leitmotifprovides important structural, 

narrative, and dramatic ideas which both support and affect its meaning or symbolism. As 

Browning concludes, "let odiers note / The evw-new invasion" feat music allows, for fee 

"queenliest o f Arts” loosens thoughts and passions and ”fît[s] eadi filmily /  \VTfe form 

enough to know and name it by" (275-76,251,261-62).
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CHAPTERl

SURVEY OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND MUSIC 

INTRODUCTION

Robert Browning's intoest in the relationship of the arts is reflected in numerous

references to music, poetry, and painting throu^out his poetic career. He uses die technical,

stylistic, and aesthetic qualities of the arts to explore his own developing art and to examine

intriguing relationships and characteristics within human nature. In his early work Pauline;

A Fragment o f a Confession,̂  he identifies with a young poet who struggles with his own

individuality, his spiritual make-up, his vivid imagination, and die developing dieories ofhis

art The art of music allows the young poet to analyse and challenge his own powers of

introspection and to yearn after Pauline's empathy and love. Browning uses two pre&tory

mottos in Pauline to highlight the didactic nature ofhis early writings (didactic, in relation

to his own learning process), and the readec is also eigected to 'deceive many things. . .  both

for instruction and enjoyment"  ̂(Cooke 285). Browning's early interest in the relationship

of the arts is also shown by the note  ̂he provides ftir intapr^ing this early poem:

I believe none the less in the great principle of all composition, — in the great 
principle of Shakespeare, Rqihael, and Beediovai, — fiom whence it follows 
that concentration of ideas is duemudimoreto dieir conception than to their 
marma of execution. (Cooke 286)

Although this statemait may reflect a lade of confidence in Browning's technical skills, it is

an attempt, as he notes in his observation of the poem, to analyse the "dream[s] and

confusion. . .  stir of passions [and] outbursts of die soul" peculiar to a young poet (Cooke

286). Browning fears that the poet in Pauline fully undastands neidia the "concqition" of

ideas nor their "manner of execution," a dhect link to his insecurity concaning his first
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major pOCTL Yet his statements point to his early interest in interdisdplimiiy ideas —ideas 

which eventually allowed him to oeate The Ring and the Book, a detailed study in 

connections.

The speaker of Pauline uses his Mth in song to "unlock the sleq>less brood /  Of

fancies" from his soul (Pettigrew, ed. 6-7) (all citations to the poetical works o f Robert

Browning will be to this edition unless othewise indicated). "That form whidi music

follows like a slave" is emulated by the poet in order to understand his own "rude songs" and

"wild imaginings" (46,138). He feels that

The m orning swallows with their songs like words.
All these seem clear and only worth our thoughts. (135-36)

As the poet gains confidence, he finds that his lover's "sweet imaginings are as an air, / A

melody some wondrous singer sings" (221-22):

So, I will sing on frist as &ncies come;
Rudely, the verse being as the mood it paints. (258-59)

A "change" (394) occurs when the poet feels an impulse to sing:

For music (which is earnest of a heavœ.
Seeing we know emotions strange by it.
Not else to be revealed,) is like a voice,
A low voice calling frmcy, as a friend.
To the green woods in the gay summer time:
And she fills all the way with Hanning shz îes 
Which have made paintas pale, and th ^  go on 
Till stars look at diem and winds call to than 
As they leave life's path for the twilight world 
Where the dead gatha. (365-74)

Music allows the poet to reflect iqwn his "new se lf and dream "not of restraint" (397-98);

he is able to "disentangle, gatha soise fixim song: /  Since, song-inwoven, lurked d ioe words
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seemed / A key to a new worid" (413-15). Music "nourishe[s]" die poet and allows

him to "recognize / The shift, die diange from last to past—discern /  Faindy how life is tnith

and truth is good" (566,886-88). He asks Pauline for ho* affecdon and sympathy:

. . .  Be still to me 
A help to music's mystery which mind fails 
To fethom, its solution, no mere clue! (929-31)

. . .  n i sit witih thee while thou dost sing 
Thy native songs, gay as a desert bird 
Which crieth as it flies for perfect joy. (959-61)

The poet concludes this fragment of a confession by honouring the power of song: "For this

song shall remain to tell for ever / That when I lost all hope of such a change, / Suddoily

beauty rose on me again" (1004-06).

The mature Browning continued to focus on the complexities ofhuman nature as well

as on hum an tragedies, but the vague abstractions and concons about art, and the

interdisciplinary ideas in the early Pauline are developed in more complex ways. In "Dis

Aliter Visum; or. Le Byron de nos Jours,"* for example, he analyses the poefs inability to

love by imagining the thou^ts of die spumed woman:

Did you determine, as we stqiped
O'ei the lone stone fence, 'Let me get 

Her for myself and whafs the eardi
With all its art, verse, music, worth -  

Compared with love, found, gained, and kq>t?

'Schumann's our music-maka: now;
Has his mardi-movement youfli and moufli?

Ingre's the modem man that paints;
Which will lean on me, ofhis saints?

Heine for songs; for kisses, how?* (31-40)

There is a confldaice in diese lines whidh is laddng in the "struggling aims"^ (811) of
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Pauline. The long desaiptive passage (729-810) of Oie earlier poem uses details of setting

to provide a moving point of view and to trace Browning's inner conflict and flioughts. The

compression of ideas in "Dk Aliter Visum" is in sharp contrast to the poefs eariier, more

rambling style, although the dramatic climax ofboth poems is linked to the complexities of

art Browning suggests at the conclusion of "Dis Aliter Visum" that the poet will be cut off

flom God's salvation because he has fldled to commit himself to earthly love. However, the

meaning of the poem is less inqwrtant than the process by which meaning is extracted from

each verse. The monologue provides a complicated structure which forces the reader to

analyse and unravel the subtle details pertaining to human relationships. The imagined

thoughts and judgements ofboth speakers are highlighted in a rhyme scheme which both

distances and familiarises the two lovers. The a-b-c-oa rhyme reinforces the tenuous nature

of their relationship, for the internal diyme sdieme of the second line captures the subtle

moods of cynicism and irony, and the a-o-c-a ihyme schone portrays flie challenges vdiich

distance or attract the young couple.

Browning compares the thought processes of the young, struggling artist wifli the

sophisticated "great principle[s]" of Shakespeare, Rt^hael, and Beefliovai. The

inexperienced poet

refers to a catain investigation he has made elsevdiae —  ofhis soul, in 
order to discova the cormection of flie objects which it might be possible for 
him to attain, and fiom each of whidi, once obtained, a kind of platform 
could be formed fiom whoice one could paceive otha ends, otha plans, 
otha joys, whidi, in flieir turn, could be surmounted. (Cooke 286)

Browning's early refaence to Shakespeare, Rqihael, and Beethoven foreshadows his lata,

continuing interest in interdisciplinary ideas, for the sophisticated technical and sadistic
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aspects ofhis writing are often linked to his study of die relationship of "art, verse, [and]

music," and their manner of execution allows the reader to "have the truth of Üiat!" ("Dis

Aliter Visum" 34,1). Music "fills all die way with dancing shîçes" (370) in the eariy

Pauline^ and Browning continues, throughout his career, to develop the technical and artistic

aspects of interdisciplinary study. At the conclusion o f The Ring and the Book, he addresses

the "British Public" and reminds them of the "one lesson" which "lives should teach": "This

lesson [is] that our human speech is naught, / Our human testimony &lse, our fame / And

human estimation words and wind" (Altidc, ed. 12.831-36) (all citations to The Ring and the

Book will be to this edition unless otherwise indicated):

Why take the artistic way to prove so mudi?
Because, it is the glory and good of Art,
That Art remains the one way possible
Of speaking truth, to mouths Ifice mine, at least (12.837-40)

Browning uses the arts, here, as he does in the early Pauline, to reveal the process by whidi

he creates his "rare gold ring of verse" (12.869):

But Art, — wherein man nowise speaks to men.
Only to mankind, — Art may tell a truth 
Obliquely, do the thing shall breed the thou^it.
Nor wrong the thought, missing die mediate word.
So may you paint your picture, twice show truth.
Beyond mere imagery on the wall, —
So, note by note, bring music fiom your mind.
Deeper than ever the Andante dived, -  
So write a book shall mean, beyond the Acts,
Suffice the eye and save the soul beside. (12.854-63)

His "Linking" of the public's "England" to the pod's "Italy" symbolises his artistic creation

of The Ring and the Book and provides proof of die "glory and good of Art" (12.870,838).

A detailed study of interdisdplinary tedmiques in The Ring and the Booktesvesis the
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sophistication wiâi )x*ich Browning connects the aesAetic, stylistic, and tedmical aspects 

of music's art widi die writing of a dramatic, associative litaary work. Browning's Roman 

murder story displays not only "human estimation" \diidi is mere "words and wind" 

(12.836), but his oowning achievement in the "manner of execut[ing]" (Cooke 286) 

interdisciplinary ideas and techniques. The methods and tedmiques used in the following 

chapters to examine motivic practices in Books 1 and 7 of The Ring and the Book can be 

applied to other works in the Browning canon and used to highlight further the poefs interest 

in interdisdplinary ideas.

Browning's compositional techniques which involve the use of moti6 in The Ring 

and the Book parallel many aspects of Wagnerian Idtmotif practice in Siegfried. A study of 

these dramatic works points to similarities in the use of the motif to show relationships 

between diaracters, recall past history and emotions, provide thematic development, show 

new conditions or psychological states, and siqiport the shape and structure of the poem and 

the opera. A comparative study could very well involve otha* nindeenth-century musidans 

such as Hector Beriioz or Giusqipe VodL^ Berlioz, who was mudi admired by Wagner, 

uses bold, innovative sounds and is influenced by writas sudi as Shakespeare. Although 

his works are dramatically vivid and die idée fixe  (or recurrent theme) ofhis Synyjhonie 

fantastique, for example, is varied in rhydun, orchestral colour, and so forth, die quantity of 

motifo does not match the sheer mass of modfo used in Wagnerian opera. Verdi's lyrical and 

acpansive style, his "fondness for 'forodous and gloomy stories,'" his "'earnestness in 

attempting dramatic expression,'" his imaginative recasting of historical figures and 

"'ordinary'" people and, above all, his handling of dramatic tone and emotional intensity.
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suggest similarities with Browning's artistic wodt porter 19.639,641). Vodi does not 

develop bis moti6 with the same degree of sophistication as do Wagner and Browning. 

Whereas Wagner uses moti& to symbolise objects and people, Verdi's treatment of similar 

motife suggests "recurring themes" rather than a h i^ y  developed wéb of ideas. Verdi uses 

similar situations in difTerent operas to evoke similar musical responses; a recurrent motif 

in many operas is the "come un lamenta" figure which is "usually syncopated, piercing the 

texture like a cry o f grief" (Porter 19.648). The Wagnerian leitmotif like the Verdian moti^ 

is also tied to thematic aspects of the drama, but provides the driving force which gives 

movement and life to Wagna"s operas. Both Browning and Wagner use the motif to unify 

large works of art and to guide the reader or listaio’ through complex narratives, states, and 

emotions.

For the purposes of this study, the term "leitmotif refers to the most important

feature contributing to "con^nrehensibilify and expressive intensity" in Wagnerian music

dramas (Whittall 2.1137):

A leitmotif is a theme, or other coherent musical idea, clearly defined so as 
to retain its idaiti^  if  modified on subsequent rqrpearances, whose purpose 
is to rqnresent or symbolize a poson, object, place, idea, state of mind, 
suponatural force or any other ingedientin a dramatic wodc. The leitmotif 
may be musically unaltered on its return, or altered in rhydun, intervallic 
structure, harmony, ordiestration or accompaniment, and may also be 
combined widi odier leitmotifo in order to suggest a new dramatic sitnatiotL

(2.1137)

Wagner's beliefo about the relationship b^ween music and drama are related to his 

developmait ofthe leitmotif He believed foat his "new kind of dramatic  music must display 

the unity of a symphonic movement" and diat diis "interlacing network of Grundthemen"
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must "contrast, devdop, re-form, dissolve and unite" as in a "symphonic movaneot" 

(Wanack 10.645). Wagner's motifo vary in length and idea from foe sinq>le rhythmic 

hammer motif assodated wifo NGme and foe Nibelungs, to the longa motifo symbolising 

abstractions such as Siegfiied's "heroism as accqrtance ofhis destiny," or "Sunlight standing 

for returning consciousness" (Donington 301,285).’ In foe mature Wagnerian musical 

drama, the leitmotifs structural and dramatic functions bring foe two arts closer together, 

making meanings clearer and providing a "new conceptual language" (Warrack 10.645).

Many qualities or characteristics of the musical leitmotif are also evident in the 

literary motif Hugh C. Holman er al. define a literary motifas a "simple element that serves 

as a basis for expanded narrative" or, "less strictly, a convoitional situation, device, interest, 

or incident employed in folklore, fiction, or drama" which "tend[s] to unify foe work" (313). 

It often includes rq)etition of a "word, phrase, situation, or idea" (273), or an object, action, 

image, or characta. In this study single words such as "hand" or "eye" are labelled as 

motives, but these images involve a broader meaning than the single words imply. For 

mcample, in Chapta 3, Browning's hand image symbolises oitrapmait; foe motif is altered 

sli^ tly  throughout Book 7 to show varying degrees ofentrqnnent when associated with the 

Church, Violante, or Guido's accomplices. Later Browning's hand motif symbolises 

protection—first throu^ God's servant Caponsaccfoi and, later, throng Divine love and foe 

peace which comes with death. Thus Browning's poetic motives are conqiatable to Wagner's 

leitmotives both in respect to their r^etitive nature and to their brevify. More important, 

th ^  provide the creative artist wifo infinite opportunities to alto  ̂specific aspects of the motif 

and thereby carry finwaid dramatic and narrative arguments.
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Repetition, an important tmifying feature of Wagnerian leitmotif practice is used 

extensively by Browning, as in his deliberate rq>etition of die word "hand” and its 

accompanying contexts of entnqpment, protection, or Divine love. Thus he uses the complex 

nature of the poetic motif to develop the opposing themes of good and evil and to show 

change in the character Pompilia. He also uses repetition of a motif̂  such as a colour, to 

organise and structure his large dramatic work, to establish relationships between characters, 

and to develop new themes or ideas. Thus the polyphonic texture and the driving force or 

movement associated with a musical motif is also evident in Browning's monologues, and 

the motif has the power to remind the reader of previous occurrences within the drama. 

Browning's use of motivic pattans allows for the same dynamic sense of growth that the 

repetition and variance of a musical leitmotif produces in Wagner's dram as. Both artists 

manipulate the motif throu^ dhanges in tempo, tacture, rhythm, colour, mood, form, and 

thus, meaning. Browning’s motife "lead" in the same way as a Wagnaian leitmotif does, for 

there is a "kind of transformation that aeates deq ia  dramatic resonances and larga-scale 

continuities" (Whittall 2.1139). The po^s abili^ to adî^t his techniques to suit a particular 

dramatic circumstance parallels Wagner's interest in the suggestive and adt^tive qualities of 

the leitmotif within his changing dramatic scenes.

This study examines fourmajormoti& in terms of their nature, function, occurrence, 

and development in Browning's poem, and diai compares or contrasts than with comparable 

Wagnerian leftmotife. A summary of motife contained in The Ring and the Book and in 

Siegfried shows that subgroups of motife include: 1) foose whidi rqnesait objects sudi as 

Wagner's ring, spear, sword, and tamhelm motife, and Browning's ring, spear, and
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architectural moti& (the terrace and the window); 2) those diat represent or symbolise 

persons or groups sudi as Siegfiied Qiis heroism and his horn call), the Mbelungs, Valkyries, 

and Volsungs; Browning's literary moti& are represmted by physical features sudi as the 

hand, smile, and eyes,̂  rather than by people; and 3) those that represent emotions, moods, 

and abstractions such as Wagner's "Woe or grief* moti^ "inevitability of destiny" moti^ and 

"Restless plotting" motif (Donington 299-303), and Browning's dream and hope moti&. 

Browning also uses a variety of other moti6 which include colour, sound, nature, and the 

arts. A later discussion points to differences between the literary motif and the musical motif 

and their ability to represent or symbolise ideas.

Although many studies address Wagnerian leitmotif practice, few of them trace, in 

detail, the developmoit of a motif throu^out an entire opera, and in terms of style, 

technique, and form. This dissertation moves beyond previous studies which have 

concentrated on thematic and structural aspects of Wagner's Grundthemen. The details of 

setting which surround the leitmotif and allow it to develop, evolve, or be supported, need 

to be examined in terms of the overall structure of a large dramatic work. The area bordering 

the motif contains stylistic, formal, and technical details which are distinctive in terms of 

dramatic impact and meaning, and important to the undastanding of the motif itself. 

Stylistic qualities are discussed in cormection wifo the tedmical details of foe motif and in 

relation to a phrase, section, or mtire wodc. The outer surfoce or appearance of foe artwork 

can thus be linked to foe essence or meaning whidi foe artist sedcs to inqiart

This study provides a basis for conqiatison between two large dramatic art forms and 

helps to establish foe nature of Browning's views on music and his tedmiques for aiq)loying
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interdisciplinary ideas and forms. Browning and Wagner show similarities in die use of 

constant movement, tension, esqn^ssiveness, ridi vocabulary or harmony, and diematic 

transformadoiL The latter stylistic feature is a common 19di-caitury technique; Franz Liszt, 

for example, transforms a basic three-note motif in Les Préludes into several contrasting 

ideas or themes through changes in instrumentation, style, and mood. A comparative study 

of motivic patterns highlights the subde techniques used by Browning and Wagner to alert 

the reader or listener to integral relationships within an expansive woric and further 

emphasises the understanding of the relationship between music and poetry, specifically 

between the structuring of argument and the artists' compositional process, dramatic goals, 

and narrative development This interdisciplinary study also addresses die link between the 

artists' creative theories or processes and the reados' or listeners' responses, and further 

highlights the aesthetic and stylistic taidoicies vdiidi sh^ie the art ofboth Browning and 

Wagner.

SURVEY

A survQT of interdisciplinary studies in music and literature reveals continuing 

changes, trends, and patterns in die movement to undostand more fully the relationship of 

these two arts. Various methodologies, approadies, and areas of intaest emerge in the 

poiod fiom 1900 to the present, ranging fiom J.P. Dabn^s scientific study of the principles 

of poetic composition (1901) to Calvin S. Brown's structural approadi to die arts (1948) to 

Bryan N.S. Gooch's and D.S. Thatdier's catalogues of musical settings of Romantic, early 

to late Victorian, and modem British literature (1976,1979,1982), and dieir five-volume
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catalogue detailing all music, published and uiq)ublished, related to Shakespeare's life and 

literature (1991). In general, die volume of litoature in diis interdisciplinary field has 

increased significantly fixim the 1960s forward, widi increased interest in the last two 

decades. As well, the trend has moved fiom studies of larger poiods of history, as in John 

Hollander's examination (1961) of the 1500-1700 pmodofEnglish history, to more focused 

considerations of specific artists such as Robert Wallace's comparative study (1983) of Jane 

Austen's novels and Mozarfs piano concertos. Thomas Grey's recent book (1995) provides 

a distinctive study with his analysis ofWagno's musical prose, and the major role which one 

artist plays in furthering the interest and understanding of interdisciplinary study. Finally, 

a noted trend over the past two decades involves the movement to include other theories and 

disciplines such as psychology, saniology, phenomenology, or literary models of lyricism 

and narrativity.

The interdisciplinary studies’ writtm prior to Calvin S. Brown's ground-breaking 

work provide genoal comparisons on die nature of music and poetry, hi the 1930's, the field 

becomes more focused with James Li^twood's survey of music and literature (1931) and 

Miles Kastendieks consideration ofThomas Campion's "musical" poetry (1938). Kadiarine 

Wilson's Sound and Music in English Poetry (1930) is the first book to highli^t agressive 

and dramatic qualities in English po^ry, and contrasts with the early scientific study of Ji*. 

Dabney or George Wollaston's The Poet's Symphony: Being a Collection o f Verses. Written 

by some o f Those Who in Time Past Have Loved Music (1913). Calvin S. Brown's 

comparison of the arts of music and literature influaices, and continues to influaice, many 

more interdisciplinary studies. Methodological aspects of Brown's woric are used in diis
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present study, sudi as the examination of common ideas (AyAm and metre) and Armai 

structures in the arts. His book involves a detailed study of comparative toms such as 

rhythm and pitch, balance and contrast, and rqietition and variation; these are ideas used by 

Robert Wallace in his 1983 study of fiction and music. Brown looks, generally, at science 

and art, and the fine arts, before considering various aspects of vocal music such as the literal 

settings by Handel (which Charles Avison modes in his Essc^ on Musical Expression) or the 

dramatic setting by Schubert of Goethe's Erlkonig. Again, his influence is felt in many 

studies of the 1960s when authors such as G. Finney, J. Hollander, and W. Mellers 

concentrate on the speculative ideas of music found in various periods of English literature.

Calvin Brown also considers the nature of opera, in particular Wagnerian opera, 

which has "especial interest for the student of relationships between music and literature" 

(92). His study focuses on structural forms sudi as the fugue or sonata form, musical ideas 

and symbols in the poetry of Walt Whitman and Conrad Aikai, and literary types found in 

music, such as die small poem or the symphonic poem. The concluding ch^ters concaitrate 

on special relationships between the arts such as those found in descriptive or narrative 

music. Josqih Kerman's Opera as Drama (1956) and Robot Donington's examination o f 

music and myth in Wagner's Ring (1963) expand Brown's ideas on the dramatic nature of 

opoa, and further studies in that area lead to Peter Conrad's analysis of Romantic opera and 

literary form (1977). The emphasis on the rqiresentation of feelings and esqiressive qualities 

whidi Brown introduced leads to further studies in this area by Derydc Cooke, Josqih 

Kerman, Susanne Lango, and Leonard Meyer in the 1950s, and studies o f spedfic poets or 

musicians by E. Anderson, J. DiGaetani, S. East, W. Freedman, and B. Pollin in flie 1970s.
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An interest in die music of Shakespeare emerges in die 1960s with explorations by JJI. 

Long, F.W. Stemfeld, and P. HartnolL

The Implication of literary forms and ideas to music starts to become a focus in the 

1960s with Donald Yec^asatis Music as Metaphor: The Elements o f Expression (1960) and 

R. Réti's The Thematic Process in Music (\96V). In the 1970s, influential aspects of music's 

art, such as musical metaphors and imagery, are imphed to the works of Romantic poets in 

studies by E. Anderson (1975) and S. Coffinann (1979). Edward Cone's influential The 

Composer's Voice (1974) carries forward Susanne Danger's ideas on the nature of song and 

the composer's use of poetic material. Cone suggests that "poetry for the composer is only 

part of the 'raw material' for composition," and song is "an interplay of several dramatic 

personae — those of the singer, the accompaniment, and the composer. But not of the poet" 

(Kerman 126).'° Interest in the role and relationship of the poet and musician is also seen 

in DiGaetani's analysis of Wagner's influence on the modem British novel (1978), W. 

Freedman's examination ofthe "musical" novels ofLaurence Steme(1978), or the catalogues 

of musical settings of Browning's and S heilas po^ry by S. East (1973) and B. Pollin 

(1974). Further trmds and patterns are found in tiie interdisciplinary field of music and 

literature, as seat in the following brief survey of rqaesaitative studies fiom tiie 1980s and 

1990s.

Earlier m^odologies continue to be used in the comparison of the arts. Elise 

Jorgens' study ofmusic and literature is limited to a spedfic paiod ofEngjish history (1597- 

1651), and the setting of poetry by sudi artists as John Dowland, Thomas Campion, John 

Dorme, \\^Uiam Byrd, and Hany Lawes. Jorgens traces stylistic aspects o f both arts such
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as the "re-creation of the accentual-syllabic poeticmetor [s£c] ânoughmtisical notation," and

the "rq*resentation of speedh ihytfams within dieir syntactic contexts radier than within the

contact of the line of poetry":

Superimposed on the rendition ofdiese elements of temporal organization is 
the more subjective represaitation of the meaning of the poan. (252)

The author notes changes and influences in musical style and poetic taste such as those

associated with the poetry of Donne and later poets: "the representation of poetic meter [sic]

put a strain on declamation, making the musical setting more oflai a distortion of natural

pronunciation than it had beai with the smooths poetic rhythms of Elizabethan lyrics":

Therefore, firom the point of view of the rqiresentation of poetic meter [sic], 
songs had to take one of two courses with respect to their texts: Either th ^  
would be trivialized, tuneful songs in i^ c h  the composer has not takm the 
interpretation o f the text as a goal, or they would have to abandon the 
representation of poetic meter [sic]. (253)

Thus, two distinct types of solo songs develop, and tihese changes occur by the second

quarter of the seventeenth century. Jorgens examines the relationship between the poet and

the musician and their influence in establishing the dom inan t or equal role of dieir respective

arts:

The union of music and poetry, the partnership of musicians and poets had 
to be publicly proclaimed, because, although the humanistic ideal of joining 
tiie two arts continued to be proclaimed in po^ry and treatises well into the 
second half of the century, in actual practice, with English poetry it had 
become impossible to acconqilish. (257)

To reach this conclusion, the autiior investigates the influence of dance forms on lute songs,

the speech-like rhytiims used by Dowland to s^  English poetry, rhetorical considoations

foimd in Lawes' styl^ and gmeral developments in poetic style.
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Robert Wallace's study of comparable terms in fiction and music and, in particular, 

Jane Austen and Mozart is inspired by Calvin Brown's Music and Literature [:] A 

Comparison o f the Arts. Wallace shares Leonard M^rafs rationale for finding "common 

unifying concepts" in "cross-disciplinary fields": "Différait disciplines and divase 

conceptual fiameworics [must] be brought togetha duough careful inquiry into problems and 

modes of organization which are really common and shared" (1)." Part 1 ofWallace's study 

examines comparable terms in fiction and music such as equilibrium, balance, proportion, 

and symmetry, and abstractions such as clarify vs. ambiguity, or restraint vs. vdbanence of 

expression. Comparable themes include the individual and sociefy, sanify and madness, or 

growth and transformation, and comparable tmdaicies include, for example, the tendency 

toward clarify of form or urgenqr of feeling, or the tendency toward the Classical or 

Romantic. The process of finding comparable terms, themes and toidaicies allows the 

author to find a "working definition of classical equilibrium. . .  fiiat can be ̂ l ie d  both to 

prose fiction and to instrumental music" (3). In Part 2 of Wallace's study, the artistic 

achievement of Mozart and Austoi is studied tbroug)i an analysis of three paired works. 

Classical equilibrium is "at its most youthfiil and fervescent" in Piano Concato No. 9 (K. 

271) and Pride and Prejudice  ̂and "at its most massive and grave" in Piano Concerto No. 

25 (K. 503) (3). A comparison of Piano Concerto No. 27 (K. 595) and Persuasion "reveals 

in eadi artist a poignant pre-Romanticism" (3). Wallace's m ^ o d  also allows a comparison 

of "sfylistic qualities, die aestfa^c componarts, and the human significance of novels and 

piano concertos" (3). For exarrqile, social rdations betweai a heroine and her sociefy are 

compared to those found between die piano soloist and the ordiestra, but the audior stresses
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that the study is one ofcompaiable art, not of &e comparable influoices that may have led 

to the creation of that art" (7).

Like J. Coroniti's later study of 1992, Lawrence Kramo's study o f 19th-century 

music and poetry contains personal and exploratory ideas on the nature of listening: "The 

book grew out of my conviction.. .  that the way I read certain poems was intimately bound 

up with the way I heard certain pieces ofmusic" (vii). He examines the "conditions in which 

such convergences appeared," why th^r "were important and what they could suggest about 

the two arts involved" (vii). Kramer highlights new ways of reading and hearing, and his 

generalisations apply primarily to "non-dramatic music" and "lyric or reflective" poetry 

rather than to narrative forms (viii). Theoretical and interpretive disciplines used in the study 

include "phenomenology, psychoanalysis, semiology, and the indispensable 'ordinary* forms 

of critical reading and musical analysis" (viii). Kramer diallaiges die "conventional division 

of the arts [music and poetry] into temporal' and 'spatial' forms" and diaracterises dian as 

"distinctively gestural," for the "shapes o f time evolved by the various arts may finally be 

more representational, more mimetic, than any pictorial, narrative, or programmatic content" 

(viii). Kramer links the art forms of Beethoven and Wordsworth, Chopin and Shelley, 

Charles Ives and Wallace Stevens, and Elliot Carter and John Ashberry. One dn^iter is also 

devoted to die songs of Beedioven, Brahms, Schumann, Sdiubert, and Schoaiberg, and the 

theoretical arguments of such writers as Susanne Langer, Edward Con^ John Hollander, and 

Friedridi Nietzsche. Music and poetry are compared as forms of expression and as art fiirms 

dependent on die organisation of die flow of time. Kramer's parallels, fiir example Romantic 

rqietition in Beethoven and Wordsworth, respect die int^rity  of eadi art form, and both
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direct and indirect connections are discussed. The use of time and space is analysed in

Wordsworth's Prelude and Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 (230ff), highlighting

contrasting techniques and effects. Kramer concludes that the "gestural level'" of a work is

important, for it emphasises

two basic d i m e n s io n s  of OUT tendrai experience. One is the heightoied 
realization of the radical connectedness that is the special domain of music 
and poetry, and that corresponds phenomenologically to our lived sense of
being continuous selves in a continuous worid. The otho* dimension is
that of cathexis, in the revisionary saise I have tried to give the term: the 
process by which we invest percqition wito feeling in a mobile, endlessly 
displaceable way, and by which we acknowledge that investment only 
indirectly even as we depend on i t  (241)

The relationships which emerge fiom the "study of convergence" (241) provide a new way

of comparing the two arts of music and poetry.

Carolyn Abbate's 1991 study examines the relationship b^weoi dramatic action and

the texture created by the singing  voice in 19th-century opera. Edward Cone's The

Composer's Voice (1974) discusses the m^rq>hor of music singing or having a voice, and

Abbate extends this concept, as used in 19th-century aesth^cs. She emphasises the

"physical force of music" and the power of fire voice, finis shifiing the anphasis away fiom

"monological authority ofthe Composa'" or fiie "creative efforts o f the historical aufiior"

to "music as embodied within the live perfiirmance of a woik" (x). Abbate explores areas

of "literary criticism that fiicus on perfiirmance and voice, and fiiat exploit assunqrtions about

how music worics to interpret literary texts" (x). She diallaiges the "evait-centered" concqit

of many narrativity theories and suggests fiiat musical narration should also raise questions

about "the contexts in which narration occurs, about narration's moral or perfiirmative
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suasions" and music's "nonnairatnw eqianses" (x-xi). Many modes ofnanadon in operatic 

music are examined through an analysis o f Delibes, Mozart, Strauss, Dukas, Mahler, and 

Wagner. Abbate focuses on die complex layers of narration in Wagner's Ring which allow 

the composer to manipulate narrative strategies and introspective qualities to achieve special 

or surprising effects: "The Ring undercuts security in the narrating voice even when that 

voice is musical, thus contradicting Wagner's own (Schopenhauerian) position on music as 

an untainted and transcendent discourse" (xiv).

Joseph Coroniti provides an overview of the problems and questions whidi arise from 

the study or practice of setting poetry to music. He examines twentieth-century vocal music 

from Stravinsky to Reich in order to reveal "some of the ambiguity and disagreement 

concerning the relations between words and music" (1). Coroniti offers opinions on the 

"music" or "sound" of a "great poem" and the possible interference of setting poetry to music 

(1). His survey of aesthetic theories on the relationship of music and literature includes 

writers such as Susaime Langer, Calvin S. Brown, Edward Cone, John Hollander, Ezra 

Pound, and Gaard M anl^ Hopkins, and musicians sudi as Igor Stravinsky, Murray Sdiafer, 

Steve Reich, and Aaron Copland. Coroniti addresses problems of idoitity betweoi die sister 

arts, scoring of pure and imitative rhythms, and music's ability to imitate or embody the 

"poet's utterance" (77). The author does not provide definitive answers but stresses the 

importance of the listener in rdation to the musical setting of the poem: does die setting 

"distance the listens from the poems or provide him with a fresh poetic as well as musical 

encounta?" (91). Coroniti concludes in his Postscript that

We carmot know the trudi or meaning of poetry duough musical imitation.
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we caa only embody it in die distinct language o f musical eaqnession. But 
because diis language is distinct, we must be willing to live widi the conflict 
that is intrinsic to all interdisciplinary flmns. (93)

Musical settings of poetry provide "questions, problems, doubts, and delights," and the

ambiguities involved in such a study require the use of "intuition" and "dieories" in the

pursuit of understanding this creative practice (93).

Thomas Grey’s recent study (1995) examines the relationship ofmusic and literature

in terms of one composer and writer. This study focuses on "Wagner's words on music, and

interprets them in light of the musical, aesthetic, and oitical contexts that generated them"

(i), thus extending previous studies by Ernest Newman, Jack Stein, Alfied Lorenz, Klaus

Kropflnger, or more contemporary studies by Carl Dahlhaus, Carolyn Abbate, Jean-Jacques

Nattiez, or Dieter Borchmeyer. Grey not only intoprets the music in relation to the

composer’s prose, but traces Wagner’s changing beliefo and attitudes toward his own music

and that of others. He puts "Wagner’s words on music into a counterpoint with the music,

offering a tentative analysis of the various harmonies and dissonances that result" (xvii). In

addition, the musical prose of Wagner's contenqwraiies allows an "additional contrapuntal

strand [vdnch is set] against those of his music and his prose" (xvii).

In conjunction with an analysis ofWagnefs operatic works, G r^  investigates central

themes in the composons prose writings sudi as his "qipropriation of a Beethoven legacy,

the metr^hors of musical ’gender* and ’biology’ in Opera and Drama, concepts of melody,

and the critical badcground to ideas of motive and leitmotif in foeory and practice" (i): "I

have been concerned to ground these tiiemes not only in flie context ofWagnefs literary and

musical-dramatic oeuvre as a whole, but also more broadly in flie aesflidic, cultural, and
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social contexts of his time” (xiii). Cxey highlights many aspects of the music-literatare 

relationship. For exanq>le, he outlines—and provides a context for—Wagner's concern over 

the motives o f musical form and poetry's role in fulfilling music's "need" or lade of abilitŷ  

to answer the question "Why?" (306fif). Grey's premise throughout the book is that 

"Wagner's own texts, however voluminous, are necessarily incomplete" (373). As Wagnar 

notes, concerning his relation to the concept of endless melody, "in it you will be voicing 

what I leave unsaid, for only you can say it; while I, in my silence, will still be saying it all, 

because it is your hand I am guiding" (373). The interdisciplinary study of music and 

literature continues to fascinate writers and musicians and to provide insight and guidance 

into the nature and value of two closely-related arts.

METHODOLOGY

In the spirit of Calvin S. Brown, this comparative study of Browning and Wagner 

focuses on the technical, formal, and stylistic aspects of two large-scale works. Unlike 

Brown, who covers a wide range of music and literature, I have followed more recait audrors 

who analyse smaller groiqrs of writers and musicians. Robot Wallace's comparison of Jane 

Austen and Mozart was influaitial in choosing and limiting specific points of analysis. The 

many studies on the expressive and dramatic aspects of the arts pronq)ted me to highlight 

similar qualities in the dramatic works of Browning and Wagno. The intodisdplinaty 

interests of diese two artists, themselves, also hei^teaed my regard for their work. This 

study examines musical and dramatic d^ails in the areas immediately surrounding Wagner's 

leitmotifo, and the p o ^c  lines whidi precede and follow Browning's motifi. This moves
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beyond previous studies wfaidi trace motivic tedimques but do not identify the subtle 

dianges in form and meaning v ^ d i are used to allow die motif to be effective. A detailed 

analysis of four major moti& in Siegfried and in Books 1 and 7 of The Ring and the Book 

highlights issues of creativity, rhetoric, composition, and sfyle, and the similarities and 

differences inherent in the works of two 19th-century artists. References to the major motife 

are taken fix>m the Richard D. Altick (1971) edition of The Ring and the Book and the K. 

Klindworth (1904) Schirmer Piano Vocal score.

The analysis ofWagnefs ring and sword moti& and Browning's hand and eye moti6 

in Chapters 3 and 4 allows conclusions to be drawn concerning the nature of intodisdplinary 

studies. The study ofrelationships allows a clearer understanding oferqiressive and dramatic 

techniques, especially in relation to the listener's understanding of large-scale dramatic 

worics, as in the case of Browning and Wagn^. Their interest in, and development and 

employmait o^ interdisciplinary ideas continued throughout their careers and relates to 

tedinical, formal, and sfylistic aspects of their work. The relationship of music, vase, and 

art is utilised by both Browning and Wagner to provide or highlight truth for the listoier and 

reader, and this conq>arative study details tedmiques used by both artists. Their motivic 

practices provide both comprehensibility and ejqnessive intmsify, but structural and 

dramatic functions differ between die two arts as the motife are devdoped, united, 

contrasted, and reworked. Awareness of similarities and differences between musical and 

podic tedmiques and effects allows a more pasonal s^iproadi to reading poetry or hearing 

music, just as Browning and Wagner are influenced by die "glory and [die] gxxi of Art" {R 

& B 12.838) and die "fliend[ship]" of music and verse (Pauline 365-415).
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CHAPTER2

POETIC, AESTHETIC, AND MUSICAL THEORIES

. . .  Twas the song's effect 
He cared for, scarce the song itself 
— Robert Browning, Sordello 2.485-86

INTRODUCTION

Robert Browning and Richard Wagner are both prolific writers on the nature and art 

of music and poetry. Both men are acutely sensitive to the repressive qualities of music and 

poetry, and their creative works involve a consideration of an audience's or reader's responses 

to sound. Browning's understanding and m ploym nt of particular vowels and consonants 

to create a desired dramatic effect are as comprdbnsive as Wagner's consideration of 

specific consonant sounds or "Tone-speech" (Ellis ed., PW  1.363) (all citations to the prose 

works of Wagner will be to this edition unless otherwise indicated). In addition, both are 

equally interested in human nature and die portrayal of human experiaices. Browning's 

conception ofthe public is less esoteric and vague dian Wagner's consideration ofthe "Folk,” 

the latter artist portrays men's actions in q>ic style and acknowledges their contribution to 

his artistic endeavours (PIT1.207). Bodi die speaker and the listener in Browning's TheRing 

and the Book are presented as personable, vibrant diaractos but, despite the lengtih of each 

Book, the narrative never reaches mythological proportions in the way that Wagner's 

Siegfiied myth does. Browning's and Wagno's artistic theories provide clues to their growth 

as amative artists and fUrtho' enhance the understanding of mrgor works under considoadon. 

The théories of eadi artist are summarised first and dioi compared; dus follows the format 

of Chapters 3 and 4, vdiere parallels are mainly drawn after a detailed study of individual
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works.

Browning's aesthetic and musical theories address issues surrounding the role of the 

poet-musician and the effects of the relationship of poetry and music. He examines the 

nature and role of the artist in his eady poetry, for example in Pauline  ̂Paracelsus, and 

Sordello, as well as the roles of music and text Throughout that eariy sequence. Browning 

seeks to understand the nature of music and its expressive powers, comparing those 

expressive capabilities and limitations to those of language. His Essay on Shelly and his 

later monologues on music highlight the way music and poetry reach towards the centre of 

the human condition, the dramatic effect of the relationship of the two arts, and the artist's 

perception of truth, insight, and beauty. The interdisciplinary nature of his thinking is 

evident throughout his early writing as he explores and formulates ideas on the comparison 

of the two arts. His monologues on music, and in particular "Abt Vogler," examine the 

emotional qualities of music and Üieir enhancement of verse. Browning addresses in detail 

the role of the poet-musician in "Saul," and fois leads to foe development ofhis lato  ̂theories 

on foe religious and psycfoological roles of music, foe effect of music on thought, and foe 

audiences' or readers' roles and responses to art Browning concludes his mature poem The 

Ring and the Book (pub. 1868-69) with a celd)ration of foe poefs "rare gold ring of verse," 

but he readies that conclusion through a recognition of all "Art, — vfoerein man nowise 

speaks to mai, / Only to mankind" (12.869,854-55).

Browning's eady love of music was shrqied by his mofoer's instruction and by "Great 

John Relfo,' / Master of mine, learned, redoubtable" (Parleying^: With Charles Avison 81- 

82). His "tedinical mastay of music" was learned, foerefore, horn foe author of foe
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"Principles o f Harmony  ̂'a con^lete and con^)aidious ilhistratîon of the theory of music,'

and of Luddous Ordo, 'an attempt to divest thorough-bass and conqwsition of dieir

intricacies'" (DeVane 254). From Relfe, Browning gained knowledge of major and minor

musicians, and, despite the tedinical nature of this teacher's books,

Relfe was fully cognizant of the emotional qualities of music, of the highly 
individualized styles of the different composers, and of the general trend of 
musical style at different paiods — all of which must have been highly 
interesting to the young Browning. (255-56)

It was his training under Relfe that "enabled Browning to set to music Donne's 'Goe and

Catch a Falling Star,' and other poems, and embolden[ed] him to contemplate writing an

opera before he was twenty-one" (DeVane Handbook 469).

Charles Avison also deepened Browning's knowledge ofthe history ofmusic, and his

famous Essc^ includes a discussion of the "mode Palestrina" which Browning admires in

"Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha" (140). A manuscript copy of Avison's "Grand March" was

in the Browning library along with two copies of Avison's Ersqy on Musical Expression

(1752) (DeVane Handbook468). The Essay divides into three parts, "the first covering the

general question of music's 'force and effects' and suggesting some analogies between music

and painting, the second discussing tedmiques of composition and the need to balance the

elements of melody and harmony, foe third . . . exam ining questions of paformance"

(Avison Essay 2). From an eady age. Browning begins to eqilore various aspects of music's

art: in a record of a conversation wifo Mrs. Ireland, communicatedby h a to  foeMzncAasfer

Examiner and Times on December 18,1889, he states foat "I was studying foe Grammar of

Music" when most diildren were "learning foe multiplication table, and I know what I  am
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talking about when I speak ofmusic" (Gri£5néf a/. 16). William Shaip notes, in his of

/?o6erf£rowmng^ &at Browning was known "among his associates in 1833" as a "musician 

and artist rather than as a poet"  ̂(DeVane 259-60).

Browning’s attitude to music is tied to his conception of the poet’s function, and his 

aesthetic and musical theories concerning the role of the artist are developed in his early 

worics and in An Essay on Shelley (pub. 1852). In addition, 6 ^  are explored in the 

monologues on music, "A Toccata of Galiçpi’s" (1855), "Saul" (1855), "Master Hugues of 

Saxe-Gotha"(1863),"AbtVogler"(1864),and/*ar/eyi>igs: WithCharlesAvison{l%Zl). The 

capacity of music to evoke a deep, yet undefined response ̂ scinated poets of the Romantic 

and Victorian periods, and Browning uses both music and language to draw attention to the 

process of interpr^ation and artistic representation.

BROWNING’S POETIC. AESTHETIC. AND MUSICAL THKORTFS

Browning’s octoisive musical training and knowledge of theoretical and aesüietic 

practices allow him to articulate clearly a comparison of die arts. Sdropenhaueris philosophy 

on music may also have influenced Browning’s ideas on art The philosopher’s belief that 

the musician surpassed all o tha artists in approadiing the original sources of existence 

becomes a realisation for the speaks' in Browning’s monologues. Althou^ Browning may 

not have read Schopenhaus, Hegel, or Pater, his ability to uncovs the unconscious and 

make it articulate matdies the modem spirit of aesdietics. Browning’s podic-aestfaetic 

theories are tied dosdy to his theories on music. Bodi arts are ranked higher dian painting 

or sculpture, and music stands most often as the sublime means of esqiressing emotional
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mood or spiritual meaning. In an eariy poem, "Onistmas-Eve" (1850), he eq*lains how

meaning in po^ry is bom out of the natural rhythms o f die environment: "By a medianism

of words and tones" there is a "sort of reviving and reproducing, / More or less perfecdy,"

of "The mood itself" and this effect is strengthened dirough use and practice (243-47). He

notes how "A tune was bom in my head last wedc, /  Out of the thump-thump and shriek-

shriek / Of the train, as I came by it, up from Manchester" (249-51):

And when, next week, I take it back again.
My head will sing to the engine's cladc again.
While it only makes my neighbour's haunches stir,
— Finding no dormant musical sprout 
In him, as in me, to be jolted out (252-59)

The amative act of writing poetry develops die artisfs "soul a thousand ways — / Potent, by

its assistance, to amaze / The multitude with majesties" {Sordello 2.677-79).

Browning's idealistic view of the poet begins with his earliest poetry, as in his

description of natural beauty in Pauline (1833). The poet hungers for God but must "tend"

to his "struggling aims" (821,811). His "spirit wanders," and the "living hedgerows vdiere

/ The bushes close and clasp above and keep / T h o u ^  in" do not allow him to "feel"

emotion (805-08). His "soul saddois when it looks beyond" for he "carmot be immortal,

taste all joy" (809-10). the poet carmot remain calm.

For Andes followed thought and bore me of^
And left all indistinct; ere one was caught 
Another glanced; so, dazzled by my wealdi,
I knew not whidi to leave nor vdiidi to choose.
For all so floated, nau^t was fixed and form. (878-82)

He tries to become "a perfect bard" who ”dironicle[s] the stages o f .. .  life," and eventually

begins to "discern / Faintly how life is truth and trufli is good" (883-88). Browning's
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uncertainty about Üie role of the artist and Us own developing ait is evident in tiie apologetic

tone ofthe poem. The conqiarison b ^ e a i  his own "rude songs" and Shelley's song wUch

"Gladdens . . .  the young eartii" (138,153) reveals his confusion over religious and poetic

ideals. However, early in the poem. Browning Ughlights music's capacity to reveal meaning.

As he struggles with "wild d r e a m s " and "indistinct" tiioughts (878-79), he turns to song:

. . .  I have no confidence.
So I will sing on — fast as 6ncies come
Rudely — the vase being as the mood it paints. (257-59)

The poet has "An impulse" to write, but "no yearning" (377-79):

. . .  I sang as I in dream have seen 
Music wait on a lyrist for some thought.
Yet singing to herself until it came. (377-79)

Music eventually becomes "a fiiend" or "A low voice calling fentty," but "This was not at

first" (368,374).

Lata, afta  the speaka loses his self-identity and "sedc[s] soul's old delights" (355), 

he continues to find peace through music: "And song rose, no new impulse but the one / 

With wUch all others best could be combined" (358-59). In this early poem. Browning 

suggests that music has the ability to stir tiie emotions and provide brief flashes of truth, but 

the fleeing impomanence ofthe musical eiqiaience requires the concrete images and details 

of truth provided by poetry. He sedcs meaning fiom, and cherishes both arts. Music 

becomes his "life" and nourishes him "more than ever” (565-66). John Stuart Mill's aiticism 

of Browning's "intense and morbid selfconsôousness" in Pauline forces him to turn away 

fiom subjective writing to the more objective nature of tiie dramatic monologue (DeVane 

113-14). Howeva, throu^bout his search fi>r answers to aesthetic and moral questions.
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Browning en^loys images of mnsic and son& tfaus pointing to lata-theories on the ability

of music to make thoughts clear.

The unresolved questions in Pauline as to how poetry can be mastered and sh^)ed

to express truth are investigated further in Paracelsus (pub. 1835). Here, music's image is

used again to examine more difficult problems such as man's desire to "comprehend the

works of God" (1.533) and his limited ability to achieve a God-like greatness. Paracelsus'

pride and self-love distance him fiom his fiiends and fiom serving God. Browning examines

the role of the creative artist and problems in attaining Godly perfection by contrasting the

intellectual Paracelsus with the emotional, Italian poet, Aprile, who uses music's melodies

to reflect the "Myst«ious motions of the soul" (478).̂  W.O. Raymond describes Aprile's

"idealistic philosophy" in terms of the creative artist:

Aprile would woo the loveliness of life throu^ the medium of the creative 
gCTius of the artist He yearns to reveal and transfigure the beauty of the 
natural worid by reclothing it in the glorious forms of art Thus his works 
would remain in the sigfit of all men, as pledges of the love which odsted 
betweai himself and the beautiful. But, desiring to grasp the whole sum and 
absolute essence of beauty, he cannot rest content with any finite 
manifestation of i t  (Collins 28-29)

Before he dies, Aprile acknowledges the impafect qualities of man; he would now adventure

forth fi>r men's sakes, "not pausing to reject file weeds, / But happy plucking than at any

price" (2.547-48). Browning, like Aprile, takes file "wants /  And ways" of "common life"

and sets than "forth in beauteous hues" (2.556-57). Aprile's last words to Paracelsus

anphasise the need to find God throug)i accqAance of one's own imperfections: "God is the

pafect p o ^  / Who in his person acts his own oeations" (2.648-49). Paracelsus also fiien

recognises that pride and idealism are fiie "sad riiyme[s]" of men and adcnowledges that
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"Love, hope, fear, M h — (faese make humamty" (4^26,3.1028).

As in the earlior Pauline, Browning combines the arts of po^ry and music at a point 

of crisis. In Canto 4 vdien Paracelsus is most dejected and cynical, he sings a parable^ or 

"record" ofhis quest for knowledge and love. He is then able to praise God for his life's 

journey and acknowledge both success and Êdluie: "do your best / Or worst, praise rises, and 

will rise for ever" (5.572-73). The hero does not attain love which is "serenely pure" but 

love "strong from weakness, like a chance-sown plant / Which, cast on stubborn soil, puts 

forth changed buds/And sofrer stains, unknown in luq)pia’climes" (5.698-701). Browning 

suggests that the artist and humanity must aspire to attain new heights of success, but may 

not necessarily attain those heights. His interest in common touches ofhumanity is seen near 

the conclusion o f Paracelsus when he "sympathize[s] " with mankind and is "proud /  Of their 

half-reasons, friint aspirings, [and] dim / Struggles fr)r truth" (5.876-78). Although th ^  err 

and are "weak, / Like plants in mines which never saw the sun," there is a "touch of 

nobleness" whidi he admires (5.880-82). Paracdsus' last wish is to "Let max / Regard me, 

and the poet dead long ago / Who loved too rashly; and [then] shape frirth a third / And 

better-tempered spirit, warned by bodi" (5.885-88). Browning's artist is thai able to find 

undastanding and "A tenqierate and equidistant worid" (5.893).

The nature of the true poet is also examined in Sordello (1840) whoe the intellectual 

Sordello is contrasted with the creative Eglamor. Throu^out his eariy works. Browning 

struggles to understand die inadequacy of die poefs attenqits to portray a vision of God's 

trudi. Aldiough he claims to tell Bordello's story with "myself kq>t out of view" (1.15), 

Browning uses die character of Sordello to set fixcdi his ideas on die poefs role and funcdon
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insocie^. The subjective poet must be able to perceive beauty in nature, and Sordello, who 

learns to love beauty, becomes "foremost in the regal class [whidi] / Nature has broadly 

severed from her mass of men" (1.467-68). Browning eaqnesses the finite details of beauty 

in terms of a God-created universal beauty and emphasises the poefs taloits by giving his 

"earthly forms" a "toudi divine": "Visibly through his garden walketh God" (1.501-04). The 

poefs artistic creation comes closest to God's divine powers of creation and beauty when he 

provides understanding and vision, for it is the poefs primary role to allow others to perceive 

what he sees. Therefore, the poet must not only ""Exact the town, the ministo’ and the street'" 

but portray tiie mood of a particular scene: "what tinge / Determines it, else colourless, — or 

mirth, / Or melancholy, as fiom heaven or earth" (3.901,908-10).

Browning's thoughts on the power of music have developed from tiie eariy Pauline 

and he is now able to compare the arts of music and poetry. Howeva*, his ideas remain 

uncertain as seen by a number of contradictions in Sordello. He places music's art above that 

of poetry when tiie minstrel's song gains him the crowd's applause and the prize (2.60-95). 

But, in comparison to music, poetry is betto* able to portray the imaginative or invisible 

aspects of life. Despite the prize awarded the musician, the defeated minstrd is given feme 

for his poetic strengths because he "wrote / With heart and soul and stroigtii" and believed 

himself “adiieving all to be achieved / By singer" (3.616-19). Sordello searches for an 

"instrument" or "body" to express his ideals (1.834-36) but esqteriences botii isolation and 

joy as an artist. Later, Browning assigns equal in^iortance to tiie two arts vdien the master's 

lute is strung "With the new lute-string, "Elys," named to suit / The song" (2.68-69). 

Although he continues to analyse the c^iabilities and limitations of both arts, here the
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mamageofpo^iy and music is comparable to the State of ideal happiness foundinElysium 

ofthe ancient Gredcmydi.^ Sordello is able to supplant Eglamor, the famous minstrel, and 

enjoy music for its own beauty rather than perfimn it for the public's appreciation and his 

own recognition.

Browning's aesthetic theories begin to include the reader's response to the artistic 

process, a characteristic ofhis later, mature poon The Ring and the Book. He suggests that 

song can inspire action in others, and the po^s role in society is to sway others and produce 

that action or thou^t (5.571-75). Song, for Browning, becomes T he fullest effluence of 

the finest mind" (5.561). Music's ability to capture or depict the unspoken perceptions of 

men is shown early in Canto 2 (429-37). It is "Song, not deeds" whidi is "chosen" to find 

love and perfection. "Man's s«ise[s]" would be "Obstructed" if  there were "merely vase for 

vent" (2.444-46). The speaka notes that otha outlets for undastanding human nature do 

not matdi the powa of song, and man should "give and take on song's one point" (2.451).̂

The speaka continues to compare his "poet-soul" with the musician's; he realises, as 

he listens to the music, "twas the song's effect / He cared for, scarce the song itself 

(2.505,485-86). As Bordello's confidence in the "Poet-part" ofhis diaracta increases, his 

"Art / Develop[s] his soul a thousand ways," and "Language, the makeshift," grows "Into a 

bravest o f acpediaits, too" (2.675-77,681-82). Browning's confidence in analysing music 

and poetry is revealed in his inaeased use of references to specific musical forms. This 

continues and devdops throughout the monologues on music until the writing of The Ring 

and the Book, idiere he anploys ibyfomic concqits and aesthetic values of music in a less 

obvious and fundamental way. Here, Brownir^s use of medieval terms sudi as tœzon or
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sirvoit^ diaractoises his ongoing intoest in die close relationship between poetry and music. 

The ddiating character o f the tenzon and the soious or satirical character of die sirvent are 

^propriate to Browning's questions on the nature ofhis art, but early in this poem the 

"complete Sordello, Man and Bard" still eludes the speakw-poet (2.690). Naddo challenges 

the poet on the nature of the bard's art:

. . .  why introduce 
Crochets Uke these? fine, surely, but no use 
In poetry — which still must be, to strike,
Based upon common sense; th æ 's  nothing like 
Appealing to our nature! what beside 
Was your first poetry? No tridcs were tried 
In that, no hollow thrills, affected throes! (2.789-95)

Sordello concludes in Canto 5 that thae are capabilities and limitations in both arts. Eadi

gift "neutralizes eadi then" and no matter how long one seardies, "You get no whole and

perfect Poet" (5.115-16).

Browning's fiill realisation that music is the force behind the poefs work begins to

take sh^)einv4n Essc^ on Shelly (1852). This essay opens with a consideration of \^ y  die

objective poet is driven to "the process of gathaing togetha in a lifdime" die "materials"

and the details he obsaves around him, and i^iat induces "this effort and opaation" (1001).

He contemplates the delights of the soul and asks:

. . .  did a saise of duty or of love lead it to communicate its own saisations 
to mankind? Did an irresistible sympathy with men compel it to bring down 
and suit its own provision of knowledge and beauty to dieir narrow scope?
Did die pasonality of sudi an one stand like an open watdr-towa in the 
midst of the territory it is erected to gaze on, and were the storms and cahns, 
the stars and meteors, its watdunan was wont to rqxirt o^ die habitual 
variegation ofhis every-day life, as they glanced across its open roof or lay 
reflected on its four-square panqid? (1001)
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Shakespeare, the objective poet, is a "Ashiona" and "die dHng âshioned, his poetry, will

of necessity be substantive, projected 6om himsdf and distinct” (1001). This objective poet

allows othos to see God's world, as Browning points out in "Fra Lippo Lippi," written three

years later (1855):

For, dont you mark? we're made so that we love 
First when we see than painted, things we have passed 
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better, painted — better to us.
Which is the same thing. Art was given for that;
God uses us to help each other so.
Lending our minds o u t (300-06)

A receptive reader may accept the poet's portrayal of reality or provide his own œative

response or perception.

The subjective poet is "gifted like the objective poet" but he envoys a "fuller

perception of nature and man" (1002). He is

. . .  impelled to embody the thing he perceives, not so much with reference 
to the many below as to the one above him, die siqireme Intelligaice which 
apprehends all things in their absolute truth, — an ultimate view ever aspired 
to, if  but partially attained, by die poefs own souL Not what man sees, but 
what God sees (1002)

The subjective poet does not sedc "humanity in action" but the "primal elonoits of

humanity" and he "digs where he stands, — preforing to sedc them in his own soul as the

nearest reflex of that absolute Mind, according to die intuitions of which he desires to

perceive and speak" (1002). Browning comments on the attention to fundamentals whidi

a subjective pod admires: "Such a poet does not deal habitually with die picturesque

groiqiings and tempestuous tossings of the forest — trees, but widi their roots and fibres

naked to die chalk and stone" (1002):
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He does not paint pictures and hang them, on âie walls, but laüier carries them 
on the retina ofhis own eyes: we must look deep mtn his human qres, to see 
those pictures on dion. He is rather a seer, accordingly, than a ftshioner, and 
what he produces will be less a wodc than an effluence. (1002)

That effluence "cannot be easily considered in abstraction from his personality, — being

indeed the very radiance and aroma ofhis personality, projected from it but not s^arated"

( 1002).

Browning's statements concerning the subjective and objective poet in dûs essay are

not always consistait, leading to various interpretations by W.C. DeVane, Philip Drew, and

Betty Miller (Collins 113). He highlights die need for bodi types of poets, for aldiough "die

subjective might seem to be the ultimate requirement of every age, the objective, in the

strictest state, must still retain its original value" (1003):

For it is with this world, as starting point and basis alike, that we shall always 
have to concern ourselves: the worid is not to be learned and thrown aside, 
but reverted to and relearned. (1003)

Poets must "see in[to] an object with reference to their own individuality," yrt "pafect

worics" are not always aeated by "distinct individuals only" (1003). Thae is a "time when

the general eye has, so to speak, absorbed its fill of the phenomaia around it, whetha

spiritual or material," and "desires ratha to learn the exacta significance of what it

possesses, than to receive any augmentation of vbat is possessed" (1003):

Then is die opportunity fir the poet ofloffia vision, to lift his fellows, widi 
dieir half-apprdiaisions, tq> to his own sphere, by intaisitying the import of 
details and rounding the universal meaning. (1003-04)

Browning concludes that "Greatness in a work suggests an adequate instrumentality" and

mudi understanding can be gained firom a "review of a poefs life" and his poetry (1004).
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The subjective poet or visionaiy struggles to portray trudi as God would see i t  The

"viiole po^s function" is "bdiolding with an understanding keenness die univers^ nature

and man, in dieir actual state of perfection in imperfection" (1005). In addition, the "whole

poet's virtue" is his gift of portraying the "else-incompleted magnificence of the sunrise" or

the "else-uninterpreted mystery of the lake" and striving for "the actual Divine" rather than

the "eventual Human" (1005). Shelley's poetry provides such an example for it is supplied

"with a diction more adequate to the task in its natural and acquired richness" and "its

material colour and spiritual transparen<y" (1005). The "whole being [is] moved by and

sufiused with a music at once of the soul and the sense, expressive both of an «eternal might

of sincere passion and an internal fimess and consonancy" (1005-06). At various points in

the essay. Browning asserts that the best podiy is a combination of the subjective and the

objective. He concludes An Essay on Shelly  by noting the poefs "noblest and

predom inating characteristic" (1012):

This I call his simultaneous perception of Power and Love in the absolute, 
and of Beauty and Good in the conoete, while he throws, fiom his poefs 
station between both, swifter, subtler, and more numeous films for the 
coimmdon of eadi with each, than have been thrown by any moden artificer 
of whom I have knowledge.. . .  (1012)

Browning consider Shelley's poetry as "a sublime firagmentary essay towards a presentment

of the correspondency of the universe to Deity, of tiie natural to the spiritual, and of the

actual to the ideal" (1012).

"How It Strikes a Contemporary" (1855) contains further ideas on tiie nature and

function of the poet and follows An Essay on Shelley, his most inqrortant statemoit on poetic

theories. Lines 36-46 of tiie monologue contain the "essaice of the concqition of poetic
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function" and the "diction may edio Lear's 6mous speedi to Cordelia vdien th ^  6ce 

imprisomnoat" [King Lear 53.11-17] (Houston and Stange, eds. 228-29). Browning's 

interest in the minute details of human life is tied to his concq)tion of the poet as a recorder 

for God. In a letter to John Ruskin (1855), he notes that "A poet's afifair [is] with God, to 

whom he is accountable, and ofwhom is his reward" (Houghton era/. 229). "How It Strikes 

a Contemporary" portrays the poet as a keen observer of details, but the public sees him as 

a "spy" or a "recording chief-inquisitor" (38-39). Browning, himself a recorder of details, 

traces the movements and actions of the poet and his "bald and blindish" dog (12), yet others 

do not see these figures. The poet is isolated and misunderstood, and Browning feels that 

he should not be seen as the recorder of gossip, vdiose rqwrt is sent to "Our Lord the King," 

but "The town's true master if the town but knew" (59,40). He does not live a life of luxury 

in a home "Beyond the Jewry," but lives a simple existence in a "clean gay garret" by the 

bridge (74,101). This poet is compared to a "gaieral-in-chief" who has been "Through a 

whole campaign of the world's life and death, / Doing the King's woric all the day long" ( 104- 

06). He is pictured "In his old coat and up to knees in mud, / Smok[ing] like a haring, [and] 

dining on a (xust" (107-08). The poefs clothes were "courtly once and conscientious still" 

(6) but now, in deaA, diere is "No further show or need for that old coat" (110). Browning 

uses the image of die coat to highli^t the poefs individual personality, as well as to show 

his unique qualities whidi link him to a divine presence (111-15). The speakor has ignored 

and mistaken the poefs contributions and his life, but, ironically, is made aware of his own 

&ults and weaknesses, thus empbaasing the genius of the artist to provide the nature of truth 

and understanding for himself and odlOS.
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Biowning^s knowledge of and responsiveness to music are revealed in an early 

monologue, "A Toccata of Galuppi's” (1855).' His optimism and zeal for life are reflected 

in his imitation of the style and texture of the toccata form’ as well as through flie speaker's 

response to the music. Browning's poetic development continues to be linked to his 

employment of musical images and, more and more often, die effects of particular musical 

forms and techniques are utilised to advance his aesthetic theories. His writing becomes 

most toccata-like in its delivery: a sense of improvisation is captured as he makes his 

opening statement to Galuppi, provides description in fl%e rubato-like rhythm, adds 

dissonance through questioning, and resolves it through imitation and repetition of ideas. 

As in other monologues on music, torsion and resolution of ideas are related to a speaker's 

experience and his response to that experience, and in this monologue the texture and 

structure of music are imitated in the poetic style.

Browning c^tures both the mood and decadoice of 18th-century Venice and the 

subtleties of rfayflun and tempo by imitating the tedinical aspects of the toccata. For 

example, he onphasises a diange of pace and rhythm with flie introduction of the listener's 

voice in stanzas 2 and 3 and through the use of ellipsis points (4-8). The toccata often begins 

with a series of running passages which range over the vdiole instrument and gather both 

power and variety as fliey proceed. Browning oeates a similar effect as the qieaker depicts 

the ceremonial roles of Venetian doges, city carnivals, balls and masques, and finally the 

passion and intimacy oflo vers. The dramatic  monologue allows Browning to evoke skilfully 

the toccata's prime purpose — to suggest inqnovisatioiL Alfliough Galuppi does not speak, 

his presoice allows the speaker to speculate or suggest, and the many questions found in
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stanzas 2 to 5 reflect the uncertainty of the speaker as he struggles with lifôs questions.

Browning creates this effect of uncertain^ with quidc, erratic responses and dianging

rhythms, and the resolution of the "dominant" to the tonic or "octave" (24-25) symbolises

the inevitable movement from life to death:

Were you h^py?* — "Yes.' — 'And are you still as happy7 — 'Yes. And you?'
— Then, more kisses!' — Did I stop them, when a million seemed so few?'
Hark, the dominant's pasistence till it must be answered to! (22-24)

The supafrciality of the Venetian's actions are captured in the short, abrupt phrases of lines

22-23 as well as in the monotonous rhythms which characterise the opening of the

monologue (1-3).

Stanzas 5 to 7 contain images which ultimately lead the speaker to realise his own 

vulnerability and mortality, and Browning uses specific musical terms to suggest the idea of 

death:

What? Those lesser fliirds so plaintive, sixths diminished, sigh on sigh.
Told them something? Those suspensions, those solutions — 'Must we die'
Those conuniserating sevenths — 'Life m i^ t last! we can but try!' (19-21)

These traditional, negative connotations associated with m inor  and diminished  intervals are

balanced by the hopeful and expressive feelings associated with fee "commiserating

sevœths." Galuppi's music captures fee "soul" or vitality o f fee Vaietian age, but that life

also creaks forth "Dust and ashes." Lata:, in Parleyings: With Charles Avison, Browning

explores fee effect and function ofmusic, not only in relation to fee fleeting qualities of life,

but historically, in relation to r^ d ly  dianging styles within music history. Bofe "A Toccata

of Galiqipi's" and Parleyings: With Charles Avison emphasise Browning's belief fliat music

can reveal fee vital essence of an age or culture and be understood. Alfeougjh Galiq>pi's
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music dqncts sentimaital, pleasurable aspects of IStibrceotury Venice, it also d^nes 

scepticism and rationalism. Browning's poetry allows a new harmony or understanding for 

the speaker, but it is music's art ^diidi creates that vdiicle for understanding and allows 

various perspectives and associations to be explored in the poem.

Browning's ecamination of an objective and subjective poet continues in "Saul" 

(1855), a monologue which proves to be a turning point in relation to his poetic ambitions 

and his understanding of music's expressive capabilities. He publishes the first nine sections 

of "Saul" in 1845 but does not complete the poan until afia  ̂his visit to Italy and after he has 

written about troubling religious questions in "Christmas-Eve" and "Easter-Day" (1850). 

The poem shows a clear development in his musical and aesthetic theories'” as David, the 

fashioner, points to details of creation in stanzas 1 -9, and the King's subjective understanding 

in stanzas 10-19 (pub. 1855). The two parts of "Saul" are "cleady indicative of Browning's 

change in poetic theory," for "the second part goes more deeply, intellectually and 

psychologically, into the draractos of Saul and David" (DeVane 118). Browning has now 

developed his own diaractaistic style of writing and no longer writes in "the maimer of 

[Christopher] Smart" (118). "Saul" is "the baromder vdiidi shows the diange in Browning's 

point of view" (118). Browning uses Sir Thomas Wyatfs "Seven Penitential Psalms" as the 

framework for "Saul," and because more is known of die gmesis of this poem it "serves as 

a means of measuring the development of Browning's religious ideas as wdl as . . .  his 

theory of poetry" (Whitla27). His consideration ofa singer's role and his relationship to God 

is not completely secure in "Saul," but he does begin to explore the psydiological effects of 

music and «am ine fiirthar the relationship of music and poetry.
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David's song allows King Saul to see himself as a valued part of oeation, and this 

understanding parallels the poet's movement fiom objective to subjective poetry. As David 

exclaims to Saul, "Thouhast done now widi^es Arthe actual; begin with the seer's!" (176). 

Despite the appeal of music's expressive qualities. Browning notes that music does not have 

concrete referents in the way poetry does, and this limitation affects the listener. He stresses 

this point when King Saul is struck by the song and becomes "released and aware," but 

retreats "as before" (103,117,121). As David continues to sing, he realises that his word is 

God's word and, through song, the "distance" between "God's throne" and "man's grave" is 

not a "hopeless" distance to comprehend and overcome (196-98). He presents three series 

of motives to Saul, all of which reveal God's love at work through song. The songs played 

to calm and tame the (features evolve into the "help-tune[s]" (49) of mankind. These songs, 

in turn, rise in level of importance to songs of aspiration, ending with 6 e  "Face" and "Hand" 

of Christ revealed in the love of David for Saul (310-11). Browning's revelation that music 

is the force behind his poetic writing is paralleled in David's words, "No harp more — no 

song more" (237). If the musical instrument is not employed (“No harp more”), th ae  will 

be no (xeation of song or text and thus, no inspiration for the listena. The po^ now sees 

God "In the star, in the stone, in the flesh, in die soul and the clod," and is raiewed by "The 

submission of man's nothing-perfect to God's all-complete" (250-53). David, the musician, 

is able to bid Saul to "awake / From die dream, die probation, the prelude, to find himself set 

/ Clear and safe in new light and new life" (280-82). Now a "new harmony [is] yet /  To be 

run, and continued, and aided" (282-83):

. . .  O Saul, it shall be
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A Face like my &ce that recdves Üiee; a Man like to me.
Thou shalt love and be loved by, Ar even a Hand like diis hand
Shall throw open die gates of new life to thee! See the CSnist stand!' (309-12)

The images o f the fece and hand en^hasise the physical link bdweai God and man

Music soothes and calms Saul, and it is that feeling whidi allows Browning to

emphasise the importance of podic thought As he suggests in a later monologue on Charles

Avison, the poet-musician's mind does not strive to give "permanence" to "momentary

feeling," but his mind's "tribe / Of senses" brings to pass "Knowledge" through "Art's [in

particular music's] ministry" (Parleying: With Charles Avison 243,175-76,200). Music is

not associated with "passion's transient flit and wink" of feelings ( 189), but with the spiritual

love and higher aim that David feels for Saul:

. . .  — tis not what man Does whidi exalts 
him, but what man Would do! (295-96)

Saul is transfermed through David's vision and iq>held by the poefs music. Just as Browning

is the keeper of "Lyric Love" throu^ his "tare gold ring of verse" in The Ring and the Book,

David renders all duty to God and "succeed[s] in guardianship" to Saul through God's Divine

Love (12.868-69). The theoretical aspects of Browning's aesdietics are tested in his early

poems but practised, artistically, in the monologue on Saul.

Following the final publication of "Saul" (1855), Browning is more secure in his

criticism of the objective nature of the poet-musidan. In "Transcoidentalism: A Poem in

Twelve Books'" (1855), he compares die expressive capabilities of podry and music:

Stop playing, poet! May a brodier speak?
Tis you speak, thafs your error. Song's our art:
Whereas you please to speak these naked thoughts 
Instead of drying them in sights and sounds.
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— True thoughts, good dioug^its, though fit to treasure tqp!
But sudi long prolusion and display.
Such turning and adjustment of the harp.
And taking it upon your breast, at length.
Only to speak dry words aooss its strings? (1-9)

Music stimulates the imagination and allows the “naked thougjhts” to be expressed in

emotional and expressive ways. The speaker diides the young musician-poet for providing

rational thought to the elder generation, while the youth desire "images and melody" (17):

So come, the harp back to your heart again!
You are a poem, though your poem's naught 
The best of all you showed before, believe.
Was your own boy-^ce o'er the finer diords
Bent, following the cherub at the top
That points to God with his paired half-moon wings. (46-51)

Browning emphasises the importance of imagination for "We see and hear and do not

wonder much" (20). To this end, he turns to music's art to portray the expressive and

emotional qualities of mankind and his perceptions of those qualities. David, the subjective

poet, was able to show King Saul physical trudi througfi song, but spiritual trufii is realised

through the worship of the subjective poet or visionary.

In "Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha" (pub. 1863), Browning again examines foe effect

of music on the listenor, and begins to explore foe nature of truth — a major theme of The

Ring and the Book. The ability of David to speak for God is not felt in this monologue;

although each fugal voice is givoi a diaractoistic feeling and purpose, collectively they do

not catch foe "import" (89) of Hugues' foou^ts. Instead, he has left, ironically, a "mountain

in labour" (127), and foe discontent felt by foe speaker in "A Toccata of Galuppi's" is

strongly folt again. Alfoougfi music was used to calm Saul's soul, foe gœesis and
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intapr^ation of Master Hugues' music does not exist in a permanent or ideal form and 

creates a problem for the contanporary artist The monologue addresses a problem which 

Browning himself encounters — the acceptance of difficult art forms, and the recognition or 

understanding of "truth." Despite Browning's resaimtions, "Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha" 

provides a humorous, personal touch, and reveals his significant understanding of music's 

art

As in the earlier "A Toccata of Galuppi's," Browning explores the relationship of 

music and poetry by becoming more involved in the imitation of music's art Here, the 

speaker-poet seeks to understand the fugal form by im itating musical diaracteristics within 

his poetic form. He admires the perfect form and constancy of the five-voice fugue but does 

not catch its "import" (89) and parodies that music's style through an a-b-a-b-a rhyme 

scheme, repetition o f words and ideas, and the use of irony. The subject, countersubject, and 

each succeeding voice' ' become characters and are analysed according to their actions or role 

in the music (56-65). The poet finds the fogue tedmically dry and formal, and parodies this 

in the crisp sounds of his verse:

One is incisive, corrosive;
Two retorts, nettled, curt, agitant;

Three makes rejoinder, expansive, «(plosive;
Four overbears them all, stridoit and strepitant:

Five. . .  O Danaldes, O Sieve! (76-80)

The parody is achieved through stylistic aspects such as word choice, alliteration and 

assonance, rhythmic changes, and imitation of sounds. An analysis of these same stylistic 

features and techniques in Browning's TheRmgandtheBook(f3aaii^^ reinforces his keen 

awareness of sound and its effects in both poetry and music.
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As the organist plays and analyses Master Hugues* music, ̂  he considers the passage 

of time in tom s of traditions and common customs. As in "A Toccata of Galrq>pi's" where 

the sound o f music recalls past figures, the organist's music calls forth the sacristan ^ o  

carries out his simple duties as the diurdi empties after evening prayer. As the church 

daricens and the organist's candle dips low, the speaker considers Master Hugues' music in 

relation to life's mysteries:

Is it your moral o f Life?
Such a web, simple and subtle.

Weave we on earth here in impotent strife,
Badcward and forward each throwing his shuttle.

Death ending all with a knife? (106-10)

Browning's five-line stanza (a-b-a-b-a) becomes a nine-line final stanza with its additional

a-a-a-b rhyme sdiane. This is an qjpropriate rq)resaitation of the overall effect and

structure of the fi^;ue, as the developed voices accumulate interest and unity. The repeated

a-a-a rhyme scheme (146-48) suggests diat die speakar has finally received the meaning of

the performance and the music:

. . .  Lo you, the wick in die sockd!
Hallo, you sacristan, show us a light there!

Down it dips, gone like arodc^
What, you want, do you, to come unawares.
Swelling die churdi iq> for first moming-prayers.
And find a poor devil has ended his cares
At die foot of your rottai-runged rat-riddled stairs?

Do I carry the moon in my podcet? (142-49)

It does not matter diat the sacristan or "Saint" siqiervises "all betwixt pavanent and spire" 

and "Put[s] rats and mice to the rout" (21,24-25), for die speaker must attend to his own 

afiairs. The last line suggests that, if  the speaker remains in the dark, he will not find truth
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and undastanding but will find himself lost w  fiozen in past traditions and auAoiities. 

Browning questions, throng the writing of fins poan, the role and ability of art to define 

truth. Like Andrea del Sarto >^o s e ^  to correct a flaw in Ra&el's work in order to oeate 

perfect art, the composer's perfection of the fiigal form does not necessarily provide trufli and 

understanding for the listener.

The emotional power of music found early expression in Pauline where Browning 

concluded that the "help to music's mystery" lies in the divine inspiration of God (930-31). 

This idea is carried forward to " Abt Vogler” when Music's triumph ova painting and poetry 

reflects a "wish" of Browning's "soul" to understand "music sent up to God by flie lova and 

the bard" ("Abt Vogler" 41,79). His use of the word "manifold" in the opaiing line 

appropriately dqiicts his understanding of the various £q>pUcations and effects of music in 

the poem. The architectural harmony described in the opening stanzas begins wifli flie 

speaker's wish fliat his "manifold music" wül be proportionate to that whidi "Solomon willed 

. . .  as he named the inefBible Name" ("Abt V o^a" 1,7). Browning's dqiiction of the artist 

as aeator follows that of Shelley in the Romantic tradition. The attoiqited extenqxirisation 

is flie speaka*s creative contribution to flie ardiitectural structures of music and parallds flie 

aeation of Solomon's palace. The restlessness and yearning, howeva, are charactaistic of 

the Victorian period and indicative of flie shifting view offlie artist in the nineteenth century. 

The artist rqipeals to his aeative and musical impulses just as Browning uses ardiitectural 

analogies to emphasise momaits of illumination within life's journey and, in particular, flie 

nature of Divine creation or will.

The work b^ins wifli an awareness of external forces, but these prove to crowd or
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restrict the speaka*s creativity, hi stanza 4, die speaker leArs to die origins of existence or 

God's creation of man in order to Cnd the source ofhis induration. The musician feels that, 

in his "passion,” he has ”scale[d] die sky" and now the "onulous heavoi" yearns down "to 

reach the earth" (27-28). The union ofheaven to earth, represaitadve of the artistic process, 

occurs in stanza 4, and is expressed in terms of oration and images of light (29-32). The 

artist's realisation that God's structure remains "ever the same" and that "There shall never 

be one lost good" is also a realisation ofhis lost creation: "And, there! Ye have heard and 

seen: consider and bow the head!” (9,67,69,56). The artist is content, therefore, to find his 

resting-place on earth where "silence resumes her reign" (89). Just as Abt Vogler becomes 

a master at extemporisation throng a growing awareness ofhis instrument's capabilities, the 

speaker in Browning's monologue adiieves a heightoied awareness ofhis unique place in 

humanity throu^ the process of discovay.

Browning states that "God has a few of us whom he ixdiispers in the ear" for "tis we 

musicians" who "know" and understand die inescd*able condition ofhumanity (85,88). He 

suggests, diaefore, that music's art better prqiares the artist to understand God's divine will. 

When the "palace of music. . .  reared” by the musician is gone, he can celdirate die feet that 

"many more of the kind / As good, nay, b â ta  padiance" will occur (57,61-62). The music 

that is gone will be echoed in die etanal life, and the artist recognises God's promise tbrough 

his own aeative powas. The "m anifold” nature of music in die poem reflects Browning's 

ability to make art perfimn sevaal fimctions at once. He is able to aivisage his structure as 

a painta would (21-24), describe the structure in tam s of musical sound (53-55), and 

express his droughts through the medium of poetry. The flash of God's wiU matdies die
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artist's intuitive in s i^ ix ^ d i vanishes as quîddy as it is realised. Browning, through tiie 

speaker, esqietiences a moment of spiritual trudi or illumination when he realises 6 a t music 

represents God's will, "Existeotbdund all laws" (50). In no other art but music would "such 

gift be allowed to man, / That out of three sounds he fiame, not a fourth / sound, but a star" 

(51-52).

As Browning's poetic and aesthetic theories mature, he emphasises the role of poets

and points to their celebrated gifts of intuitiveness and sensitivity. In "Red Cotton Night-Oq)

Country" (1873), he praises the art of poetry and contrasts it to "Speech [which] is rqwrted

in the newspaper" (3284). He also aiticises die public's toidaicy to misundastand the poet,

for example in "'At the Mermaid'" (1876). On behalf of Shakespeare, Browning protests the

view that the opinions and beliefo of a dramatist's diaracters rq>resait those of their creator.

The speaka claims that he has not allowed die public to discover his life in his work, nor

enabled anyone to "slip inside my breast, /  There to catalogue and label /  What I like best,

what love best" (34-36). Browning concludes at the end of "The Two Poets of Croisic"

(1878) that there is a "simple test. . .  to weigh / The worth o f poets" and diat test involves

asking the question, "'Whidi one led a h ^ y  life?*" (1233-35,1240):

Was not his lot to feel more? What meant 'foel'
Unless to suffer! Not, to see more? Sight —

What helped it but to watdi die drunken red
Of vice and folly round him, left and ri^it.

One dance of rogues and idiots! Not, to deal
More with things lovely? What provoked the spite 

Of fildi incarnate, like the po^s need 
Ofodier nutriment than strife and greed! (1249-56)

"Who knows most, doubts most" and "entertaining hope, / Means recognizing fear" (1257-
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58). T hepoet^o  sees and feds more deeply will understand suffering and deq>onotioiis, 

and will use his inner strength to prodnce aeative works of art: "stars abound/O'ohead,but 

then — i^iat flowers make glad die ground!" (1263-64).

Parleyings With Certain People o f Importance in Their Day (1887) is Browning's 

final major poem and, as with otba significant poems of bis later period, was writtoi in 

response to the death of a fiioid, here J. Milsand (Wbida 102). The poem also examines the 

problems of poetic communication and the effectivoiess of the arts To match and mate / 

Feeling with knowledge" (185-86). Browning's wish is to

. . .  some way 
Arrest Soul's evanescent moods, and keep 
Unalterably still the forms that leap 
To life for once by hdp of Art! — which yearns 
To save its c^ture.. . .  (210-14)

Poetry "discerns" while painting is ""ware of passion's rise and fell,. . .  all / A-seethe within

the gulf" (214-17). The "Poefs word-mesh" and the "Paintefs sure and swift / Colour-and-

line-throw" are "proud" to lift their "prize" of "passions caught" (219-21). In the Avison

monologue, Browning concludes that "There is no truer trudi obtainable / By Man than

comes of music," an art "Who tells o^ [and] trades to source the founts of Soul" (138-

39,182). Howeva, "All Arts oideavourtfais, and she [music] the most/Attains therdo, yet

feils of fondling" (198-99). This monologue traces Browning's dioughts on die oqiadties

and limitations of music's art as well as die changing perceptions toward (and appeal oQ

music and ifo dianging styles.

In writing Parleyings: With Charles Avison Browning reviews his ideas about, and

his experiences with music. He recalls ovaioolring familiar times and marching tn  a  "Bold-
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Stepping "Mardi'. . .  ere my hand / Could stretdi an octave” (51-52). He uses the sinqile, 

continuous "March" by Charles Avison to fulfil his prophecy given at die conclusion of 

Pauline: "For this song shall remain to tell for eva- /  That when I lost all hope o f such a 

change, / Suddenly beauty rose on me again" (1004-06). That sudden "beauty" represents 

illumination or in s is t and, in the Avison monologue, is foimd in two significant and 

personal events. The "little fact" or recollection ofhis mother playing Avison's "Grand 

March in C Major" leads Browning's "fency forth" (1-2) and the cold March scene leads him 

to think of a musical March written by an 18th-century organist finm Newcastle. As 

Browning watches a small blackcap carry a scrap of cloth to its nest, he questions why the 

bird travelled so far to find the material. Avison's "March" is recalled in association with 

Browning's question: "What old-world woric proved forage for the bill / Of memory the for- 

fiyer?" (44-45). Seventy years later, the memory ofhis motha's playing leads Browning to 

print the music of a simple March at the conclusion of the Avison monologue. The aeation 

of the monologue stems fiom the image of a cold mondi in March, and Browning's argument 

around the "Mardi-motive" provides "Truth which endures resetting" (382-83). Eachmotive 

comments on the otha, allowing Browning to show how a Mardi or any oüia work of art 

is shaped and made coherent

Both Avison and Browning acknowledge the perfection o f composition which "arises 

fiom melody, harmony and expression" (Le Huray et al. 61), but Browning questions why 

"fiesh aduevement" by new artists is so admired (Parleyings: With Charles Avison 125). 

Browning's interest in the transience of music may have been inspired by his reading of a 

Froidi memoir. Esquisse biogrcq>hique sur Claude L^eune, natif de Valenciennes,
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surnommé le Phénix des ntusUnens. compositeur de la ntusique des rois Henri IB. et Henri 

IV  [1845] (DeVane 257). His melancholy conceniing the passing of musicians and their 

music is repressed in a letter to E lizab^ Barrett on Mardi 7,1846." Music is capable of 

"breathing / Mysterious motions of the soul" {Paracelsus477-78) and can dredge deeper into 

man's soul. However, it is less enable than poetry or painting of fixing the "unsounded sea" 

{Parleyings: With Charles Avison 161) into a permanent form.

The nostalgia or melancholy found in "A Toccata of Galiqipi's" and in "Abt Vogler" 

is replaced by a confidence and faith in the music of the past in foe Avison monologue. 

Rather than feeling "chilly and grown old" as seen in "A Toccata of Galuppi's" (45), 

Browning finds music "all alive once more — /As once it was alive" (113-14). He does not 

atten^)t to modernise Avison's "March" with some "irrevaent innovation" (319) but asks that 

listeners bring foe old music to life through their imaginations:

. . .  Bring
Our life to kindle theirs, and straight eadi king 
Starts, you shall see, stands up, fiom head to foot 
No inch foat is not Purcell! (330-33)

He does lament, however, foat Wagno's new music will suffo foe same fote as Avison's

older style. Even though "fetal Wagner" has "fixed. . .  fiist" foat "’O Thou' — Sighed by foe

soul at eve to Hesperus —" it too, will "again take wing and fly awîty" (132-35). The strmgfo

and vitality of Avison's or Wagnafs music will continue if man does not allow foe mind to

hide "An elemait whidi woiks beyond our guess, / Soul, foe unsounded sea" (160-61).

Browning suggests that "Of all foe lamaitable ddits [\diidi are] incurred /  By Man flnough

buying knowledge," foe worst is to ignore knowledge "\diidi holds a finit / Haply
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undreamed of in die soul's Spiing-tide,” and \diidi "Summer opœs wide, / And Autumn,

widioing, rounds to perfect ripe" (339-40,343-46). Music ties emotion to the simple things

in life, but knowledge or intellect can be ignorant or deceptive:

. . .  just as an old-worid tune 
Wears out and drops away, until who hears 
Smilingly questions — "This it was brought tears 
Once to all eyes, — this roused heart's nqiture once?"
So will it be with truth that, for the nonce.
Styles itself truth paennial: "ware its wile!
Knowledge turns nescience, — foremost on the file.
Simply proves first of our delusions.' (353-60)

The passions associated with music are not those of the intellect, and it is art, in particular

music, which captures these feelings of the soul and gives them degrees of permanence.

Browning's thoughts on the power of music are echoed in Avison's An Essay on

Musical Expression:

The C^iacity of receiving Pleasure fiom these musical Sounds, is, in Fact, a 
peculiar and internal Sense; but of a mudi more refined Nature than the 
external Senses: For in the Pleasures arising fiom our internal Sarse of 
Harmony, thae is no prior Uneasiness necessary, in orda to our tasting them 
indieirfiillPafection;.. .It is their peculiar and essaitial Property, to divest 
the Soul of every unquiet Passion, to pour in upon die Mind, a silent and 
serene Joy, beyond the Powa of Words to express, and to fix die Heart in a 
rational, benevolent, and happy Tranquility. (2-3)

This is the "natural Effect of Melody or Harmony on the Imagination," and "when to these

is added the Force o f Musical Expression, the Effect is greatly inaeased" (3). Browning's

monologue on Charia Avison celdirates music's expressive capacity throughout the aga

finom "glorious B ad fs]. . .  great glad 'subjecf " to the "Rough, rude, robustious. . .  noise"

of Avison's Grand March, to "some unmodulated minor" fixed by Wagna (418,414-

16,136).*-*
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Browning explores in detail the nature of tmdi in The Ring and the Book (pub. 1868- 

69). The opening of this lengthy monologue is dxaracterised by die poefs uneasiness that, 

again (near the end ofhis writing careo), his work will not be accqited by the British public 

(1.1379ff.). His understanding of and belief in the powerful effects of music are e7q>loited 

in this mature poem. Technical aspects of music's art such as harmony, rhythm, and motivic 

development are used in conjimction with literary aspects such as point of view, tone of 

voice, and portrayal of thought and argument. Browning's control over the subtleties and 

nuances of music and poetry provides an "artistic way" (12.87) comparable to the musician's 

compositional techniques. A comparison of the formal, tedinical, and stylistic features of 

Wagner's Ring cycle and Browning's The Ring and the Book underlines the artists' mature 

aesthetic, poetic, and musical theories, and examines the poetry-music relationship in terms 

of motivic process and creative developmaiL Browning syndiesises ins ideas on music and 

poetry at the conclusion of Book 12 of The Ring and the Book:

— Art may tell a truth 
Obliquely, do the thing shall breed the dioug^t.
Nor wrong the thought, missing the mediate word. (12.855-57)

So, note by note, bring music from your mind,
Deqia^ than ever the Andante dived, —
So write a book shall mean, beyond the &cts,
SufSce the eye and save the soul beside. (12.860-63)

He emphasises the ability of art and, in particular, music, to act as an intermediate agency

for conveying ideas or bringing about aesdietic results. The "mediate word" is often

expressed in terms of the music-podry relationship and is used "Obliquely" and artistically

to fi>rm the basis of Browning's aesthdic-musical theories (12.856-57).
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WAGNER'S POETIC. AESTHETIC. AND MUSICAL THFORIES:

Wagna's poetic theories, like Browning's, are closely tied to bis aesthetic and 

musical tiieories. This is evident in the concluding section of The Artwork o f the Future 

where an asterisk draws attention to his thoughts on the relationship between music and 

literature;

Who, then, will be the Artist o f the Futurel 
Without a doubt, the Poet*
But who wül be the Poet?
Indisputably the Performer.
Yet who, again, will be the Performer?
Necessarüy the Fellowship o f all the Artists. — {PW l.l95-96)

In a brief note, he explains that he regards the To/ie-poet as included in the Word-̂ podt, —

whether personally or by feUowship" (1.194). The "Art-work of the Future is an associate

work, and only an associate demand can call it forth" (1.196). In this essay, Wagno  ̂fights

against the modem state of the arts; he addresses the "thinking artist" and suggests that man

(without religion) can be linked to God and tiierAy discover the true nature of art (18). By

uniting all artists, Wagnar hopes to accomplish ''one definite aim” and tiiat is to "pameate

each other's essaice, and. . .  to generate the living, breathing, moving drama" (1.196). In

terms of the audience, he claims that it is the "dramatic Action” which ensures die "widest

understanding of die drama (1.196).

Part 2 of Opera and Drama also discusses "The Play and die Nature of Dramatic

Poetry" as Wagner traces the developmait of poetry and the problem of infiuaices sudi as

religion whidi deals more with death than life. Wagner, like Browning, enqihasises the

developmait of the human spirit, and both artists create dramatic works to dqiict die varied
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aspects ofhumanity. Wagner's concq)tofdie poet is daunting, for he expects him to diange

the structure of society; because the poet is sensitive to the human condition, he feds that he

can suggest political changes, depict reality through dramatic poetry and prose, and bring

man closer to nature and to God. In order to express folly foe broad scope ofhumanity,

Wagner turns to saga and history for these offer "material for a judgement of foe inmost (so

to say, instinctive) motives of the ceaseless struggles of whole folks and races" (PW7.266):

Religion and Saga are the pregnant products of foe people's insight into the 
nature of things and meiL From ofold foe Folk has had foe mimitable foculty 
of seizing its own essence according to foe Generic idea, and plainly 
reproducing it in plastic personificatioiL The Gods and Heroes of its religion 
and saga are foe conoete personalities in which foe Spirit of foe Folk portrays 
its essence to itself.. . .  (7.266)

His ideas on foe "drama of foe future" become foe starting point for a sophisticated art form,

just as Browning uses foe "documents" and "Fanciless foct" (R&B  1.144) of an old yellow

book to move beyond documented proo^ or "b^ond foe focts" (12.862): "1 learn 6om

epistles which begin / Here where foe print ends" (1.257-58).

In The Origins o f Modem Opera, Drama, and Music, Wagner suggests that in order

for a dramatist to produce an understandable drama, foe poet "must go to woric with foe

greatest simplicity and straightforwardness when he addresses himself to foe directly

receptive feeling" (149). The poet who turns toward feeling "must be already so at one with

himself that he can dispense with any aid from foe mechanism of logic and address himself

with full consciousness to foe infallible receptive powers of the unconscious, purely human

feeling" (149). In terms of dramatic ^ e c t and in view of physical percq)tion, Wagner

suggests foat foe poet must proceed as "straightforwardly" and as "unconditionally" as
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possible Wioi "tbe feeling is addressed by the actual phenommni its d f  (149).

Where connecting details are omitted in the verbal poetry, Wagner allows the music

to lead the listener to furdier understanding. At othw times, words are of immediate

importance, as in Wotan's soliloquy in Act 2, scene 2 o f Die WaUdire. Wotan's introspection

concerning his psychological makeup is enhanced by the scant musical accompaniment:

Nothing is permitted to interfere with Wotan's words, and these are conveyed 
in a deep and solemn intonation so remarkably devoid of music that the 
impact can be shattering. (Aberbach 45)

In a letter to Franz Liszt (1855), Wagner notes that "this is the most important scene of all,

and, as such, it will probably meet with the necessary sympathy and attention" ( Wagner-Liszt

2.117).

For Wagner, the spontaneity and physical rq>resentation oflife's objects make music

drama the perfect dramatic artwork. His consideration ofpoetry*s role in diat representation

of life is high. What poetry paceives from her "high seat" is "after all. . .  Life" {PW1.139):

. . .  the higher did she raise hasel^ the more panoramic became her view; but 
the wider the connection in whidi she was now oiabled to grasp die parts, die 
livelier arose in her die longing to fethom the dqiths of diis great whole.
(1.139)

The "consummation of Knowledge is its redemption into Poetry," but it is a "poetic art. . .  

which mardies hand in hand with her sister arts towards the perfect Artwork; — and this 

artwork is none other than the Drama" (1.139).

The relationship between the poet and musidan frisdnates Wagner, ftir die realisation 

of the musidan's mqnression of "inner feelings of the heart" and the poefs aim of "conveying 

the sq)arate feelings of the heart" become central to die creation of musical "drama" {PW
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1.92). Wagner notes diat

We always look towards die Future with die eye of the Present, with die eye 
that can only measure all fixture generations by the standard it has borrowed 
fiom the Men of the Present, and sets up as the universal standard of 
mankind. (1.207)

He suggests that "If we have finally proved that the Folkvcmst of necessity be the Artist of

the fixture, we must be prepared to see die intellectual egoism of the artists of the Present

break forth in contemptuous amazement at the discovery" (1.207).

Wagner was attracted eaxly in his career to material in vdiidi the "poetic and musical

significance[s] strike him simultaneously," although he claims later that he "caimot make use

of any poetic matter which is not first conditioned by music" (Letters 1.107,126). His

aesthetic theory includes the view that

to the operatic poet and composer falls the task of conjuring iq> die holy spirit 
of poetry as it comes down to us in the sagas and legends of past ages. For 
music afiTords a medium of synthesis whi<^ the poet alone, particularly in 
association with the stage, has not at command. Here is a way to raise opera 
to a hi^o* level fixim the ddiasement into wdiich it has fallen (1.108)

As Aberbach notes (3), Wagna"s arguments are inconsistent For example, in a l^ter to E.

Hanslick (1847), Wagno" writes that

I would catainly be guilty of a lie were I to pretœd diat my music was at the 
mercy of my poetry. I cannot make use ofany poetic matter whidi is not first 
conditioned by music. My Song Contest [in Act 2 of Tannhâuser\, even 
though the podic dement predominates in it, could not have expressed my 
higher intentions widiout music. (Letters 1.126)

Though he admires the poefs ability to

speak to you ofhate, oflove, of Anaticism and fidizy; he will set before your 
eyes the outward acts engendoed on the sur&ce of those dqrtfas: but never 
can he take you down into diem, unveil dion to your look. It is reserved for 
Music alone, to reveal the primal elements o f dus marvellous nature; in her
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mystoious diann our soul is shewn this great, unutterable seœL And die 
musician who exerts his art in diis direction, alone can boast of mastering all 
its resources. (PIT8.179)

Often Wagna* debates the relative superiority of words or music and "Only gradually" does

he come to realise that all elemoits of "*word-tone-drama'" are "insqiarable" (Aberbadi 3).

In  The Artwork ofthe Future, Wagner expands upon his theory oflanguage in drama,

and the logic of feeling which music and poetry ob^. He suggests diat poetry will jSnd its

function in drama when combined successfully with other arts, especially music:

In the Poetic art, the purpose o f all Art comes first to consmousness: but the 
other arts contain within themselves the unconscious Necessity that forms 
this purpose. The art of Poetry is the creative process by whidi the Art-work 
steps into life. (PWl.lZA)

Wagner describes how "dance, poetry, and music" add to "an understanding of nature,

thereby revealing the humanistic scope of die arts" (19). The poet or "whole artistic man"

experiences in the arts of "Dance and Tone" a "physical longing" udddi becomes a "longing

of the soul" (134); its force "first generates the poetic purpose and [dien] finds in diat its

absolution" and its "attainment" (1.134). As "dancer, tone-artist, and poet," the creative artist

is "one and the same diing: nothing other dian executant, artistic Man, who, in the fullest

measure o f his faculties, inq>arts himself to the highest expression o f receptiue paweF*

(1.189).

Wagner's prose reveals how Beedioven inspires his theory of music and opera. In

particular, he is inspired by the final movement of die Ninth, and the marriage o f Schiller's

words with the compost's music:

The instruments rqiresent the rudimoitary organs of Creation and Nature; 
what th ^  esqiress can never be cleady defined or put into words, fiir
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lepnxluœtiiepnimtivefedingsâieinsdves, diose feelings i^diissuedfixnn 
the chaos of die Gist Creation, \^ en  maybe diere was not as yet one human 
being to take dion up into his heart (J*W 7.41-42)

Beethoven's music inspires him to discuss the inqxirtance of combining music and drama for

"understanding and repressing transcendental and mystical truths" (20). In addition,

Shakespeare's dramatic art influences Wagner in his consideration of drama, poetry, and

music. Wagner concludes The Art-Work o f the Future by combining his comments on all

the arts;

Not one rich faculty of the separate arts will remain unused in the United 
Artwork of the Future; in it will each attain its first complete appraisement

(P W l.m )

Like Browning, however, he does conclude that music is "capable of the highest reaches of 

expression" (1.190), but he also claims that die highest artwork includes the union of music, 

poetry, and drama.

W agn^s ideas also parallel Browning's when he recognises the ability of music to

provide a spiritual link between God and man. As an example, Wagner points to the

"results" whoi voice is united with orchestra:

For the very characto' that naturally distinguishes die voice of man fimn die 
medianical instrumoit would have to be givai especial prominence, and that 
would lead to the most manifold combinations. . . . Let us set the wild, 
unfettaed elemoital feelings, rqiresented by the instruments, in contact with 
the clear and definite «notion of the human heart, as rqpresaited by die voice 
of man. The advoit of this second elenoit will calm and smooth die conflict 
ofthose primal feelings, will give their waves a definite united course; whilst 
the human heart itself taking iq> into it those primordial feelings, will be 
immeasurably reinforced and widoied, equipped to feel widi perfect 
clearness its earlier indefinite presage of the H ipest, transformed therdiy to 
godlike consciousness. (PIT7.41-42)

He cites Beethovai's final symphony as the "human evangel of the art of die future" for it
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is the "iedeoq)tion of Music from out her own peculiar elemait into toe realm of universal 

art” (2.160).

Wagner emphasises toe "gaiius of toe voice" for it "represaits toe heart of man and 

its sharp-cut individual emotion. Its character is consequently restricted, but definite and 

clear" (7.42). He suggests that his new music-dramas allow music and voice to "pursue two 

independent but interrelated roles" — toe voice expresses toe "more serious elements of 

drama, leaving it to music to establish toe psychological and spatial characteristics of toe 

design" (Aberbach 6). Wagner shares Browning's interest in toe depiction of psychological 

states and his "use of archetypal figures" represents a "great departure fiom toe field of 

opera" (9):

Music could be used to illustrate unconscious psychological states of mind 
while words presait perceived conscious states of mind. This interaction of 
word and music could dq»ict toe known, toe unknown, and toe myriad worids 
betweœ. One additional aesthetic conception related to his psydiological 
imperative: toe work should be performed in one act, without a break, so toe 
intensity could be maintained to toe crudal aiding. (9)

Wagner's interest in states of mind is heightoied by his interest in Gredc writers, just as

Browning's psydiological diaracterisations are drawn fiom past history. Both artists draw

heavily on their perception of toe world around toon and in toe preoccupations in daily

living. This is a dom inant feature of toeir work and is linked  to their sense of toe dramatic.

In^ Communû»z/ro/i to Wagner again refors to toe relationship between

music and poetry:

. . .  with all my dramatic works, I was in toe first instance Poer, and only in 
toe coincide working-out of toe poem, did 1 become once more MusidaiL 
Only, I was a poet who was consdous in advance of toe frculty of musical 
repression, for toe woridng-out ofhis poems. (PIF 1.363)
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He exercises this feculty so much that he claims

I was ftdly aware of my ability to anploy it on the realisatioii of a poetic ahn, 
and not only to redcon on its help when drafting a poetic skddi, but in that 
knowledge to draw such skddi itself more freely^ and in more accordance 
with poetic necessity, than if  I had designed merely with an eye to the 
musical effect (1.363)

Prior to this, Wagner had to "acquire 6cility of musical expression in the same maimer as

one learns a language" (1.363): "He who has not made himself thoroughly at home with a

foreign, unaccustomed tongue, must pay heed to its idiosyncrasies in everything he says,"

and in ord^ to "express himself intelligibly, he must keep a constant watch upon this mode

of utterance itself  ̂and deliberately reckon for it What he desires to say" (1.363). Once

Wagner has learned the "speech of Music" he is able to call him se lf  a "Word-Tone-Poet"

(1.363).

Wagner's summary ofhis own accomplishments as an artist are tied to his theories

of poetry and music. His ability to speak in "Tone-speech" is meaningfiil only if he speaks

freely from his heart: "the Matter of my message was necessarily dictated by the Spirit of the

means of repression that I had made my own" {PW 1.363). The poetic words which urge

him on to "artistic frshioning" must affect his "motional" being more so dian his

"intellectual being." Once diat occurs, he is able to develop the speedi of music:

What I bdield, I now looked at solely widi die ̂ e s  of Music; though not of 
that music whose formal maxims might have held me still mbarrassed for 
rqnession, but of the music which I had widnn my heart, and wherein I 
might eiqiress mysdf as in a modiw-tongue. (1364^5)

By acquiring "fodlity in musical rqiression," Wagner becomes "&poeP (1365):

. . .  I no longer had, as foshioning artist, to refer to the mode of expression 
itself but only to its object Yet, widiout ddiberately setting about an
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enridimait of 6 e  means of musical oqnession, I was absolutdy driven to 
mqxand than, by the very nature of the objects I was sedring to express.
(1365)

Only when he becomes involved with "political abstractions" does he have to "subordinate 

. . .  \bis\ poetic attainments" and "radically forswear. . .  [his] artistic nature" (1366).

Wagner describes how his poetic theories influaice his musical acpression and its 

form; they manifest themselves "chiefly in two departments: in the dramatic-nmsical form  

in general, and in the melody in particular” (f*W\ .366-67). To adueve his goals, he changes 

the "traditional operatic form" which was an "arbitrary conglomaate of sq>arate smalla 

forms of songs" rather than a "form embracing the vdiole Drama" (1.367). Rathar than fill 

"these ready-moulded forms," Wagner brings togetha "drama's broader Object" and "the 

cognisance o f . . .  Feeling" (1.367). He sees "no possibility of division or dainarcation" 

other than when "the place or time” dianges in an Act or when the **dramatis personae" 

change in a Scene (1.367). He also points out that die "plastic unity of the Mythic Stuff" 

lends itselfk) this style. Rather than present a fluny of minor details, Wagna"linger[s] with 

an exhaustiveness" on important concqits and meanings sudi as the "diaracteristic 

combination and ramification o f. . .  thematic Motivs" (1367-69). In terms of die "relation 

of music and action. . .  die prmcÿo/ tAmg— L&, the dramaticmotive" should not be left out 

(1.94-95). Wagna's emphasis on die dramatic is employed in die expansive Nibelungai 

saga where dramatic motives become both the finm and the content o f the cyde,

W agna builds his whole drama into "one organic unity" by excluding unnecessary 

details and establishing a chief or dominant mood (f*W 1369). The development of the 

moods
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and the constant obviousness o f diis development, should establish the unity 
of the drama in its very mode of ejqiiession. Eadiofdiesediiefmoods, in 
ke^nng with die nature of die Stuf^ must also gain a definite musical 
ejqaession, whidi should display itself to die sense of hearing as a definite 
musical Theme. (U69)

That development towards a climacdc feeling or mood is

brought about, quite of itself in the stuqie of a characterisdc tissue of 
principal themes, that spread[s] itself not over one scene only (as heretofore 
in separate operatic 'numbers'), but over the whole drama, and that [is] in 
intimate connection with the poetic aim (1369)

Wagner's use of this "thematic method, and its weighty consequences for the emotional

understanding" of his "poetic aim" is also outlined in Part 3 of Opera and Drama.

Wagner insists that the audience should become involved in the drama — a change

for some viewers of Italian opaa who do not understand the language and ideas. In terms

of form, the Overture is replaced by a Prelude which is now linked to Act 1. This provides

a continuous musical-dramatic wotic as "All the complex drama" is presented "on the stage

in rapid sequence" (Letters 1316). In order for the dramatic and musical elanents to adiieve

equal status, Wagner insists that the singas must also be actors and undastand the po^ry.

The singers should be supported by the orchestra and its "life and fire” in addition, tiieir

woric, like Wagner's own, should be diaracterised by "earnest endeavour and a strong and

powerful will" (1.92). He condonns tiie "laziness and flabbiness" brou^t about by singing

a "firee-and-easy method" [Italian recitatives] (R^gner-Liszt 1.91). "What the Goman needs,

to fit him for a dramatic style of singing in keqxing with his natural parts, consists in

sometiting altogetiier difTerent from tiie teaching-ryparatus there [in Italy] in vogue" (PW

5304):
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N oviiæ  in (he score of ray Lohengrin have I written above 
a vocal phrase the word "recitative" die sin^rs oug ît not to 
know diat (here are any recitatives in it; on the odierhand, I 
have been intrat upon weighing and mdicmfing the vobal 
emphasis of qieech so surely and so distinctly that die singers 
need only sing the notes, exactly according to their value in 
the given tempo, in order to get purely by that means the 
declamatory expression. {Wagner~Liszt\.9\)

The singers are instructed to "read their parts in connection, distincdy and eiqiressively, from

the printed libretto" and the conductor to explain to them, fiom the remarks on the score, the

"meaning of the situations and their connection with the music bar by bar" (1.96-97). The

"so-called Vocal rehearsals' should not begin until the players have become acquainted with

the poem itself in its whole extent and context" (PPF3.172). Because of the importance of

the text, Wagner wants the singers to control the "dramatic as well as the musical situation"

(3.175):

From the momait Wien the singer has taken into his fullest knowledge my 
intentions for the rendering, let him give the fieest play to his natural 
sensibility . . . and the more creative he can become, through die fullest 
freedom of Feeling, the more will he pledge me to delimited thanks. (3.175)

The conductor is given the lesser role of"keqi[ing] untom the bond which binds the vocal 

raidering with the ordiestral accompaniment" (3.175).

The audience’s understanding of the opera is tied not only to the singer's musical and 

dramatic talents but to the composer's initial consideration of the poetic-musical-dramatic 

relationship. Before building the Bayraith festival house, Wagna published his Ring poem 

in order to

ascertain Wiedier my woric, regarded from diis side [die poetic], could arouse 
suffident attention to wake among die educated of d»e nation a frncy for
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entertaining the wider-readiing plan of execution wiiidi I coupled it with.
(PW 3.265)

That wider-reaching plan included the building of a festival house vdiidi would also serve 

to highlight the dramatic features ofthe/{mg. Wagner recognised die importance of creating 

a total effect whidi involved music, words, and action. Because the orchestra was hidden 

from sight, the audience could focus much more on the dramatic action and the meaning 

conveyed by the words. Wagner's prose refers often to the expressive qualities of both 

poetry and music and, in particular, to the enhancement of words through musical 

expression. Although he evolves the character of Siegfried fully, he counts on expressing 

himse lf

still more plainly through the presentation of the whole Nibelung myth, with 
its erposure of a first wrong, from which springs a whole world of evil, 
whidi therefore perishes, and so teadies us all a lesson on how we should 
recognise the evil, tear it out by die roots and establish a righteous world in 
its stead. (Letters 1.311)

Wagner concludes this letter to August Rodcel (1856) by celdirating his freedom as an artist

In terms of melodic developmoit, Wagner also makes departures fixim the traditional

use of melody, as outlined in A Communication to My Friends. He concentrates on the

”etq>ressed Emotion” ofdie "rhythmic melody of die Folk" which arouses the "interest of the

hearer" (PfF 1.372):

The melody must therefore spring quite of itself from out the verse; in itseÛ  
as sheer mdody, it could not be permitted to attract attention, but only in so 
far as it was the most expressive vdncle frir an emotion already plainly 
outlined in the words. Widi dus strid (nothwendig) concqrtion of the 
melodic element, I now conqile^y left the usual operatic mode of 
composition;. . .  (1372)

He no longer intentionally writes "customary melody” but lets it ”take its rise fixim feeling
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[in] uttoance of the words" (1372). Wagner completely gives "Traditional Melody" with

its "want of any prop, or vindication of its diythmic structure, in die spoken text” (1374):

. . .  in place o f that false diythmic garb, I gave my melody a harmonic 
charactaisation, whidi, with its determinant effect upon the sense ofhearing, 
made it die answaing eiqiression of each emotion pictured in the verse. 
Further, I heightened the individuality of this expression by a more and more 
symbolic treatmoit of the instrumental orchestra, to which latter I assigned 
the special o£5ce of making plain the harmonic "motivation' of the melody.

(1374)

Finally Wagner discovers one more tedinique in his "quest for artistic Form: namely, a new

rhythmical enlivenmoit o f the melody, to be won 6om its justification by the verse, by the

speech itself" (1.374). He concludes that he doived his "artistic bent, not fixim the Form —

as almost all our modem artists have — but fiom the poetic S ti^  (1.375).

Before beginning to write the Ring cycle, Wagna  ̂wrote his last prose wbric, Opera

and Drama. In it he condemns the artificial aspects of opera and the enor of diis particular

genre: "that a Means o f Expression (Music) has beai made the end, while the End of

acpression (the Drama) has beai made the means" (Aberbadi 23). Ratha than relying on

music alone, an operatic composa should aim for the complde marriage of music and

dramatic poetry. W agna also discusses the importance of die orchestra in expressing the

"conscious and unconscious thou^ts of protagonists and antagonists" (27):

In addition to illustrating states of mind, emotion, and thought, the orchestra 
would provide die listena widi knowledge diat mig^t not be obtained fiom 
the words: That vdiidi Poetry could not speak out, howeva, is imparted to 
the ear by precisdy die language of the Orchestra.' (27)

Music has the "capabifity of awakening forebodings and remembrances," and die "success

ofWagner's artistic philosophy dq*end[s] on the perfoctrdationsh^ between die *poefs-Aim'
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and the 'musician's Expression'" (28). In con^sing die Ringy Wagner reveals his interest 

in m ankind and in the artist, as well as his ability to assimilate the most important theories 

fiom his prose works and fiom his life experiences.

Wagner's Ring <^cle provides the opportunity to present his developing aesthetic 

theories in artistic form and to comment upon political, cultural, and economic developments 

in his own age:

 in drama — as in art genaally — the way to produce an effect is not by a
statement ofopinion but by a presentation of the instinctive. (Letters 1.262)

In preparation for the production of the Ring <^cle, Wagner emphasises the two-fold task of

the audience:

The object of this production 1 shall consider thorou^y attained, if 1 and my 
artistic comrades, the actual paformers, shall within these four evaiings 
succeed in artistically conveying my purpose to the true Emotional (not the 
Critical) Understanding of spectators who shall have gathered together 
^pressly to learn i t  (P ^  1.363-64)

He notes that "knowledge is obtained by "Feeling,' whidi involves emotional understanding,

vdiile a 'Critical understanding'" is "but a partial means fiir obtaining knowledge" (Aberbach

42). He also emphasises that his "listeners should come to reflect and not just hear foe Ring,

for it contain[s] important messages that listening alone could not convey" (42).

The role of music in siq>portmg foe «notions and thoughts of foe poon becomes

important to foe audiaice's understanding of foe entire drama, and fois had been true fiom

THrtOn onwards, whae emotions and mystical states are especially prominent Wagner calls

that work an "'action'" wifo ""a for more intimatft amalgamation of poem and music'"

(Ababacfa 49). This new music, based on folk sagas, served as "a means fiir elevating foe
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human race by low ing and revealing man's inner worth" (284):

The art-wodc of the future represents the 'unity of artistic Form,' for it 
incorporates a 'united contmf of word-speedi, tone-speedi, and melody, 
becoming in the process die music o f die future. The role of die ordiestra is 
to express and reinforce the aim of the poet, for he alone is most attuned to 
the uncoDsdous, the rqxisitoiy of the soul. (284)

Tristan marks a change in Wagno's aesthetic ideas, for prior to this he "had a tendoicy to

place the greater stress on words, with music often serving as the means by which the

thoughts were «[pressed and conveyed" (48). But in Tristan^ "die music plays a more

pivotal role" and "Emotional and mystical states of mind are more easily conveyed through

music" (48). Wagner describes Tristan as his "deepest and most subde art" and the "art of

transition" (49). He notes that "It will be clear at a glance that these scores \Tristan\ are far

richer, more delicately woven, more lavishly equipped than all my earlier scores put

together" (Letters 2.60).

Wagner's aesthetic prindples are felt and heard in his major music dramas for he is

an "epic writer" and "does not allow the dramatis personae to become indqiendent, but

interrupts them with his own comments and asides" (Westemhagen et al. 20.118). This is

accomplished throu^ the constraints and stage directions Wagnor provides, and his own

expressive and dramatic prindples. The ordiestral melody which carries the iimer action

through its "power of speedi" also unites with the musidan-poet to make "an entire artistic

man" (PIT 1.216-17):

The dioice of subject, tiie musical tedinique, and the Romantic prindple of 
esqiression act to g ^ o ’ to create, not a thoroughly 'objectivized* action at one 
removed 6om the dramatist, but a musical epic, in which tiie narrator, 
commenting on tiie events and reflecting tiie emotions, is really the prindpal 
diaracter. (Westemhagoida/. 20.118)
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Wagner's use of the phrase "infinité melody" is linked to his idea diat "every note 'says'

something and it 'says' something whoi every moment of the music has dramatic relevance

as well as being inwardly linked to other momœts" (20.121).

Wagner, like Browning, stresses the importance of p o ^c  intoition and of dramatic

effect upon an audience. His poetic intention is shown throu^ the orchestral melody, just

as Browning's voices in The Ring and the Book are an invitation to the reader to follow his

exploration towards artistic truth. Wagner's understanding of "tone speech" as the

"beginning and end of word speech" allows for a mediator which he terms "fiincy" (jPW

2.91). Each "social individual" as well as "mankind" in general becomes part of this

"evolution" in the "progress to the winning of the highest human fiiculty" (2.91): '

Just as in the unconscious feeling lie ail the gam s for evolution of the 
understanding,. . .  so does the lyric also hold widiin itsdf eadi germ of the 
intrinsic art of poetry, whidi necessarily can but end with speaking out die 
vindication of the lyric; and this work of vindication is precisely the highest 
human artworic, the entire drama. (2.91-92)

Wagner's discussion of structure and "musicodramatic unity" (1.227) begins with a

comparison between his individual scores and the entire drama. Both exclude "alien and

unnecessary detail" and build interest for the audience through & "dom inant diief mood"

(1.227):

. . .  no mood could be permitted to be studc in any one of these scenes diat 
did not stand in a weighty relation to die moods of all the otha scenes, so diat 
. . .  this development, should establish the unity of die drama in its very mode 
of expression. (1.227-28)

In addition, eadi dhief mood "should display itsdf to die sense of hearing as a definite

musical theme. . . . Musical esqiression, whidi direcdy influences die physical feeling.
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necessarily take[s] a decisive diare in diis devdopment to a climax" (1JZ28).

Unity of expression is preserved by Wagner's orchestra with its powo  ̂of "musically

conveying a fordxxling or remembrance" {PW 1 ^ 8 ). The ordiestra is capable of

supporting the individuality of both verse melody and "merely tonal word speedi":

. . . then the orchestra resumes its function of m aking good the joint 
emotional expression through prophetic reminiscences, and of basing 
necessary transitions of feeling, as it were, upon our own, our evo^vigilant, 
sympathy. (1.228)

Wagner criticises traditional opaa because it does not have a structure conditioned by an 

"inner content" (1.229). This is made possible only Arough Ae poetic aim of Ae artist and 

through chief motives which have "become distinguishable melodic movements which fully 

materialise Aeir content" and "mold Aemselves into a continuous artistic form" (1.229). 

This dramatic music contains motives or "root Aones" whidi spread Aemselves over Ae 

whole of Ae drama and "contrast, complete, reshape, Avorce, and intatwine wiA one 

anoAer" as in a symphonic movemait, but h æ  "Ae needs of Ae dramatic action Actate Ae 

laws of parting and combining, whidi were. . .  originally borrowed fiom Ae motions of Ae 

dance" (1.229-30). Wagner concludes that time and space are "annihilated" through Ae 

actuality of Ae drama (1.231), Ar "Time and space are A ou^-out attributes of actual 

physical phenomena; and so soon as Ae latter are A ou^t about, A ty have in truA already 

lost Aeir force of manifestation: Ae body of Aese abstractions is Ae real, Ae sense- 

appealing, of an action vAich displays itself in a definite spacial surrounding and in a period 

of motion conAtioned Aerdiy" (1.230).

Throughout his career, Wagner oqieriaices Ae same alienation which Browning
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depicts in "Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotfaa" \^ere difBcult art forms are not readily acc^ted 

and the artisfs creative abilities are challenged. Wagner continues to unite the two arts into 

a musio-drama and stresses that music "must neither stand before nor behind foe Drama: she 

is no rival, but its mother. She sounds, and what she sounds ye see upon foe stage" {PW 

5.301). His purpose is to raise foe "dramatic dialogue itself to foe main object of musical 

treatment" and his destiny "to raise foe Opera to foe dignity of genuine Drama" which would 

ultimately succeed in "uniting Music so completely wifo foe Drama's action, that this very 

marriage enables foe action itself to gain that ideal freedom" (5 JOS). The uniqueness of foe 

music-drama is that Wagner "present[s] ideas and develop[s] paradoxes in foe prose and then 

convey[s] them through music" (Aberbach 5). Unlike opoa, music-drama expresses foe 

"eternal questions of existoice" and uses "mythology and romance to employ allegories and 

metaphors expressing human anfo^rpes" (5).

The development ofBrowning's and Wagno's poetic, aesfo^c, and musical theories, 

as outlined in this Chapter, reveals similar intoests and feelings about foe music-poetry 

relationship. Initially, bofo artists struggle wifo foe art of poetry as foey explore aesthetic 

questions related to font craft As foeir poetry and prose attest. Browning and Wagna are 

influenced by foe natural rhythms and feelings music provides, as when Browning's 

poet is inspired by music and sings until th o u ^  comes. Bofo artists are dq>icted as 

explorers as fo^r sedc to understand and mould foeir creative talents. Music's art is used by 

bofo men at a point of oisis, again pointing to foe natural and esqpressive aspects of that art 

Browning's early poems mirror his joum ^ as a poet and reflect his growfo as an artist 

Following foe vague notions and doubts eq)ressed in Pauline, he realises foat music is foe
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force whidi inspires a poet This self-awareaess is expressed most folly in "Saul" ixiiere the 

musical aspects of the subjective poet allow ofoers to fed and foink more deqily. 

Browning's mature foou^ts on the poetry-music relationship are exenqtlified in foe writing 

of The Ring and the Book for he now folly understands music's formal, technical, and 

expressive aspects and foses them wifo his poetic ideals. Wagnei's artistic careo* follows a 

similar path as he moves fo>m self-doubt to self-awareness. Again, foe principal turning 

point is similar to Browning's acperience when he discovers foe power of music. In 

particular, he rediscovers foe vibrant and repressive c^iabilities of foe orchestra in Tristan 

and applies those ideals to foe writing of foe Ring cycle.

As noted in foe Introduction, Browning and Wagner are bofo keenly aware of foeir 

audinces' or reados' responses to foe sights and sounds of their dramatic works. Clusters 

3 and 4 show how texture is vital in controlling their motivic tedmiques and allows foe 

dramatic works to be followed more easily and experienced more deqily than mere vabal 

syntax allows. As Browning comments, it is foe poet*s role to impart foe gift of seeing and 

it is music whidi best portrays foe imaginative or invisible aspects of life. The following 

analysis of foeir motives provides exanqiles of Browning's and Wagner's aesfodic ideals 

expressed in mature, unified form, and shows how '*foe song's effect" is more important tiian 

"foe song itself" (Bordello 2.485-86).
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CHAPTERS

TECHNICAL AND FORMAL ASPECTS OF MOTIVIC PRACTICE

And all the beauty, all the wonder fell
On eitho* side the truth, as its moe robe;
I see the robe now — dien I saw the form.

— Robert Browning, Paracelsus (2.166-68)

Browning’s and Wagner's interdisciplinary interests invite a comparison of their

compositional techniques, and of the effectiveness of the oqrressive and dramatic aspects of

their motivic practices. The above passage fiom Browning's Paracelsus describes the poefs

creative process as he examines "life, death, light and shadow, / The shows of the world"

(2.156-57):

For some one truth would dimly beacon me
From mountains ro u ^  widi pines, and flit and wink
O'er dazzling wastes of fiozen snow, and tranble
Into assured light in some brandling mine
Where ripes, swathed in fire, the liquid gold -  (2.161-65)

The artist, like the artist in "Fra Lippo Uppi," has "seen the worid / — The beauty and the

wondo* and the powo-, / The shapes of things, Aeir colours, lights and shades" (282-84).

The speaker in Paracelsus is able to see the form for "one tyrant all- /  Absorbing aim fills

iq) theintospace" and contains "One vast unbroken chain ofthought" (2.152-54). Browning,

like Wagner, uses die inqiressions and distinguishing features of sevoal arts to gain

knowledge and understanding of truth, and their laigthy wodcs of art are formed, in part,

through the use of moti& and leitmotif. Wagner's motivic techniques in Siegfried create a

unified whole by matching die dramatic action widi esqnussive music, allowing interpretive

caies to exist for die audience. Formal and technical aspects found in Browning's dramatic
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work The Ring and the Book are examined to compare and contrast the techniques and 

effects produced throu^ his use ofmoti6. Thus, Browning's and Wagner's interdisciplinary 

interests in music and literature can be highlighted and conq)ared, as well as dieir interest in 

providing a form and a robe of truth for their audiaices.

The relationship between fonn and tedmique is examined first, through a detailed 

study o f the way Wagner's ring motif aihances characterisation and supports dramatic 

change. The motif is analysed in relation to seven major characters in Siegfried and 

highli^ts technical and formal aspects peculiar to each. The second section of the chuter 

discusses Browning's hand motif in Book 7 of The Ring and the Book, and here, in particular, 

lines of comparison are drawn betweoi formal aspects of these two artistic works. The 

analysis examines areas surrounding die moti6 and shows their importance in providing 

thematic and character development, and highli^ting psydiological states or expressive 

moods.

Formal aspects sudi as ihydim, harmony, melody, and texture are organising 

elements of a musical work, and dieir arrangonait shsqies a discernible whole. Susanne 

Lango  ̂suggests that "significant form is the essence of all art" ([1953] 34) and identifies 

form as a "paceptible, self-identical Wiole; like a natural being, it has a character of organic 

unity, self-sufficiency, [and] individual reality" ([1962] 86). Wagner's diaracteristicmediod 

of allowing the leitmotif to carry meaning fiirward and link ideas is a primary means of 

creating a unified vdiole, despite an eqpansive cyde of four operas. As seoi in die following 

examples finm Siegfried, Wagner preseods the audience widi an intricate wd> of tedmical 

details through die manipulation ofleitmotifo, and dirou^ die settings of those motifi. This
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affords the listeno  ̂opportunities to wmtrfi the dramatic action simultaneously with die 

hearing of expressive music, and thus to realise and interpret die drama's message or 

meaning.

In the second half of the cluster, I show how the development of Browning's 

monologue "Pompilia" (Book 7) in The Ring and the Book, produces a "perceptible, self

identical whole" which is thoi linked to eleven other dramatic monologues to create Laager's 

"organic unity [and] self-sufBcienqr" (86). Browning uses repetition throughout each 

monologue of The Ring and the Book and his rqietitive use o f the hand motif again provides 

interpretive clues for the audience. The following analysis of that motif reveals his 

establishment of sudi themes as evil, oitrapment, diange, and divine love, throhgh the 

setting of the motif It also highlights how the character of eadi individual assodated with 

the child bride, Pompilia, is enhanced dnou^ diese motivic techniques. The analysis of 

motifo in relation to formal structures in both Browning and Wagner will include prindples 

of 18th-caitury aestiietics sudi as unity, logic, coherence, and the rdationship of ideas, as 

well as those of lata: tiieorists such as Arnold Sdioenbetg, who analyses Wagner's formal 

structures and their relationship to the audiœce's understanding .*

Schooiberg's ideas on the organisation, presentation, and interconnection of ideas are 

^propriate to consider in an analysis of areas and structures surrounding Wagno's motifo. 

As a young composer, Schoenberg was influenced by poformances oiTristan aaàParsifal. 

His concqit of Grundgestalt, outlined in Style and Idea, suggests that an entire work can be 

generated from one basic idea. His theories therefore illumine Wagner's motivic tedmiques, 

for Wagno's methods allow unifying ideas to exist, as well as a strong sense of toision or
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dramatic mood. Like Sdiopenhauer, Wagner bdieves in "music’s ability to express tiie

'essence* of things without tiie intennediacy of words" (13); as win be seen later, the ring

motif is less often tied to the characta’s words than to the diaracterisation o^ and

relationships between, characters.

Wagner discusses in Opera and Drama the " Unity ofartistic Form” in his new music

dramas and the importance of a "united Content. . .  coudied in an artistic Expression” (PW

2.343).̂  This content should "prescribe a twofold Expression, i.e., an expression which

obliged the messenger to address himself alternately to the Understanding and the Feeling, —

such a content could only be itself a dual, a discordant (uneiniger) one" (2.343):

Every artistic aim makes primarily for a united Shs^, for cmly in degree as 
an announcement approaches such a shrqie, does it become at all an artistic 
one. (2.343)

Each chief mood must also gain a definite and "purely-musical eiqiression" whidi aids in the

development of the woric and directly influences the physical or "Emotional-expression"

(2344-45). Wagna cites the orchestra as the vdiicle for preserving the unity of expression

for it has the "powa of musically conveying a Fordioding or Remembrance" (2345). The

ordiestra can siqiport the verse melody but

whm the full colours of the Verse-melody &de down again to a maely tonal 
Word-speedi, then the Ordiestra resumes its function of making good the 
joint emotional-aqiression tinoug^ profdietic reminiscences, and of basing 
necessary transitions of feeling, as it were, i ^ n  ovr own, our ev a  vigilant 
sympatiiy. (2.346-47)

Wagna stresses the importance of tiie poefs aim in coimection witii tiie ordiestra's purpose 

so that no "siq>afluous"mataiaI will disturb tiie unity ofesqnessitni and make a d^Muture 

fiom the poefs content (2.345).
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Separate forms such as foeritomd orintedude, which Wagner believes diaracterise

operatic music, have not allowed the musician to devise a "unitarian Form for the whole

artwotk" {PW13A7). Altfaou^the synq>hony allows "alternation, rq)etition, augmentation

and diminution of foe themes" in foe movanent of each "separate section," and establishes

"foe utmost possible Unity of Form, through foe co-ordination (Zusammenhang) and

recurrence of its themes," Wagner suggests that "nothing but foe Poetic Aim" can bring about

total unity and understanding of form (2348). It is foe "Chief-motives of foe Dramatic

Action — having become distinguishable Mdodic Moments whidi folly materialise foeir

Content — [which] now mould themselves into a continuous artistic Form" (2.348). Wagner

believes that foe new form of dramatic music will have foe unity of the symphonic

movement and become foe "most perfect Unity of artistic Form" (2.349). Wifo foe "root-

motives, which are no m ae 'saiteaces' but plastic moments-of-feeling," foe "poefs Aim

comes out foe clearest, as realised through its adoption into Feeling" (2347);

..  .wherefore foe musidan, as foe réaliser of foe poefs aim, has to take foese 
motives, already condensed into mdodic momaits, and orda them so deftly 
and in fullest accordance with the poetic aim, that foeir necessary play of 
rqietition will fomish him quite of itsdf wifo foe h ipest unity of musical 
Form, — a Form whidi foe musidan has hifoato put togefoa at his own 
caprice, but through foe poefs aim can for foe first time shape itself into a 
necessary, a truly unitarian, i.e.[,] an understandable one. (2347)

W agna concludes foat "bofo Time and Space are annihilated, finough foe actuality of foe

Drama," for it is foe "unity of foe Ejq/ression" which produces foe "Unity of an Action"

(2.349-50).

Unity of expression is possible finough fiie concentration of motife in Wagno's music 

dramas. He stresses foe importance of having foe poet "limit foe numba of his Action's
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moments, [so] that he may win die needful space for the motivation of diose retained" (JPW

2J21S). The mod6 must be fitted into the main action so as not to appear detadied, and

when a motif is straigdiened so, too, is the momrat o f action:

The strengthening of a motive cannot. . .  consist in a m ae addition of lessa 
motives, but in the complete absorption of many motives into this one.
(2221)

Once again, Wagna stresses the poet's role in condensing the contents and images of the

drama to achieve "an all-intelligible Unity" (2216).

Wagner's poetic and musical ideas are linked to his concq)tion and development of

the modem orchestra. Ideas concerning the role of the orchestra and singa are drawn, in

part, finm Gluck who "spoke out with consciousness andfirm conviction" about "artistic

factors of Opera" and about the "fitness and necessity ofan repression answering to the text-

substratum, in Aria and Recitative" (JPW 227). W %na believes that the singa should

become the "organ o f the Con^oser's aint," and diis aim should be "consciously declared to

be the matching of the dramatic contents of the text-substratum with a true and suitable

expression" (227). Gluck also points to the importance of dramatic style in the "creed

attached to the scae of his second opaa, Alceste (1709)” (Fennell 8):

It was my intention to confine music to its true dramatic province, of 
assisting without interrupting the action, a  diilling it widi usdess and 
supafiuous ornaments; for the ofSce of music, when joined to poetry, 
seemed to me, to resemble that of colouring in a correct and wdl-disposed 
design, where die lights and shades only seem to animate the figures, without 
altering the outline. (8)

Similarly, Wagna notes that "Every b a  of dramatic music is justified onfy by die foot that

it arplains som^bing in die action or in die diaiacta o f the actor" (Wagner-Liszt 1.94).
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Ridiaid Strauss lists Aree technical points nAidi aieAe "basis for Ae perfoction of

Wagno's ideas in Ae modem ordiestra” ̂ enndl 23):

. . . first, Ae employmoit of Ae tidiest polyphonic style; secondly, Ae 
accomplishmoit of this throng Ae invenlimi and introduction of Ae valve 
horn; thirdly, taking over Ae virtuoso tedmique of Ae solo-concerto for all 
instruments of Ae orchestra. 0eeAovoi already required this in his last 
string quartets, but not in his symphonies.) (23)

The rich harmonies of Lohengrin and Ae polyphonic style of Die Meistersinger allow

Wagner to develop Affermt styles of orchestration and to experiment wiA instrumental

timbres and design.̂  In particular, Ae "steady perfection of wind instrument mechanisms"

permits Wagner to "score Aem in all keys" (Fenndl 24):

The «[tension of Aeir colours downward to lower registers by Ae 
mtroduction at Ae hands of his predecessors of such instruments as Ae 
English hom, bass clarinet, and Ae tuba, furnished him wiA instruments of 
similar tone quality. Their triplication to scoring eliminated Ae eariy 19A- 
century practise to] of distributing the three notes of a triad betweei two 
ideitical timbres and one whidi Ad not matdibut bleided wiA it This was 
an art of scoring m itself. (24)

It reached "its highest pomt of development at Ae skilled hands of boA Wagner and

Johannes Brahms, whose First Symphony was conqileted and performed m 1876, Ae year

of Ae opening ofWagne's Festival Theatre at BayreuA" (24).

The BayreuA orchestra allows Wagner many possibilities to combine and score

various instruments. The brass and reeds are highly developed and scored for four

instruments "for Ae purpose of scoring diords of Aat many notes in homogeneous timbre"

(Fennell 26). The section of seventeai brasses in Ae Bing acquires "individuality,

indqpendoice, and full stature in Ae œsemble of Ae ordiestra" (26):

Taken mAvidually, each instrumoit fourni an important line in Ae texture of
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music. The horns adiieved a mdodic status vdiich can only be described as 
prima donna. T h ^  could no longer be conceived as mere continue 
instruments nor could players o f these instruments eq^ect to gain mudi 
satis&ction unless tiiey embraced the new valve mechamsms. (26)

The timbre of the trumpets was extaided downward with the introduction ofbass trumpets,

and Wagner's interest in tiie lower registers of sound also promoted the introduction of tiie

bass trombone (26). The Wagner tubas, pitched in F and B b, also "extended the hom quality

an octave and a fifth below that of the hom pitched in F," thus extending it "to within a

semitone of the lowest string of the double bass (El|)" (25). As Beriioz notes, Wagner uses

the bass tuba "particularly for noble and gloomy melodies" and the double-bass tuba often

plays the sombre Fafiier motif (339).

Wagner considers the power of the ordiestra in Part 3 of Opera and Drama. The

"Harmonic element" which the orchestra provides "conditions the melody" and "is turned

fixim a "momenf of sheer declaration of those conditions, into an at all times diaractaistic

accessory-organ for realising the Poetic Aim" {PW2306-07):

From tieing merely a thing imagined by the poet, and nevor to be realised in 
Drama by the same tone-mass in whidi the vocal melody appears, — the 
naked harmony becomes in tiie Ordiestra an altogetiio: real and spedal agent; 
a foctor through whose help tiie Perfected Drama is first truly placeable 
within the power of tiie poet (2.307)

Wagner stresses that the "vertical" aspect of harmony is less important than tiie "horizontal

direction" vtiiidi is taken fiom "its first creator, Dance-rhytiun" and allows a fiee "power of

motion" (2.307). He also highlights the dififœices betweei the "instrumental orchestra" and

the "vocal tone-mass”: tiie ordiestra allows a different "power of eqiression" and "colour^

{Klangfarbe) (2.307). Wagner points to tiie "particularity of tiie Ordiestra's fiiculty of
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speedi" as in die '*consonant-like character" of some instruments (2307-08). He admires the 

"sensuous tone-colour" provided, for example, by combining a "soprano and a clarinet" 

(2309-10). The importance of choosing and com bining specific timbres is highligh te d  in 

the following study ofWagner's ring moti^ and the analysis reveals the moti&' particular role 

in creating associations and enhancing dramatic intensity for the audience.

Wagner's Ring cycle, composed over the span of two decades, offers a distinctive 

example of changes of direction in the artist's creative process. The Wagnerian leitmotif 

provides the chief means of creating unity and linking ideas, feelings, and moods, and, as 

will be seen in Browning's development, Wagner's use of the motif grows more subtle and 

sophisticated over time. The ring motif is the most frequently used motif in Wagnm's Ring 

cycle, occurring ^proximately one-hundred and thirteoi times,̂  with the highest 

concentration in the first and last opaas; the first scene of each opaa also contains fiie 

highest number of ring moti6 (see Appendix 1). Appendix 2 provides a desaiption o f the 

22 occurraices of the ring motif in Siegfried, including the phrase shape, accompan im ent, 

character associated with the moti^ and the motifs placement in die scaie. An analysis of 

the (tycle's third opera, Siegfried, reveals pattans in die use of die motif as a formal structural 

and organising element. In particular, patterns arise vdien the ring moti^ for example, is 

associated with a particular diaracta, mood, or dramatic point in die opera. W agna 

manipulates the shape or outline, intaval structure, (tynamics, tanpo, accom panim ent, and 

instrumentation of the motif to emphasise particula relationships and to present a unified, 

coherent work. The following analysis will also show die relationship between tedmical or 

structural aspects of the motif sudi as balance and symmetry, and die possible reasons
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Wagner had for their use in the creative design.

Barry Millington summarises some basic principles of the leitmotif althou^ he 

suggests that the labelling of moti& should be resisted because they are "subtle conq>lexes 

of psychological impulses" and the "dramatic conditions that call for a motif are rarely 

uncomplicated" (Spaicer 15). As Millington notes, a motif recalls "not simply a character, 

but attributes of that character" as in the hammer moti^ which "represents not merely the 

Nibelungs but more generally their industry and, in Siegfried, the "wearisome labour" of 

Mime" (Spencer 15). The leitmotif is often used to predict future dramatic scenes as in Act 

2, Scene 3 of Siegfried when the Woodbird motif "alerts us, and Siegfried, to the murderous 

intentions behind Mime"s blabbering" (Spencer 15). Millington also notes the extent to 

which the leitmotif is used as a "structural principle" in the Ring as compared to its 

"referential function" in works such as Lohengrin (Spencer 16). Langer describes "motifs 

of design" as "incentives to artistic creation" because they "lend themselves to composition" 

([1953] 69):

The word mofi/T)Gspeaks this function: motifo are organizing devices that 
give the artisfs imagination a start, and so "motivate" the wodc in a perfectly 
naive sense. They drive it forward, and guide its progress. (69)

Themotit "often springing from deq>er sources ofimagination than art itself and the feeling

the artist has toward it, gives die first elemaits of form to the work; its dimensions and

intoisity, its scope and mood" (253).̂  As a study of the ring motif shows, the motif can be

used in association with a particular character or group, but it is most oftoi used to advance

the dramatic and musical argument The principle of the leitmotif whidi Wagna developed

and refined in the Ring, was "perfecdy geared to the intricate wd> of allusions and
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psychological associations of which the cycle is constructed" (16).

Appaidix 2 shows that die ring motifoccurs qiproximately 22 times in Siegfried and 

covers 113 measures (the opera contains a total of6668 measures). Wagner does not use the 

motif in Act 3, Scenes 2 and 3, and the highest concentration occurs in Act 2 during the 

heightened dramatic conflict between Mime, Alberich, and Sieg&ied. In general, the ring 

motif is distributed evenly throughout the scenes with slightly more occurrences at the ends 

of the scenes (see Appendix 2). The motif is associated with a variety of characters 

throughout but is most often linked to the Wanderer and Mime, both of whom relinquish the 

ring's power to Siegfiied. It also occurs four times in the Preludes and, most uniquely, in 

duet form between Mime and Alberich just prior to Siegfried's entry in Act 2, Scene 3. 

General patterns also include the use of a tremolo figure in the underlying accompaniment 

where the ring motif occurs; this occurs in thirteen o f the twenty-two examples given for 

Siegfried (see Appendix 2). Other types include a rhythmic accompaniment (five times), an 

ascending bass line (three times), an ascending and then descending bass line (two times), 

and the ham me r motif (one time).

Wagner creates subtle changes in the ring motif vdien it is used for particular 

characters or to highlight a dramatic point The general phrase shape or melodic contour of 

the ring motif is a descending arpeggiation followed by an ascending line.̂  The vertical 

intervals involved in the descending portion of the motif include a major 3rd, minor 3rd, 

minor  3rd, and m inor  3rd, and in foe ascending portion include a minor 3rd, m inor  3rd, major 

3rd, and minor 3rd:
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F.TampIg -̂ -1

Wagner's Ring Motif:

Appendix 2 lists the phrase sh^e or description of the ring motif when it is used in each 

Prelude or with a particular character. The following examples of the ring motif in Siegfried 

reveal the leitmotifs function to provide an organising principle. Its ability to create 

dramatic intensity or mood will be examined first; then the ring motif will be considered in 

its more important role of developing characterisation and character relationships.

The most extended use of the ring motif occurs in the Prelude to Act 1 of Siegfried^ 

where Wagner begins to establish a dominant mood or dramatic intensity. The initial 

presentation of the motif is symmetric and repetitive in order to establish the nature of this 

central motif. Its symmetric outline involves four 2-bar phrases with the descending and 

ascending shape of the motif four I-bar phrases with the descending arpeggiation only, and 

four interconnected 1-bar phrases with shortened descending and ascending lines. A 

tremolo-type accom paniment (most often played by strings or percussion) is used throughout 

the entire section and usually signifies the mysterious or cunning nature of those involved 

in securing the ring. The orderly and symmetric presentation of the motif (mm. 100-15) in 

the Prelude is undamined by the charactaistic tremolo figure associated with the shifty 

Mime. Wagner's establishment of a folse sense of security through the symmetric patterns 

parallels the establishment of a sim ila r  dom inant tone in Browning's initial presentation of 

the hand motif in Book 7 of a n d ( l i n e s  188-92). As seen later. Browning
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allows the connotative colourings Wiich mythology suggests to establish dom inant moods 

or shifting opinions. While Wagner's techniques include technical changes in orchestration, 

rhythm, and dynamics. Browning relies on the overtones of myth, as well as rhythm and 

placement of dramatic details to establish particular moods.

Wagner begins with the original 2-bar length and descending-ascending outline of 

the motif which is repeated four times with virtually no change in dynamics;

Example 3

Siegfried Act 1, Prelude (mm. 100-07)

A llmâhlich bewegter.

These phrases are played alternately by the clarinet (phrases 1 and 3) and the clarinet, 

bassoon, and English hom (phrases 2 and 4). Subtle changes in ihythm occur with the 

extension or broadening of the ascending line (mnL 100-03) and of the descending  line (mm 

104-07) through a triplet rhythm. Wagner continues to emphasise the minor third interval 

of the motif (harmonically and melodically) and begins to add the unison and stepwise 

intervals of a second. The latter provides forward momentum (i.e.,m. 104), especially m the
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shortened version of the motif (see m. 112 in Ex. 3.4).

The music becomes more agitated through the use o f syncopation (see Ex. 33), as 

well as by shortening the motif to include the descending gesture only. Tension is also 

created by having each phrase begin a third higher, and this pattern is repeated four times 

with a gradual crescendo (mm. 108-11). Instrumentation now includes clarinet (phrase 1), 

clarinet and English hom (phrase 2), clarinet and oboe (phrase 3), and clarinet, English hom, 

and oboe (phrase 4). The addition of the oboe's timbre, in particular, and the increased 

density in the texture of each phrase, generally, allows the dynamic tension to grow over 

mm. 108-15, thus highlighting the sudden dynamic and textural change in m. 116. The 

single octave trill which accompanies the first quiet entry of the sword motif leads naturally 

into the first faint echoes of Mime's forging motif. Wagner uses the timbres of specific 

instruments to build tension and to provide early aural cues as to the relationship between 

specific patterns, moti6, and characters:

Example 3 3

Siegfried Act 1, Prelude (mm. 108-11)

The character of the motif changes as the dynamics increase, note values shorten, and the 

begitming of the descending gesture is shifted away fiom the main beat by an additional 

ascending chord, thus suggesting a rocking or confiised state (see mm. 112-15 in Ex. 3.4). 

The displacement of the beginning of the descending gesture, better seen in the orchestral
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score (bassoon part)/ shows how Wagner keq>s the general shape of the ring motif but 

creates hei^tened suspense throu^ changes in rhythm, dynamics, and orchestration: 

Example 3.4

Siegfried Act 1, Prelude (mm. 112-15)

p i k f

— ? J —1—- -n V
Ij?.. p.

He creates tension within each measure of this final 4-bar group by allowing only one note 

of the ascending gesture to ̂ pear, until the motif is presented in its original, yet compressed 

form in measure 115. This superficial return to the original motif is again shortlived with 

the sudden decrease in density and dynamics in measure 116, and the abrupt conclusion to 

the ring motif sequence.

The tied notes which extend over the bar line in measures 112-15 (3rd bassoon, 

clarinet, English hom, bass clarinet) heighten the tension, and emphasise the beginning of 

the descending line of the ring motif (played by the 1st and 2nd bassoon). The predominant 

descending lines of these parts when played in conjunction with the brooding motif (hom in 

F) portray a sense of unrest and suspense. In passages which involve dramatic intensity, 

Wagner chooses instruments with particular timbres, registers, and dynamic capabilities. 

The clarinet, often used to introduce the ring moti^ possesses clear, powerful tones in the 

upper register, and ghostlike, rich effects in die lowo* register. As seen later, Wagner 

chooses the timbre and melodic qualities of die clarinet to portray die good intentions of
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Siegfiied and the problem he poses for Albaich and Mime. As dramatic tensions increase, 

Wagner often adds the expressive, somewhat mournful colouring o f the English hom, the 

penetrating yet plaintive quality of the oboe, and the reedy, intense, even "miserable" sound 

(Berlioz 190) of the bassoon (upper register). The bassoon creates a feeling of thickness or 

weight in its lower register and can also produce dry, humorous tones, or "grotesque" sounds 

(190). Its crisp, yet dark sounds are penetrating, and the percussive attack is suitable for 

dramatic intensity.

The fate of the Wanderer and Alberich is expressed more fully in another treatment 

of the ring motif. This occurs just before the curtain rises and contains the descending line 

of the motif only, with a long downward extension;

E x am p le  3.5

Siegfried Act 2, Prelude (mm. 93-95)

'Wiederbeschleimigend.

As in the earlier Prelude, the increased tension and sense of brooding associated with the 

Nibelungen is marked by sudden changes in dynamics and tanpo, and a decrease in density 

immediately following the ring motif. The downward sweq* of the motif is appropriate for 

the visual scene presented to the audience as the curtain rises. Wagner is very specific in the 

stage directions for each scene: Alberich lies by a rocky cliff in gloomy brooding, and the
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small flattened knoll ̂ c h  rises toward &e middle of die stage sinks again toward the daric 

entrance of Fa&er's cave in the badcgtound. The sudden diange hom ffto  p in . the ring 

motif prepares the audience for the quiet scene diat follows, \riiao the HartmRRR is deepest 

at the back of the stage and the eye can at first see nothing. Fafiier's breathing can be heard 

again in the measures following the ring motif (mm. 96ff.).

As the Wanderer recounts how the ring brings strife to Alberich and Mime, the ring 

motif is introduced by, and stated over, an incessant, dotted rhythm associated with Fafiien 

E xam ple  3.6

Siegfried KcX 1, Scene 2 (mm. 1482-85)

Wandr.

Uni den ent-brannte denBrü-dernStrelt; 
Between the brothers the ring brou^dstrife; 

belebend.

P. P.

der F&- soit 
struck dowti was

m

The accompaniment continues fiom diis point with die dragon motif (mm. 1486-89) and 

tremolo figure. As in most cases so for, when die dramatic tension inoeases, Wagner adds 

the bassoon to heighten suspense, and indicates diat die music is animated (m. 1482). In 

other cases, the somewhat mournful timbre of the Fnglish hom is used to create dramatic 

taision, but Wagno- relies most on the many timbres available fiom die bassoon which are 

more £q>propriate for depicting his sinister diaracters. The rhydim of die ascending gesture 

is also altered to a tighter, dotted rhythm in contrast to die genfia: rl^thm provided by the
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triplets in the original ring mot% and occurs in coiÿunction with die words describing how 

the ring brings strife to the brodiers.

The dramatic intensity and changes of mood ixdiidi Wagner establishes through the 

use of motifs is linked to his development of characterisation. Character traits and 

relationships between characters are verified and sustained through combination with other 

moti6 and through subtle manipulation of the ihythm, harmony, and colouring of the motif. 

The entire sequence of the ring motif (mm. 100-15 in Exs. 3.2 to 3.4) is preceded by the 

hammer moti^ associated with Mime and the Nibelungen, and followed by the Nothung or 

sword motif, associated with world power, and again, the return of the hammer motif. The 

subtle changes Wagner makes to the ring motif predict or suggest the manipulation of the 

ring's power and the conflicts involved in securing its control. Although the initial 

presentation of that motif is given in symmetrical 4-bar groiqis and allows the listener to 

identify easily the general sound and shape of this central symbol, it is its placemoit between 

two other central motifi, along with the mood created by that relationship, whidi is the 

inqwrtant purpose of the ring motif in the opening Prelude. The dramatic conflicts between 

Mime, Alberich, Siegfiied, Wotan, and Fafiier are aU intarelated and mirrored in the 

manipulation of that motif eariy in the Prelude to Act 1.

Three brief statemoits of the ring motif occur in the short Prelude to Act 2 and 

contrast with the longer, extœded devdopmoit in die previous Prelude. The first two 

examples offer a contrast in dynamics, but bodi contain die same rhythms (induding a new 

and tighter dotted rhythm in the ascending line), and a tremolo-fype accompanimoit:
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Example 3.7

Siegfried Act 2, Prelude (mm. 34-35 & 41-42)

dim . -pp 5 / ü V w i

%

The mysterious efTect of the tremolo accompaniment is linked to the dominant tremolo heard 

over Fafiier's motifat the opening ofthe Prelude (nan. 1-17). The ordiestral depiction o f the 

following dramatic scene in fixint of Fafiier's cave involves the conflict between the black 

dwar^ Alberich, and the dignified Wanderer. The persistait syncopation (also seen in his 

hate motiQ and accented chords hint at defiance of an established ordor, and the intervals 

and melodic sh^ie suggest his lost treasure:

Example 3.8

Siegfried Act 2, Prelude (mm. 32-33)

Despite Alberich's hatred and defiance of the Wandoer, tihe latter remains calm and 

dignified, but the descending line of the ring motif (mm. 34-35 and 41-42 in Ex. 3.7) also 

predicts flie coming fitll o f the gods.
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All oftheringmoti&assocîatedwidiNGnie occur in Act 1, except for one other use 

in Act 2, Scoie 3 when Mime and A lbaidi conspire to use die ring's power. As in the 

Prelude to Act 1, Wagner uses the motif a) in its original shape, b) with its descending 

component only, and c) with altered rhythms and downward extensions. This similarly 

contributes to coherence and unity, for the audience is shown repeatedly the connections 

between aural sound and dramatic action. Manipulation of the motif is also linked directly 

to the establishment of characterisation and of relationships between music and t«ct The 

first entry ofthe motif coincides with Mime's words "des Nibelungen Ring" (mm 212-13) 

and his expression of his desire to obtain the ring, if  Siegfiied slays Fafiien 

Example 3.9

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (mm. 212-15)

Mime

Bin
j iu t

e r-n n -g e  ich mir. 
I  iro n  lie u  w ere m ine.

desNib-lun-gen Bing 
the  N ib -e l-u n ^s  r in g

The characteristic m inor  thirds are also heard in die trmnolo accompanim ent and are evidait 

in the vocal line, suggesting the ring belongs to Mime.

Mime's fate, however, is realistically linked to his confession diat he cannot fiirge 

Nothung die Sword (mnL 225-30) and to die diree entries of die sword motif \ ^ d i  fiillow
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(mm. 217-23):

Example 3.10

Siegfried Act I, Scene 1 (mm. 216-25)

Mime

Sdnrert n o r t u g t z a d e r  n>at; war No-t&nngnüfztmeiiieniHeid, weim S ieg-C ried  scfarend ibn
one sword hoots fa r  the biotas ’tie  No-&ung serr.etk my need, in  Sietr-friefseonqnering

fi 1 . B  a  —lai k----------

erese, .
ten.

¥ ,  I-1 Ju - V -  - f t - 1 t'j** " * t -----
?  tnare. ---- nsf ' '

sdnriagt:— 
bonds__ Leblukft

und icfa 
and I

#
ra il.

As with the opening entries of the ring motif in 6 e  Prelude to Act 1, Wagner creates a Alee 

sense ofidaitity by linking aspects of 6 e  original motif to Nfime, but each time, 6e dwarfs
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power is usinped by the rigjitful owner. IbemnKn’âmds of tiie tremolo figure are r^laced 

and the ring motif becomes a dom inant figure associated wifii Si^fiied's conquering hand 

(Ex. 3.10). Wagner reinforces M im e's inability to gain pow er by changing the shape o f th e  

motif near the conclusion of Act 1, Scene I. The descending gesture of the motif only is 

used, and the third phrase sinks by a step to matdi Mime's despair 

Example 3.11

Siegfried Ad. 1, Scene 1 (mm. 1245-50)

Mime

zor &1 - ten Noth 
to a ll old cares

hah ich die 
comes ye t a

XT TT
P P

ver-negelt
nowfairly

¥
cresc.

’'dim.

The tremolo figure whidi acconq)anies this and the previous ring motif continues as a 

diaracteristic detail of Nfime's shiftiness.
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Mime's growing agitation, whai confionted by Siegfiied, is reflected in the flnid 

entry of the ring motif in Act 1, Scene 3. Again, Wagner uses sym m etrical patterns (fiaur 

2-bar phrases) and dianges in rhythm to establish diaractor or mood. The omission of dotted 

rfiythms in the eighth notes of the asceiding line Hints at Mime's determination to use the 

boy for his own means and also gives a felse sœse of security, thus revealing the deceptive 

or cunning nature of Mime's character:

Example 3.12

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2398-2405)

Mime

Da, k leb f Ich 
C n ig ^ fu t am

Yer-fladt -  te Kl cm - met 
Ae-eura  -  ed fo r - h au l

lia d  Idi uid it
Wkence mnU come

- gea B e& ,
-  *a good,

oceol.
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Wagno: provides continuity by stressing the link between N45me and Alberich. The dragon 

motif and tremolo figure whidi opens Act 2 prior to die ring motif entry (m. 34), and its 

association with Alberich and the Wanderor, is heard again prior to another entry of the ring 

motif. An accelerando and crescendo lead to four 1-bar phrases with a descending motion 

only (the orchestral score shows descending gestures in m m . 2408-09, rather than the 

alternating chords seen in the piano/vocal score):

Example 3.13

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2406-09)

Mime

wie den Fnrdtt - lo - sen
Jhat Out hog m ag . he

selbsi Idi k-swmng.
heat to mg mill.

The louder dynamics and accelerando help to portray Mime's agitated state. In addition, 

Wagner intaeases the amount of syncopation; this reduces the ring motifto two diords which 

mirrors Mime's rage.

Lata: in Scene 3, three 1-bar phrases contain traces of the ring motif with its 

descoiding outline only:
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Mime

Example 3.14

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2514-17)

wie erweib’ ich mirden Gewinn? 
how shall I  then win-me the prize? 

■Immer beweffter. -  /

erese.

The downward extension of the third phrase leads to anoûier accelerando and the hammer 

motif as Mime again sets to woric to attempt to forge the sword. The tremolo figure does not 

accompany this entry of the moti^ but rather an arpeggio figure whidi then follows the 

downward sweep of the motif in measure 2517. Althou^ fois arpeggio contains foe minor 

and major intervals of foe ring moti^ its downward turn at foe aid of each measure (Ex. 

3.14) hints at Mime's destiny, rather than at his despair or determination. Just as foe 

descending portion ofthe motif is used in foe Prelude to Act 2 to signal foe fate of Alberich 

and the Wanderer, Wagner stresses foe downward motion more vividly in relation to Mime's 

fate. The descending line is repeated fiximm. 2501 to m. 2513, and foe mdodic shape of foe 

vocal line in mm 2510-13 is foe reverse of foe ting motif outline for it follows an ascending- 

descending pattern, and is an allusion to foe curse. Thus, Mime (unwittingly) sings of his 

own demise, for foe curse motif is basically an invasion of foe ring motif:
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F.Tamplft

Siegfried Act 1, Scoie 3 (2510-13)

M im e
and Ring 
and ring

er - ringt 
viU  fa ll

er
to the bonz__

p  cresc.

M
The placement and balance of ideas aids in the developmoit of the scaies and in the 

fonnation of the overall structure.

In Siegfried, the ring motif occurs most often t^ e n  associated with the Wanderer, 

and in general the design is more symmetrical than in passages associated with Mime or in 

the Preludes. As the Wanderer recounts the history of die Mbelungen race and the scheming 

nature of the black dwar^ Alberich, the ring motif f^pears at die mention of the magic ring. 

Not all occurrences of the ring motif matdi the word "ring" specifically, and here the 

orchestral line slighdy precedes the vocal line:

E x a m p le  3 .16

Siegfried Act 1, Scaie 2 (mm. 1433-37)

Wandr.

BIbm Zn* berria-ges swfBgeadeKzsft aOmf floa dm# flmfm d-gm
3ga giiriaetaO fomatfaltfeU tamed were the hard tailing
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This is the only time in the opaa in which die ring motif is accompanied by the hammer  

motif. This does not suggest a direct link between the Wanderer and the Nibelungens, but 

minors the narrative line as the Wandaer recounts the history of the Nibelungen race and 

their ruler, Alberich (mm. 1423ff). The first phrase (mm. 1433-34 of Ex. 3.16) keeps the 

general shape of the ring moti^ but, as in the case of Mime, Wagner uses an extra downward 

extension in the second phrase to predict the doom of the race (compare Ex. 3.14, mm. 2516- 

17 of Act 1, Scene 3). Despite the natural and expressive shaping of this passage, and the 

majestic Valhalla motif whidi follows (mm. 1442-43), the return to the simple hammer motif 

and a decrease in densi^ (mm 1446K) allows Wagna to trace not only the Wanderer's 

thoughts but the fate of die Nibelungen race.

When the Wanderer desaibes how Wotan gains world power through the spear and 

controls the Nibelungen race, a trace of the ring motif is heard:

E xam ple  3 .17

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 2 (mm 1559-60)

Wandr.
Nib - langea Eeet) 
Nib - ' kosti

Wagner reveals die optimistic nature of the Wandera in die rhythmic patterns prior to this 

moment (mm 1550 ff ), but the Wanderer as a tragic figure is h ae  illumined by the use of
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Ae ling motif itsd f The motif signifying Wotan's spear and anAoiify' (mm. 1553-54) is 

inverted under the brief descending gesture of die ring motif to predict the end of an old 

order and Wotan's loss of power to Siegfried.

When the Wanderer lau^is at Alberidi's failure to secure die ring 6om Fa&ar in Act 

2, Scene I, a trace of the descending portion of the ring motif edioes the Wanderer's 

scofBng:

Example 3.18

Siegfried Act 2, Scene I (mm. 451-53)

Wandr.

gNim,Al-beridi! Dassdilug fehl. 
Kote.Al-ierichlThatstrokc fa iled , 

Bfclebt.
V

mDodisdiiltmidiniditmehr 
F etea lt me no more

g
/ A

m

p.

The animated, staccato chord of measure 451, the inner-voice trill, and the suddai shift in 

dynamics as the ring motif trails away, minor the W anda^s emotions and highlight his 

character, rather dian depict his previous role as narrator. Wagner highlights die ring mntif) 

as he oftoi does, by reducing the densify immediately following the moti^ this heightois the 

dramatic effect and also emphasises the vocal line which follows. This brief statemait ofdie 

motifhere contrasts with the extended, symmetrical vasion at the beginning of Act 3, Scene 

1. Two 1-bar phrases containing the whole motif are followed by a 2-bar intaiude 

(containing the descending line ofthe motif symbolising the downfoll of die Gods) and two
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more 1-bar phrases contairang the whole motif: 

Kramplg^-IQ

Siegfiied Act 3, Scoie 1 (mm. 207-12)

Wandr.

^  I ,  I  r f  ,rr>
Wt w o-km 41* Ner - aea, wem- towo-Mm41* Nor :  WW-; *mtoo%Kgkmr . 4 e a  B o e k  

r  a M ^ . « A  * r

Dock • 
f td e l f t *

r  I f-  tr ■ - m
W e i s  -  k e t t  d u i k t *  k k d e a  CMI0 to Awrm <tT4̂r

As the Wandœr seeks Erda's wisdom, the triplet rhythms of the motif return, combined with 

a dotted riiythm and accent on the third beat Traces of the motif continue hom measures 

213-18 until die original figuration enters with Erda's voice in measures 219ff The 

accompaniment to the motif in measures 207€f contains a v a ri^  of active rhythms and 

intervals of a third, and contrasts with the quiver tremolo figure at the entry of Erda.

When the Wander* acknowledges that Sieghied has won the ring because the boy 

is unafOicted with greed and has not mq>*i*iced fear, Wagner uses six 1-bar phrases
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containing the whole ring moti£

Example 3^0

Siegfried Act 3, Scene I (nun. 393-99)

Wandr.

Nib- - Im.guaiiis. 
t R .  . fL

Lb* - bw- ttàkf 
A r« fiom gnid.

to - dig 4m 
gU i-denedtf

r .

er. Uhat 
dreawu all augUy

cresc. -

He employs a fuller instrumentation, beginning with violins (m. 393), and then adding flutes, 

oboes, d a rin g , and homs on the word "Ring" (m. 394). This contrasts to Wagna*s familiar 

technique of reducing the instrumentation of the moti^ therd>y stressing Siegfried's rightfiil 

ownaship of the ring. The original pattern of dynamics found in the Prelude to Act 1 is 

rq)eated her^ beginning wifri p  and a crescendo on die ascending portion of dw mntif̂  and
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a genoal crescendo over the entire phrase. Again, a ifaydmiic bass line accompanies the 

motif rather than the tremolo figure associated with less wortfiy diaracters.

Wagner also uses the ring motif to reveal Erda's thoughts about the W andœr, just 

as it is used with the Wanderer to reveal the character of other figures as well as his own: 

Example 3.21

Siegfried Act 3, Scare 1 (mm. 219-22)

Erda

-  aetfh& -  tea aai 
meatpreaitt^m ^ tp*

Mâasîg imHanptzartmass,

aioam ir dea Kaf&i - ritOmn̂ vmaet deeit.

The descending line vdiich follows the motif reflects Erda's despair, for she no longer 

equates her wisdom to a conqueror's force; men's deeds having darkened her spirits. This 

descending line parallels the same line used in the intalude in the immediately preceding 

Wanderer's speedi, thus anphasising a mood of hopelessness, and negating the need for 

Erda's wisdom. Ha* dis^pointment in the Wandera: is mirrored in fiie brief descending line 

of the motif and the tremolo figure usually associated wifii die dwarves:



Erda

Example 3JL2

Siegfiied Act 3, Scaie 1 (mm. 336-37)

104

da stSr- ri-sdier*
thou, tur~ bu-loMf

Erda tells the Wanderer that he is not what he has claimed to be, and this is matched by a 

rising bass line which leads to the tremolo figure. Ho* anger is highli^ted by the fif chord 

of measure 334 and the rests surrounding the ring motif entry. This technique is also used 

earlier when the Wanderer shows hei^tened emotions toward Alberidi (see Ex. 3.18).

Alberidi's determination to use die ring's magic spell is mirrored in the accaited and 

augmented notes of the descending portion of the moti^ and the syncopated rhythm s 

intertwined with i t  For the first time, the tremolo-type accompaniment is alternated with a 

descending gesture, as Alboich assarts his authority over his fixilish brotiier. Mime:
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Alb.

F.THinpie 1 .2 %

Siegfried Act 2, Scoie 1 (mm. 274-79)

- dersalsdam - me ' 
_  lite th e fo o l - ish

an - 
n o t.hand.

dim .

P. P.

sen, üb. ich____ des
/  xtseits

Rin - gesEjaftt_
ma -  g ic  spellt__ants w ill

f  dim . .cresc. .

+ T*- 'P

The second phrase (mm. 277-79) contains the descaiding line of die motif only and becomes 

quieter as Alberidi seeks to cast a spell over the Wandaer and gain worid powar for himself. 

Alberich's vocal line mirrors the melodic contour of the ring motif and ends with a 

dfsnending line, as it oftai does whoi assodated with the evil dwarves. Wagner lengthois 

the note values again in the second aitry of die motif whai it is assodated widi Alberich, by 

adding another third to the descending gesture:
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K x a m p le  1 .24

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 1 (mm. 426-29)

Alb.

Den goI<&enReif geW  er al-leitir 
q>Ĵg gold-enring he a-tone*

betebend.

crese.

Alberich bemoans the fact that Siegfiied also seeks the golden ring, and the clarinet, alone, 

plays the motif over a tremolo accompaniment His scheming is portrayed by tranolo 

figures following the moti^ as it was earlier in mm. 279ff

The one entry of the ring motif which is associated with Fafiier as a fallen giant 

occurs at the end of Act 2, Scene 2:

Example 3.25

Siegfried Act 2, Scoie 2 (mm. 1130-33)

Fafh.

g l J
w  AutWeg 6oM, ■ TsaOSt-téra iler-gsbt traf Idi

fb rth e em n -td  goU ne gainedfiem tke god* deotk to  Jro-aoU I  deaU*

A ,

Crete. . f  dim. .

The 6int traces of the motif suit Fafiier's fiiougfits on the cursed gold and on Fasolf s death
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at Fa&er's hands. The use ofthe tremolo figure for the partial ascendmg portion ofthe motif 

characterises the last of die 6Uen giants. Wagner captures the dragon's final struggles 

through slight increases in dynamics and in die upward ler^s of the vocal line, but the 

downward motion in measure 1133 predicts ultimate doom for Fafiier.

In the duet b^ween Alberich and Mime in Act 2, Scene 3, Wagner uses five parallel 

2-bar phrases containing the ring motif:

Example 3.26

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 3 (mm. 1338-47)

Mime

. . .  o KlnrdisdieoTaiid er4or i r  gewfai.TriidceUaiidtô /idUuretfkeJiMind,

n\r r  a f ig-f ~ z

/ 'k  iL i_ 1 ■■ ■=

DoefcewMeiRIeg. ÂMmadtkg rmÆi

(kliUufclMkMi)

LaaPaa4«aBl̂ dirdocb«ebeal Ick 
lk*HMgmUktgit€AeelTet

DealhnkelaUUt tx. 
neTamkeàmktM tke.

VerflnditldmRIn^? 
Aeem rtt/tke rimgf
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will fhniiifr scfaozigewlnneii. 
soon ItteenshaU  I  w in i f.

Unddodi^ememHermsoli er alleinnodige 
A ndyet to its lordshaUUatlasthe sur-

i

The motif appears without changes in its sh^e or ihytfam, but this is not reflective of the 

dwarves and their justified link to the ring. Wagno” refers instead to Siegfiied vdio appears 

in the background with the ring and Tamhelm, just prior to the duet between Alberich and 

Mime (m. 1336), and enters to the middle of the stage as the duet ends and die dwarves slip 

into the woods. The tremolo accompaniment which often denotes a sinista* mood is more 

^ tly  connected with the malicious thoughts and laughter of the dwarves. The fifth phrase, 

which is one played by the clarinet, coincides with Albmch's conclusion: "And yet it shall 

still / belong to its lord alone!" (Spaicer 246). This presats a comparable situation to one 

in Act 2, Scene 1, mm. 426-29, when that single instrument is also used to play the ring 

motif and point to Alberich's problems with the boy, Siegfiied.

The ring motif is used in Act 2, Scene 3 when Siegfiied explains that he has 

slaughtered Fafiio' without eqierioicing fear. The descaiding portion ofthe motif is closely 

imitated, the three phrases being played once eadi by die clarinet, hom, and oboe:
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f

Example 3.27

Siegfried Act 2, Scoie 3 (mm. 1367-71)

Siegf.

Furch - 
fe a r  -

~ tea 
-  in ff

legt, doch daa
ffg h t, but ye t

ydmt.:

É
noeh. nielit 
came not

m
er
to

le rn f.
me.

' im .  '

m #
k

É i

p. +

In each case, the motif is preceded by an extended anaousis and marked molto espress. The 

diminuendo and downward sweq> of the final phrase, usually associated with a mismatch 

b ^ e e n  a diaracter and the power he desires, is this time of a reflective nature, as Siegfried's 

attention is drawn to the woodbirds and the message he hopes to hear firm than. The ring 

motif is not fully shaped here, as the young Siegfiied has neidier learned the meaning of fear 

nor the true nature of Mime's ploys. Later in the drama (see Ex. 3.20), the whole motif is 

rq>eated three times as the Wandera admowledges that Si^[fiied has won die ring. The 

dragon motif precedes die next entry of the ring motif (mm. 1680-83), for Siegfiied has just
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killed Fafaer and Mime:

E T am ple

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 3 (mm. 1684-87)
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Despite the physical exertion required to push the body of the dragon to the front of the cave, 

Siegfried's inner strength and courage do not weaken, as reflected in the strong entry of the 

ring motif. The ring now belongs to him, and the faint traces of the dragon motif and 

hammer motif which follow emphasise Siegfried's dominant role for the remainder of the 

opera.

Wagner is able to create formal unity through the leitmotifby allowing it to highlight 

diaracter traits, relationships, and dianging dramatic moods. In his essay "On the Name 

'Musikdrama,'" Wagner comments on the critics' classification of his later dramatic works. 

Although the composa- uses the term "Musikdrama," he points to the difficulty of "wdding 

two disparate elements, music and drama, together" (PFT5.301). He suggests fliat the reason 

for the difficulty lies in the &ct that "the word "music' doiotes an czrf, originally the whole 

assemblage of the arts, whilst 'drama' strictly denotes a . . .  deed or action” of art (5.301). 

If not for being sucji an "art-philosophical title," he would have prefared to call his dramas
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"deeds o f Music brought to sight {ersichtlich gewordene Thaten der Musih)" (5303). The 

malleable nature of Wagner's leitnoti6 and motivic fiagments is appropriate and necessary 

for creating unity between the sights and sounds of his operas; this allows the audience 

continually to recollect past events and circumstances.

The entire scope and mood of Siegfried is revealed through the manipulation of 

motifs, and Wagner balances carefully the dramatic and musical argument through the 

intertwining and repetition of the leitmotif He allows a diief or dom inant mood to exist 

consistently, as in the tremolo figure which often accompanies the ring moti^ but changes 

in the relationships betweai characters or in the dramatic line are achieved through subtle 

manipulation of the motif itself and the music which precedes or follows i t  Thé moti& 

spread throughout the opoa and provide a cohesive organising device. The simplicity of the 

motif allows the composa* to define or identify a particular character, mood, or dramatic 

situation through changes in harmony, rhythm, orchestration, and melodic contour. Rather 

than repeat whole phrases and sections of music which rq>resent or signify a specific 

character, Wagner creates new textures within the music which allow the audience to form 

new and complex refooices. For exanq)le, by combining a particular element fit)m a 

previous moti^ sudi as die melodic contour of die ring motif with the ihydrmic element of 

die hammer motif (Ex. 3.16), Wagner reminds die audimce of recent action and streogdiens 

the Wandero's narrative argument whidi is presented in conjunction widi diese motifo. 

Conceptual links can dius be established immediately as the action unfolds on stage, as can 

abstractions sudi as emotional states, destiny, or character development

Without die complex wd> ofleitmotiÊ, the dialogue and bodily gestures ofthe actors
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would play a stronger role in conveying the complicated plot Instead, it is die moti& (in 

conjunction with the orchestral voices) \ ^ d i  allow the presaice of an omniscioit narrator. 

In addition, the motives create a siq>porting 6bric of form and structure. The motifo, vhid i 

Wagner labels "Melodic-moments" of "Feefihg" (PW2348), convey die manipulative ploys 

ofMime or the sense ofdespair bdiind the Wanderer's words, and their capacity for variation 

is as complex as the personalities with vhidi they are associated. Wagner's use of motifo 

allows a more comprehensive view of human relationships and the factors which motivate 

their actions and incite their emotions. This supports his theory that the drama should 

capture the infinite spirit of emotion, thus concentrating on what he called the "three 

humanistic (rein-menschlich)” arts (1.149) and the "endless Purely-human Feeling" (2.290). 

Like Browning, his drama would "«camine, probe, and lay bare the essence of the human 

experience, the heart and the soul of man" (Cord 4). Wagner ^pealed, therefore, to the 

audience's "artistic receptivity" (Wagner-Liszt 1.172), for the " entire realisation” of drama 

as the perfect artwork can only be fulfilled through the "poefs aim” and through 

"employment of every artistic eqiressional-fiicul^ of man" [PW 2.208). Instrumental 

timbres of the ordiestra combined with the thonatic aspects of the motifo allow for a clear 

illustration of the stage action and the details of die libretto. This combination also permits 

reflection and reminiscaice, thus allowing ""moments' ofdie Drama" to be felt deeply by die 

audience (2331). Or, as Wagna: notes in a letter to Liszt: "die fount of music" will "sound 

so well that people shall hear what th ^  cannot see" {Wagner-Liszt 1380).

Browning's use of moti& in The Ring and the Book parallels many aspects of 

Wagnaian leitmotif practice. His rqietition of words, phrases, and images th ro u ^ u t the
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twelve books of the poem reflects his intoest in, and his ability to poitrtty, the world's guess 

and the "splash" and "ripple of any fact / Fallen stonewise, plumb on the smoofli &ce of 

things" {R&B 1.840-43). Physical features are commonly used to identify character types 

and dramatic situations and point to contrasting interpretations of events. For example. 

Browning makes the hand motif an important figure in Book 7 as Pompilia attempts to 

understand her central position in the Roman murder plot, for the hand motif is directly 

linked to the theme of good and evil and a search for truth. It is also tied to the poet's 

creative process and sense of formal structuring, for this motif traces Pompilia's movonent 

from the "dark eve of December's deadest day" and her marriage to Count Guido (7.426), to 

her marriage in heaven where God, "stooping^] shows sufScient of His light" for h ^  to rise 

above that darkness (7.1844-45).

A study of die hand motif in Book 7 points to the way Browning and Wagner both 

use motifr to show relationships between characters, recall past history and «notions, 

provide thematic development, show new conditions or psychological states, and siq)port the 

shape and structure of the drama. The poetic motif also contributes to "comprdiensibility 

and expressive intaisity," features associated with Wagnerian leitmoti& (Whittall 2.1137). 

Browning's repeated hand motif provides continuity of th o u ^  while variation, or 

combination with anoüier motif such as the light moti^ inteosifies the dramatic situation and 

introduces new or conflicting ideas. Like the leitmotif which may be "musically unaltered 

on its return, or altered in rhythm, intervallic structure, harmony, orchestration or 

accompanimoit" (2.1137), Browning's hand motif is subtly dianged flirou^ its plac«n«it 

in die poan, punctuation, dramatic associations, and through musical aq>ects such as tempo.
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pacing, and colonr or timbre. As this motif is combined and altered, it provides formal unity, 

and, like Wagner's leitmotifo, achieves a "synthesis of two important 19th-century 

compositional techniques — thematic recollection or reminiscence and thematic 

transformation" (Greenspan 443-44).

Book 7 of The Ring and the Book contains a v a r i^  of major image types" from 

which motifr and their complac meanings are created. Many refer to physical characteristics 

and are repeated throughout Book 7 to suggest a specific person or attribute, just as Wagner's 

hammer motif reflects the toil of the NibelungOL Howev», Wagner's motifr generally 

symbolise specific characters or abstractions such as the ring's symbol of power, while 

Browning's motifr have wider associations. In Browning's poon, the hand and tiie smile 

become associated with the evil Guido and the Churdi, although these motifr are altered at 

différait times to depict the fragility of Pompilia's newborn son or tiie caring aspects of a 

stranger.A ppendix  3 shows that the hand motif occurs most often in Book 7 

(approximately twenty-five times) and that other important motifr include the heart, foce, 

tyes, and smile." Those motifr occur most noticeably in verse paragrEq>hs 16 (evil aspects 

of Violante and Pietro), 71 (good aspects of tiie journey), 74 (evil aspects of Guido), and 76 

(good aspects of C^xinsacchi and God). The five most common motifr are shown 

sdiematically in Appendix 5 and reveal patterns inqtortant to the structure of the poem.

The hand motif ̂ licfa is concmitrated at tiie beginning of Book 7 corresponds to 

Pon^ilia's search for answers to her plight, and the concentration of tiie same motif at the 

end of this monologue signals h a  understanding and h a  peace with God. As Ponqnlia's 

characta is strengthaied and h a  eartidy j  oumty qiproadhes an end. Browning combines the
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hand motif with otlia’moti&, shown in a concentrated pattern in verse paragraphs IQfL (see 

Appendix S). Wagner uses the same tedinique by concœtrating the ring motif in the Prelude 

to AcX \ o f  Siegfried. Hoe, the ring continues to synibolise po ww, but its associations reveal 

Mime's cunning schemes to adtieve that power, and in the conclusion of the opera signify 

the Wanderer's realisation and acceptance of Siegfiied's power. Wagner’s motives may also 

develop into other motives as in the development and transformation of the ring motif into 

the curse motif and Valhalla motif. Browning creates sudi associations by clustering 

motives such as the heart, smile, and hand motives; however, they remain separate identities 

and do not develop from each odier as Wagner’s technique allows. For example, the heart 

motif does not figure prominently until the end of the monologue when Pompilia meets 

Caponsacchi who aids in bar escape. Browning does not combine the five motifi until the 

last six verse paragrtq)hs when Ponq)ilia undostands die love of God and His servant 

Appendix 6 provides a brief summary of the hand motif by listing the major diaracters, the 

images whidi surround the moti^ and the tone of the verse paragraph which includes the 

motif.

Repeated use of myth, parable, or anecdote in Pompilia's monologue minors 

Wagnofs use of the orchestra to utter "the unspeakable" or inexpressible and of the leitmotif 

to act as a motive of "remembrance” and of "presentment {PW 2316-35). As noted in 

Chuter 1, the word "hand" is not in itself a motifi rather, it symbolises or represaits a 

particular idea or theme. Unlike Wagner's leitmotif which r emain constant in meaning. 

Browning's motifi change diroughout the poem. As the preceding (and following) analysis 

of motivic techniques reveals, die setting of die motif also aids in die interpretation or
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meaning of the dramatic woik. In Browning's case, it is the merging of mydis and changing 

images around the motif which allows it to function in a didactic and interpretive capacity. 

Browning mentions the hand as many as twenty-five times On fifteen of seventy-six vase 

paragraphs) in Book 7, although not all references act as moti& and some are only implied. 

References containing the word “hand” are listed in ̂ »pendix 7 (and include those used in 

the literal sense). Browning’s “hand,” for example, becomes motivic when the word is 

surrounded by layers of meaning and functions in symbolic and metaphorical ways. His use 

of this word is analogous to changes and developments vdiich characterise Wagner's ring 

motif. When Browning uses the hand image to depict, for example, the entr^mient of 

Pompilia within the Church, it functions as a motif and symbolises evil, thus making it 

analogous to the Wagnoian leitmotif. When the word '%and" is only implied, it is also 

treated as a moti^ just as inversions or alterations of a leitmotif do not negate the motif but 

instead underscore it, thus strengthening the composer's musical or dramatic argumoit

Browning's initial use of the hand motif in Book 7 parallels Wagno's enq>loyment 

of the ring motif in the Prelude to Act 1 of Siegfried, In both cases, tiie motif establishes 

specific attributes of a diaracter and provides a focus for la ta  thematic development The 

tremolo figure whidh supports the first symmetric pattons of the ring motif in W agna (Ex. 

32) corresponds to Browning's colourings and shades of meaning. He establishes the 

dominant mood of diildhood innocence at tiie beginning of Book 7, but specific details 

surrounding tiie band motif œ ate dramatic tension and bint at future problems fiir the young 

Pompilia.

Browning's first refoence to tiie hand moti^ in verse paragraph 8 (line 189), is
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suirounded by images and myths wfaidi offer variations in meaning. In the spirit of 

childhood play and yonng innocence Pompilia and her fiiend Tisbe imagine themselves as 

figures in a t£̂ >estry:

. . .  Tisbe, that is you,
Vfith half-moon on your hair-knot, spear in hand.
Flying, but no wings, only the great scarf 
Blown to a bluish rainbow at your back:
Call off your hound and leave the stag alone!' (7.188-92)

This early reference to the hand and spear hints at danger. As Pompilia becomes

increasingly aware of the evil forces in her life and the loving relationships which mark the

end ofhar life, there is increased sophistication in her undostanding of old myths and in her

creation of new ones. Wagner discusses a simila r process in Part 2 of Opera and Drama

when he suggests that a human being cannot grasp with ease the "real association's]" foimd

in the "vast multiplicity of surrounding phmomena" {PWIA 53). Uncertainty can only be

understood whoi it is transfared fix)m the "woric o f Phantasy" or the p o ^c imagination and

is condoised into a "human form":

God and gods, are the first creations of m an's poetic force: in them man 
rqneseats to himself the essence of natural phenomena as derived fiom a 
Cause. (2.153-54)

The young Pompilia uses myfii to analyse the frightening aspects of her life. For instance, 

an early refooice to Diana indicates Pompilia's awareness of inherent danger, but Guido's 

act of murder impels Pompilia to create her own version of that myth in order to come to 

terms with her own situation and die morals of ofiios (see v.p. 70). The didactic nature of 

mythological allusions aids the reader as well as Ponqnlia, fi>r later in her life she is able to 

interpret the symbolic or allegorical aspects of die mydi.
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Boüi Browning and Wagner use aspects of mydiology to dqnct human inqnilses and

relationships and to structure dieir dramatic worics. Wagnafs use o f mythological subject

matter is central to an understanding ofhis music dramas. Details concerning the nature and

activities of Nordic peoples and the dianges which occur specifically in the legend of

Siegfiried are used to create Wagner's dramatic argument*^ As Wagner notes.

By its [myth's] faculty of thus using its force o f imagination to bring before 
itself evay thinkable reality and actuality, in widest readi but plain, succinct, 
and plastic shaping, the Folk therefore becomes in Mythos the creator of Art; 
for these sh^>es must necessarily win artistic form and contort, if  — which, 
again, is their individual mark — th ^  have sprung fiom nofiring but man's 
longing for a seizable portrait of things, and thus from his yearning to 
recognise in the object portrayed, nay first to know thoein, himself and his 
own-est essoice: that god-creative essence. {PW2.154-55)

Similarly, Browning allows associations and dramatic elonents to surface through his

reader's understanding o^ and interest in, Gredc and Roman mythology. So the hand motif

in line 189 of Book 7 in association wifii Diana, the huntress, from Ovid's Metamorphoses

( R & B  Altick, ed. 673), evokes images of beauty and power. This eariy reference

establishes a dominant emotion, predicts Pompilia's future life, and stresses a characteristic

feature of a Browning monologue — the possibility of multiple viewpoints.

The Roman goddess Diana, protectress of slaves, prefos the solitude of remote

forests and springs (Bell [1991] 163). According to myth, she hates the sig)tt of males and

will not allow diem to ento-her temple. Opinion is divided for, to some people, “die goddess

seemed / more savage than was foir, [while] others praised her and called her wordiy / ofher

strict virginity" (Met. 3.254-55). As in Browning's tale, "both sides could find dieir reasons"

(3.255), and Pompilia's monologue is only one argument in the Roman m urda case. Whoi
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Actaeon stumbles iqxan Diana and her nymphs bathing in a stream, she is angered and turns 

him  into a stag. His own hounds diase and kill him  for he is unable to a y  out, "1 am 

Actaeon, recognize your lord'" (3.230). Although Browning does not elaborate on the 

specific details found in that myth, he does, nevertheless, use a specific emotion which is 

recalled several times in Pompilia's monologue. The shame and fear which Actaeon feels 

(3.205) parallel Pompilia's later situation as she seeks refuge fiom her evil husband and is 

shamed and humiliated by the Count's fiiend, the Archbishop (7.724-848). Both characters 

experience injustice and loss of control in their misfortunes; Actaeon is shaped as a deer and 

Pompilia is controlled by her mother's dreams for fortune and by the Church's evil actions.

Both Wagner and Browning use specific details fiom mythology to serve their own 

dramatic purposes, but both remain faithful to the goieral character and place of the 

mythology within their culture. In contrast, however, the Siegfiied myfii becomes the 

pervasive fimneworic ofWagner's Ring cycle while Browning's use ofmyth is more localised 

and coitred around Pompilia's porsonal growth and ho* understanding of relationships. The 

images, dramatic action, intopretations, and feelings which Greek and Roman mythology 

evoke for die contonporary reader are used by Browning to bring meaning to his motifi, just 

as shades of meaning are created by Wagner's use of timbre and rhythm. For ocample. 

Browning's portrait emphasises the ethereal qualities of Diana, also known as a goddess of 

the moon. Pompilia is sensitive to the *g*parent contradictions seen in die tapestry figure; 

although a half-moon and an alluring scarf adorn Diana's back, the "spear in [her] hand" and 

images of hunting suggest a darker side. This feeling of disparity and dramatic tension is 

achieved, in Wagno's drama, through the manipulation of musical textures, rfayduns, and
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timbres, while Browning's poetic artrdies on assoôations and images evoked bymy&ology. 

Both artists also use the motif to diange the dramatic tone and situation and to establish new 

relationships between diaractos.

In Book 7, the hand motif and spear image of line 189 are adapted to fît a new 

dramatic situation as Pompilia describes her fîrst encounter with Count Guido. Details and 

images surrounding the hand motif such as rain and clothing remain constant, just as the 

general shape and structure of the ring motif do. It is diese associative details which aid the 

reader or listener and help to provide thematic developmoit and to recall past emotions. 

Wagner and Browning often create associations between pairs of moti& as in the relationship 

between Wotan's spear and Siegfiied's sword. The spear, symbolic of Wotan's divine 

authority, splinters Nothung the sword, but lata, in Siegfiied's hand, the sword splintos the 

spear and signals the end of the ruling gods. Browning creates a similar association by 

linking the hand of the powerful Diana with the manipulative hand of Violante. The danger 

in whidi \^olante places Pompilia is heigfîtaied by Browning's use of images of rain and 

cloüiing. As moitioned earlier. Browning's use of die motif within the mydiological setting 

is more localised than die povasive fiumework in whidi Wagner's leitmotif function. 

However, an analysis of all die hand images within Book 7 shows a progressive developmoit 

in Browning's use of die motif to provide diemadc transformation and dramatic history. In 

the end, Violante's hand litoally leads Pompilia to her death, but in this eariy verse 

paragrq>h QimcdRirth v.p.), the hand motif identifies the fear whidi the diild Pompilia feels 

as she eaters the darkened Churdi and expects to see a corpse.

Just as Violante brings "a neighbour's diild of [Ponqnlia's] own age / To play with
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[her] of rainy afternoons" (7.184-85), it is she who takes her innocent diild to med and

many her future husband:

How it rained! — tfaiou^ our street and the Lion's mouth 
And the bit of Corso, — doaked round, covaed close,
I was like som^iing strange or contraband, —
Into blank San Lorenzo, up the aisle.
My m otha keeping hold of me so tight,
I fended we were come to see a corpse
Before the altar which she pulled me toward. (7.427-33)

The outcome of this visit to the Church shows the false sense of security which line 431

elidts, just as the regular rhythms of the ring motif at one point cova the deceptive or

cunning nature of Mime's characta (Ex. 3.11). The close cloaking of Ponqiilia does not

provide safety and contrasts with the freedom suggested eariia by die flowing blue scarf of

the t^estry figure. By surrounding the hand motif with images of clothing in early scares.

Browning sets a dramatic tone and establishes the nature ofPompilia's relationships with h a

motha and with otha major diaracters.

Browning's images and motife elidt variations in meaning whidi resanble those

produced by Wagner's musical techniques. Current analyses of Wagnerian leitmotife

emphasise die literary qualities ofhis tediniqpie w hae the "quasi-linguistic sanantidzation

of (leit)motife.. .must be interpreted not as indqiendent musical themes but as poetic clues

or symbols whidi provide a framework of meaning" (B ordim ^a xi). As Wagna notes in

the third part of Opera and Dramas the "perfected language of the Ordiestra" with its wd>

of leitmotife is allied with "Gesture" or the actions of die diaracters and allows die audiaice

to undastand the "Poetic Aim" and die feeling o f "Wonder" whidi results (P^2J21). The

suggestive qualities of the "Chief-motives of the Dramatic Action. . .  mould thansdves into
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a continuous artistic Form, ̂ iiidi stretches notmerdy ovo’nanower Augments of the drama,

but over the whole drama's se lf and œ ate  die "hnost perfect Unity of artistic Form" (PFF

2.348-49). Similarly, the relationship between Violante and ha: daughter is developed

through Browning's characterisation of die young Pompilia and his attention to ho  ̂hands.

In the spirit o f a Wagnerian moti^ the rqietition and development ofthe hand image clarifies

the action and supports the sh^ie and structure of the poem.

Like Wagner, Browning relies on the semantic relationships between mythic

characters and actions to add new dimaisions and associations to his hand motif He

introduces a second myth'^ when Pompilia's fiiend, Tisbe, chooses a rugged, earthy figure

fixim the tapestry as Pompilia's likeness:

'— And there are you, Pompilia, such greai leaves 
Flourishing out of your five fingor-ends.
And all the rest of you so brown and rough:
Why is it you are turned a sort of tree? (7.193-96)

Here, the vibrant, flourishing colour of the leaves contrasts with the deadness of the body

and, in its suggestion o f Daphne's flight fiom ̂ wllo's sexual rapacity and metamorphosis

into a laurel tree, fiireshadows Pompilia's future. Wagna* adiieves a similar effect vdien he

uses rq)etitive, parallel phrases and strict xhythms to capture Nfime's panic (Ex. 3.10) or to

conceal his cunning nature (Ex. 3.11). Altiiou^ tiie ring motif is stated boldly in connection

with both Mime and Siegfried, subtle dianges in rhythm, texture, and timbre reveal tiie true

nature of tiiese diaracters.

Browning uses various tediniques to œ ate details ofcfaaracterisation, as in tiie subtle

dianges in punctuation which contrast Pon^nlia and her fiioid Tisbe. Altiiough Porrqnlia's
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ionocence is hig^gjited Ünoug^ut Book 7, ho* sensitivity to danger and to disguise is noted 

early in her monologue, and her desoiption of Diana is d^aüed and more complete than 

Tisbe's simpler account of Daphne. The image of control and power which the "spear in 

hand" (in line 189) suggests is linked to the controlling aspects of Violante's ambitions. 

Pompilia recognises the danger of the situation and ordas Tisbe to call off her hound 

(7.192), but Tisbe is unable to understand or help Pompilia. Browning's conflation of the 

two myths highlights the way the hand motif develops diaracterisation, emphasises the 

theme of good and evil, and prepares the reader for future dramatic events.

Browning also uses the hand motif and the tapestry figures to emphasise the passage 

of time and the relative shortness of life. A brief refoence to touch in line 201 of the 

following quotation (vdiidi Browning sets ofifby dashes) is negated and changed tonally by 

the implied reference ("catch") to the hand motif in the lines following. Pompilia 

acknowledges that the figures on the t^)estry "never were ourselves / Though we nidmamed 

them so" (7.197-98):

. . .  Thus, all my life, -  
As well ^ la t was, as vhat, like this, was not, —
Looks old, fimtastic and impossible:
I toudi a Airy thing that Ades and Ades.
— Even to my babe! I Aougfit, whai he was bom.
Something began for once that would not end.
Nor diange into a laugh at me, but sAy 
For evamore, eternally quite mine.
Well, so he is, — but yet Aey bore him of^
The third day, lest my husband should lay tnqis 
And catdi him, and by means of him catdi me.
Since th ^  have saved him so, it was wdl done:
Yet thence comes sudi confusion of vAat was 
With what will b^ — Aat late seans long ago.
And, what years should bring round, already come.
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Till even he withdraws into a dream
As die rest do:. . .  (7.198-214)

The stadc image of entrapment is linked to the same image eariier when Ponqiilia and her 

mother are locked inside the Church. Browning also uses myth to highlight characters 

associated with these goddesses who ultimately affect their destinies. Pompilia experiences 

the same shame and fear as Actaeon, and leams to love Q ^nsacchi as a priest, just as 

Apollo leams to accept Daphne in the form of a laurel tree. Ironically, Pompilia remains a 

child at the end of v.p. 8 as she fancies her son "grown great, / Strong, [and] stem" (7.214- 

215):

. . .  a tall young man who tutors me.
Frowns with the others "Poor imprudent child!
Why did you venture out of the safe street?
Why go so â r  fiom help to that lone house?
Why open at the whisper and the knock?* (7.215-19)

A mother and child relationship begins and ends v.p. 8; it is Ponqrilia who instmcts the 

public to understand hw upbringing, and Gaetano and fire public who question the results of 

such an upbringing. The placement of the hand motif within a mythological setting allows 

Browning to establish the concr^ details of a dramatic setting, just as the Wanderer's 

recounting of the Nibelungen tale is orriched by fire rqr^tion  and manipulation of the ring 

motif.

Browning's use of the motif also parallds Wagna's arqrloymait of fire leitmotif to 

show new conditions or psydiological states, as in Pompilia's movanent away fixrm 

childhood play to fire reality ofham otha's sdiemes. The hand motifis also used to firrward 

the thane of good and evil and the seardi for truth, hr contrast to v.p. 8, whidi explores the
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chfldhood games (hat >^olante sets tç , v.p. 10 examines &e realistic and difficult questions 

concerning Violante's intentions. The eariier passage shows an awareness, on Pompilia's 

part, of the difTerence betwem reality and make-believe, and this awareness is expanded to 

an understanding of good and bad choices. Myths and childhood games are replaced by 

serious concerns about the care and guardianship of a child. Earlier, Pompilia's situation 

parallels the fate of Actaeon, whose ta d  luck" was not "a crime; for what crime was there 

in a mistake?" {Met 3.142). Pompilia feels only "confusion" that nothing is "^emally quite 

mine" (7.210,205). But in v.p. 10, the focus changes fitom the idea of &te to a moral choice 

between right and wrong. As in the earlier verse paragraph, it is not the hand motif itselfbut 

the details surrounding it which develop Pompilia's position in the monologue. The hand 

moti^ in both cases, elicits a feeling of inheroit danger, and that feeling is related through 

story or mydi in die spirit o f teadiing. As with Wagner’s moti^ the function of Browning's 

motifis "dramatic as well as structural," and it is the artist's "dramatic handling of the newly 

expanded range of possibilities" that enriches die work (Warradc 10.645). The hand motif 

in v.p. 10 saves to provide thematic development as Pompilia «qilores moral and ethical 

questions.

Pompilia knows that h a  modia "erred. . .  in telling that first Alsehood" about h a

adoption and in bitying h a  "From my poor &ulty modia at a price, / To pass offtqion Pi^ro

ashischild"(7J270-74):

If one should take my babe, give him a name.
Say he was not Gaetano and my own.
But diat some odia woman made his moudi 
And hands and feet, — how very false were that!
No good could come of that; and all harm did. (7J275-79)
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As in V .p. 8 (7.210), the word "yet" signals tfaepossibilityofan opposing view or difference

of opinion:

Yet if  a stranger were to represent 
"Needs must you either give your babe to me 
And me caU him m ine for ever more,
Or let your husband get him" — ah, my God,
That were a trial I refose to foce! (7J280-84)

Browning joins three physical details in lines 277-78, during Pompilia's narrative account

of the false actions ofher adoptive moth*. Violante. Although the word "hand" is seen as

a simple image in line 278, its combination with oth* physical features signals a new phase

when Pompilia suggests that just as Gaetano caimot be renamed as another woman's child,

she should not have been given away as a "wealdiy" bride to Guido. The concentration of

motifo or images allows Browning to highlight a diaract*'s thou^ts and emoâonal state,

just as Wagner also highlights psychological states nr dramatic points o f interest. Here, foe

joining of foe motife signals a discrq>an<  ̂between foe character of foe narrator and foe

situation being described. Browning and Wagner both use a concentration of motife at a

dramatic or crucial point in foe narrator's recounting of history, thus providing intapretive

clues for foe listen* or read*.

At foe conclusion of v.p. 8 (7.214-19), Pompilia fencies h *  son foil grown, a son

who questions h *  actions at foe time of foe murders, in v.p. 10 (7.275-78), Gaetano is used

again in ord* for Ponqnlia to question foe specific actions of two mothers, and to understand

vfoat h*  own reaction mig^ be if feced wifo a similar situatioiL The anecdote whidi

Pompilia relates in lines 275-78 becomes a sort of parable, for h *  own son, Gaetano, is left

alone wifo strangers and in fear ofhis widced fefo*. Like foe leitmotif whidi has been
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placed in a new situation or combined in a new patton to highlight change in dramatic mood 

or circumstance. Browning's hand motif now elicits die feding of growth and evolution in 

Pompilia's thinking (7278). Pompilia's growth and concern are also signalled by a 

movement away 6om old myths to the œation of ho* own personal mythology. Browning 

uses the hand motif of v.p. 10 to highlight the element of truth and justice. The motif is 

encircled by layers of thoughts and questions as Pompilia sedcs answers to her mother's 

actions and to her son's welfare. Dramatic intensity is conveyed through au increasing 

number of short phrases, dashes, and question marks, thus dqncting Pompilia's state of mind 

and her concern for truth. Browning's changes in phrase loigth and punctuation create a 

texture which mirrors Pompilia's psychological state just as Wagner's change in texture 

mirrors the Wanderer's thoughts in Act 3 of Siegfried where his new understaiiding ofhis 

place in the world is conveyed by the fuller ordiestration of the ring motif which, in turn, 

points to Siegfiied's rightful ownership of the ring (Ex. 320).

Motif and Idtmotif are used primarily as a means of thematic developmoit hi Book 

7, the themes of deceit, 61sehood, and greed continue inv.p. 11 t^ o e  the hand motif signals 

the sealing ofPompilia's 6te and her marriage to Count Guido. The Count's brother, Paul, 

leams that Guido will gain wealth if  he marries Pompilia, "So, came and made a speech to 

ask my hand / For Guido" (7324-25). Such a request is a traditional gesture, but Browning 

dianges its tone by placing it between two desaiptions of a new myth or parable constructed 

in Violante's mind:

Well, God, you see! God plants us vdiere we grow.
It is not that, because a bud is bom
At a wild briar's end, full i' die wild beast* s way,
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We o u ^  to pluck and put it out of leadi
On the oak-tree top, — say, T hae the bud belongs!' (7.301-05)

Violante accepts Paul's "speech to ask [Pompilia's] hand / For Guido" (7325-26), and

Pompilia refers again to h a  mother's parable:

. . .  — she, instead of piercing strai^t 
Througb the pretence to the ignoble truth.
Fancied she saw God's very finga point.
Designate just the time for planting me,
(The wild briar-slip she plucked to love and wear)
In soil where I could strike real root, and grow.
And get to be the thing I called myself
For, wife and husband are one flesh, God says, (7.326-33)

Both Paul and Violante deceive themselves and othas, for their focts are based on false

information, supposition, greed, and dreams. Violante, in particular, is unda the folse

assumption that she understands God's plans, and the image of the green leaves sprouting

from the finga tips of the tapestry figure is repeated here in Violante's belief that God's

fingers will give new life to Pompilia and h a  fomily. To aeate dramatic effect, both

Browning and Wagna invert the traditional or original meaning of a motif or leitmotif by

surrounding it with antithetical details or ideas. For exanq)le, when Wagna insats the ring

motifbetweai die Fasolt/Fafiiamotif and the dragon motif in Ex. 3.6, that motif as a symbol

of powa becomes one of strife and deadi. Similaly, the simple image of die caring hand

and its traditional association with God's nurturing hand, in line 325, is inverted dnoug^ the

unnatural and dioug^dess imaga associated with die act of plucking ^ lid i precede and

follow i t  The movanent from childhood play (v.p. 8) to adult l ia  (v.p. 10) to adult fimtasia

(v.p. 11) points to die danga vdiidi Pompilia eventually eaqieriences, and the reada is led

thanatically through this sequence by means of Browning's development o f the hand motif
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and its surrounding details. Violante's parable becomes an adult version of the mydiology 

which entertains Ponqnlia and Tisbe, but she must a y  all die cares away when Pompilia is 

left dying in her arms (7316-19).

Repetition, a major characteristic of the musical leitmotif is also used throughout 

Browning's Roman murder story in order to link historical and dramatic moments and to 

provide thematic development Browning's audience recalls the image of the flower and the 

manipulative aspects associated with the public's prying hands, eariier in Book 3. Here, The 

Other-Half Rome, a Pompilia supporter, uses the image of the flowa to show the 6 te  o f the 

bud, and the appeal it has in perpetuating a myth or story. As Pompilia leans "Flower-like 

from out her window," she remains "uncomplimoited and uncropped" by passos-by (3.72- 

73):

T  is just a ftowafs 6te: past partore we trip.
Till peradvoiture someone pludcs our sleeve —
'Yon blossom at the briar's end, diafs the rose 
Two jealous people fought for yestoday 
And killed eadi other see, there's undisturbed 
A pretty pool at the root, of rival red!'
Thai a y  we, 'Ah, the perfect paragon!'
Then crave we, 'Just one keepsake-leaf for us!' (3.75-82)

The Otha-Half Rome concludes that whetha Pompilia is a "flowa or [a] weed," she is

"Ruined" and "who[eva] did it shall account to Christ" (3.84-85). The hand motifis implied

throughout The Otha-Half Rome's speech as it is in Violante's parable. Pompilia is

compared to a wild briar-slip which h a  motha pludcs to "love and wear" (7330), and die

string of lawyers, clergy, and those "vdio found they were old fiiends" (3.48) and who pay

to see the dying Pompilia are desaibed in toms of sigjht and toudL Old Morma Baldi, who
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believes Pompilia's "palsied limb 'gan pride and promise [oQ life" at die "toudi o' the 

bedclothes merely," and Cavalier Cario, vdio "paints Virgins so," had not been interested in 

Pompilia's plight "Four Uttle years ago" (3.55-56,58-59,70). The rqietitionoffece, hair, and 

eye throughout this passage highlights the felse intentions of these diaracters. Wagner also 

depicts the diaracter or emotions of an individual by disguising the true nature or shape of 

a motif as when the Wanderer scof6 at Alberich (Ex. 3.18). There, the brie^ downward 

sweep of the ring motif mirrors the cynicism heard in the Wanderer's laugh- The reduction 

in orchestration following the motif heightens the dramatic effect, just as The Other-Half 

Rome's stark commentary in lines 83-90 interrupts the flow ofhis narrative depiction of the 

crime.

As the Other Half-Rome notes of the public's actions and commentary, "Truth lies

between," and the young Pompilia should be left alone "For Christ's particular love's sake! "

(3.83,90). By inserting a harsh and unadorned style of commentary within the speaker's

onbellished narrative style. Browning oeates a diange in texture whidi highlights the nature

of the public's meddling actions and the inqmrtance of the hand motif as a symbol of evil and

manipulation. He continues to develop this atmosphere through the hand motif in v.p. 13 of

Book? and, as in the earlier v.p. 11, its assodationswidi marriage are shrouded by secrecy,

deceit, and uncomfortable feelings. A description of flie thirteen years ofhappiness prior to

Pompilia's marriage is compacted into the opening two lines of the paragraph, flius

anphasising the horror of ha: remaining life:

Beside, iq> to my marriage, ftiirteen years 
Were, each day, h r^ y  as ftie day was long:
This may have made the diange too taiible. (7373-75)
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The long, intopolaled stalonent follows (lines 377-84) emphasises Violante's role in

that "change" and discredits the romantic image of the cavatia:

I know foflt Violante told me fost 
The cavalier, — she meant to bring next mom.
Whom I must also let take, kiss my hand, —
Would be at San Lorenzo the same eve 
And marry me, — which over, we should go 
Home bodi of us wiüiout him as before.
And, till she bade speak, 1 must hold my tongue,
Sudb being foe correct way wifo gM-brides,
From whom one word would make a father blush, —
I know, I say, foat when she told me this,
— Well, I no more saw sense in what she said 
Than a lamb does in people clipping wool; (7376-87)

Pompilia "Only lay down and let [haselQ be clipped" (7388). However, foe hand motif

changes in light ofPompilia's voice, just as different harmonisations of a Wagnoian motif

can alter a picture, especially semantically. Wagner's Ûber die Anwendung der Musik auf

das Drama discusses foe "presentation and manipulation ofhis foematic material [whidi] lay

at foe heart ofhis musico-dramatic technique" (Whittall 2.1138). In that essay he discusses

how he links two sinq>le motifo "'with foe aid of a strangely distant harmonization—to paint

a for clearer picture of Wotan's sombre and desperate suffering than his own words ever

could'" (2.1138). Lata- in the essay, Wagner enqihasises foe "structural rather than foe

sanantic role ofhis motivic tediniques" (2.1138). Browning adiieves a similar effect to

Wagna*s rdiarmonisation of a motif by having different diaracters appear in connection

wifo foe hand motif Violante conspires wifo foe evil Paul to gain Ponqiilia's hand in

marriage to Guido and does so despite her husband's distqiprovaL When Guido is allowed

to kiss Pompilia's hand. Violante is again present, and foe absence ofPompilia's fofoer
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further en^)hasises Violante's evil intentioiis. Tiie harmonisation cftiie motif dianges once

again in the n«ct reference to the hand, î diere it is once more associated with Tisbe and the

iimocence of childhood.

Although based on a childhood game, Tisbe's bradceted statement bears more weight

than Violante's manipulative voice:

(Tisbe had told me that the slim young man 
With wings at head, and wings at feet, and sword 
Threatening a monster, in our tapestry.
Would eat a girl else, — was a cavalier) (7.390-93)

The cavalier, Guido Franceschini, proves "old / And nothing like so tall as I myself" (7.394-

95):

Hook-nosed and yellow in a bush of beard.
Much like a thing 1 saw on a boy's wrist.
He called an owl and used for catching birds, —
And when he took my hand and made a smile  —
Why, the uncomfortableness of it all (7396-400)

The hand moti^ like the musical moti^ helps to unify the poem, for it is always referential.

In this case, the reader is led bade throug)i the allusion to tiie tapestry figures, fer tiie hand

motif continues to provide points of reference. The small, y ^  threatening figure of Guido

contrasts with the powerful, courageous figure of Persais in Ovid's Metamorphoses}^

Pompilia's description portrays Guido's hooked nose and the trqiping device as evil in

nature, while Perseus is given winged sandals and a curved sword befitting a true warrior.

Thus, Browning uses tiie hand motif to strengtiien tiie themes o f evil, entngmoit,

change, and marriage. The hand motife of lines 378 and 399 are linked to Ponqnlia's

forthcom ing m arriage and support that theme thmughniit the monologue, Violante's teadiing
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ofthe "correct way [of] giri-brides" (7383) shows the forced and manipulative aspects ofher

plans, and the hand motif serves to highlight the fotefol outcome ofPompilia's meeting with

Guido, as shown in Browning's dioice of verbs; she must le t" Guido take her hand (7378)

and when he does, he "makes" or forces a smile (7399). Pompilia's lamb-like qualities and

images of prey are highlighted to a greater degree in v.p. 15 two more references to the

hand motif signal entrrqmient and the sealing ofPompilia's fate.

Ironically, those feelings of entrapment occur inside the Church where Pompilia

foncies she will see a corpse at the altar:

There we found waiting an unpleasant priest 
Who proved the brother, not our parish fiiend.
But one witih misdiidf-making mouth and eye,
Paul, whom I know since to my cost And then 
I heard the heavy diurch-door lode out help 
Behind us: for the customary warmfo.
Two tapers shivered on the altar.. . .  (7.434-40)

Feelings of coercion and secrecy are intœsified by the speed with which the act of marriage

is carried out and by foe short, abnq)t phrases whidi desoibe it:

. . .  'Quide —
Lose no time!' — oied foe priest And straightway down 
From .. .vfoafsbdimd foe altar where he hid —
Hav^-nose and yellowness and bush and aU,
Stqiped Guido, cau ^ m y  hand, and there was I 
O' foe chancel, and foe priest had opened book.
Read here and foere, made me say that and fois.
And after, told me I was now a wife, (7.440-47)

Here foe hand motif signals a new condition or feeling of suspense as foe idea of danger

moves forward to include entr^nnent The ellipsis points vfoich signal Pompilia's

understanding of Violante's motives in v.p. 8 (lines 181,183) are now used (line 442) to
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reflect the ease widi whidi die can be manipulated. She cannot remember the name of die

area bdiind die altar, suggesting she is unaccustomed to the ways o f die Church or is

frightened and intimidated by the priest Paul takes advantage of diis by using die "Word

of God" to intim idate  her further. He teUs her that she is

Honoured indeed, since Christ thus weds the Church 
And therefore turned he water into wine.
To show I should o b ^  my spouse like Christ 
Then the two slipped aside and talked 2̂ >art,
And I, silent and scared, got down again
And joined my mother who was weeping now. (7.448-53)

Count Guido also uses the passage from Ephesians (5.21-33) to criticise the Church and to

manipulate his own case (in Book 5.720-53).

The image of the cavalier in v.p. 13 has now developed into an ugly monsta*, and the

tn^ping device which Pon^ilia notes in the same paragraph has beoi successfully used.

Once Pompilia has been trapped, the Churdh doors are unlodced and left "wide" open for

escape (7.456). But this 61se sœse of security is negated by Violante's lies:

When we were in the street, ftie rain had stopped.
All things looked b^ter. At our own house-door.
Violante whispered *No one syllable
To Pietro! Giri-brides never breafrie a word!' (7.457-60)

The rain image in v.p. 8 i ^ d i  brings lau^ter and play between Ponqnlia and Tisbe has

developed into a storm, and ftie "gutter's roaring sea" carries off ftie "old dove and young"

from ftie roost (7.463-64). Pietro's lau^ter at the "wetting" of the "draggle-tails" is followed

by his serious question: "What do these priests mean, praying folk to death / On stormy

aftonoons, wifti Christmas close?" (7.461,466-67). The sins, t%diich Pietro believes have

been washed away as a result of the visit to the drardh are increased vdien Violante involves
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her daughter and plays on her innocence:

Violante gave nay hand a timely squeeze,
Nfedonna saved me fiom immodest speedi,
I kissed him and was quiet, being a bride. (7.469-71)

The Mse manipulatimi of religion whidi fiie priest uses to entr^ Pompilia is linked to

Violante, who is wrongly equated with the Madonna. Yet Pompilia recognises die

insincerity of the priest's words:

When I saw nodiing more, the next diree weeks.
O f Guido — "Nw the Churdi sees Christ" thought I:
"Nothing is changed however, wine is wine 
And wato* only watar in our house.
Nor did I see that ugly doctor since 
The cure of the illness: just as I was cured,
I am married, — neither scarecrow will return.' (7.472-78)

Unlike the first sign vdiidi Jesus provides at the wedding feast in Cana (John 2.1-11), thae

is no sign that Pompilia's life has dianged. The paragnq>h aids with naive innocaice once

again, but Pompilia's laughta and song is short lived, as seen at the beginning of v.p. 16.

The hand motif occurs again in that v.p. uhen Guido and Paul come to claim the

diild bride. Browning uses the motif as a type of surmnary statemait, fiir it includes all of

the negative aspects of previous ideas related tt> die hand. The rqietition of the moti^ like

Wagner's leitmotif {xovides unity of aqiression and action fiuough the "absorption oimcaty

motifsmXo one” {PW7J22Ï). As Wagner stresses, die poefs role in condensing the contents

and images of the drama is to adiieve an "all-inteUigible Unity" (2.216). hi v.p. 16,

Browning collects all die previous n%adve images assodated with the hand motif into a

single summary statement i ^ d i  signals Ponqnlia's fide and highlights die manipulative

powas of many in her company. Violante confesses to h a  "sins" and "secret" (7.515), and
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both Pietro and Violante describe that sin in tenns oftiieir own mnrdecs (7.492^ 14). Despite 

Pietro's wrath, Paul and Guido remain calm, and it is the priest widi the "sly Êtce” ^ o  

manipulates Pietro (7.488):

. . .  Paul put in,
'Consider — Innsman, dare I tom  you so? —
What is the good of your sagaci^
Except to counsel in a strait like this? (7.496-99)

. . .  You, it is, we look 
For counsel to, you fitliest will advise! (7.503-04)

Help us so turn disaster to account, (7.508)

The smile, which seemed so artificial in line 399, is assured and naturally evil at the

conclusion of this vase paragraph for the "game" is now "so wholly in [Guido's] hands"

(7.512). The hunting of game, seen in previous paragraphs, has also changed to include the

additional cunning rhetoric of the priest and the successful c^ture of the diild bride.

Browning uses the hand motif in line 512 to symbolise the transfer of power fiom

Violante to Guido and the finality of the oitrapmait, just as the ring motif in Wagner's

Siegfried is stated simply in Act 3, Scene 1 (Ex. 3.20) then becomes emotionally diarged in

its association witii the Wanderer's tragedy. Although Ponqiilia's fiunily has been labelled

a murdoed family, Paul begs that Guido "Not begin marriage an anbittered man" (7.511).

Pietro must not only accqit his own 6te but "counsel" the priest in his present predicamait

(7.498-99). As in previous verse paragr^hs, die hand motif is linked to an anecdote or

mythological allusion. According to Paul, die "done thing" cannot be "undone" (7.503);

radio* than cry ovo spilt milk, it is better to admire its cleansing effects on a marble floor.

Like Violante's mydi that "God plants us i^ o e  we grow" (7301), Paul's story is constructed
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to serve his own purpose, and die allegorical qualities of diis mydi are belitded by

Browning's use of the image of spilt miUc.

The use of the hand motif to develop the themes of good and evil and of marriage in

the first quarter of the poem dianges as does Pompilia's thinking- That change is particularly

significant in v.p. 20 where a cluster of three moti6 signals a movement to the themes of

6ith and hope:

So, what I hold by, are my prayer to God,
My hope, that came in answer to the prayer.
Some hand would interpose and save me — hand 
Which proved to be my fiiend's hand: and, —best bliss,—
That fancy which began so 6int at first.
That thrill of dawn's sufiusion through my dark,
Whidi I perceive was promise of my diild.
The light his unborn fiice sent long before, —
God's way of breaking the good news to flesh. (7.617-25)

Just as music is given a new melodic movement with die introduction of a new or modified

moti^ Browning's new use of the hand motif points to a calm period of reflection before the

dramatic escape and murder scene, and the movement fixim hate to love in Ponqnlia's life.

Whoi Wagno* first highlights a diange in Siegfried after the hero slays Fafrier, he uses diree

closely intotwined motifo (Ex. 3.27). Likewise, Browning's close repetition of the word

"hand" signals a diange in Ponqiilia at a dramatic point in ha* lifo. She links the birth ofher

son to the birth of Christ, and the hand motifo link Caponsacchi's promise ofhdp to God's

promise in sending a son to save the world. Again, a type ofparable or myth precedes the

hand motif but this time it is based on an incident in Pompilia's diildhood. She begms the

paragnqih by conqiarmg her "blank" life to a "terrific dream" (7.584,594,585):

It is the good of dreams — so soon they go!
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Wake, in a honor of heart-beats, you miy —
Cry, The dread thing will never fiom my thoughts!'
Still, a few d ay li^  doses of plain life,
Cock-<3ow and spanow-chiip, or bleat and bell 
Of goats that trot by, tinkling to be milked;
And when you rub your ̂ e s  awake and wide.
Where is the harm o'the horror? Gone! So here.
This is the note of evil: for good lasts. (7.586-95)

Pompilia is "held up, amid the nothingness, / By one or two truths only" and remembers

what she saw "at Rome once in the Square / O' the Spaniards, opposite the Spanish House"

(7.603-04,607-08):

There was a foreigner had trained a goat,
A shuddering white woman of a beast,
To climb up, stand strai^t on a pile of sticks 
Put close, which gave the creature room enough:
When she was settled thee he, one by one.
Took away all the sticks, left just the four 
Whereon the little hoofo did really rest.
There she kept firm, all undeneath was air. (7.609-16)

Through praye, Pompilia's support becomes Caponsacdii's hand, thus enphasising for the

first time the caring aspects of the Churdi. The paragraph ends as it b^an, widi another

blank dream that is "Over and ended" (7J85). Pompilia is not able to intervene as

Caponsacchi does, and die central focus of the paragraph is a "best bliss" (7.820) is

hi^ilighted by dashes and by a cluster of three motifo which reflect the first positive aspects

of the hand motif thus far in the monologue.

The theme of good and evil returns in v.p. 33 when Ponq>ilia and Cqx>nsacchi are

tested by Guido and his accomplices. At a "public play, / In the last days of Carnival"

(7.950-51), Pompilia avoids foe foadowy cold ofher husband by dreaming ofher h ^ y

childhood and by foncying hersdf as one of foe lovers i^ o  is singing on the stage (7.950-
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73). She also imagines the wi^tibat her aging parents migjit have for ho-—that th ^  may

"h^Iy see die propa* fiioid /  Throw his arm over you and make you safe" (7.972-73). The

beginning o f v.p. 33 is dramatic and abrupt in its diange of mood, and d^aüs Pompilia's &st

meeting with her "proper feiend” (7.972):

Sudden I saw him; into my lap there fell 
A foolish twist of comfits, broke my dream 
And brought me fiom the air and laid me low.
As ruined as the soaring bee diafs readied 
(So Pietro told me at die Villa once)
By the dust-handfuL There the comfits lay:
I looked to see who flung them, and I feced 
This Caponsacdii, looking up in turn.
Ere I could reason out vhy, I felt sure.
Whoever flung them, his was not the hand, — (7.974-83)

Just as Wagner establishes diaracterisation and mood dirou^ dianges in movement, as in

his use of a descending line following the ring moti^ the downward movement assodated

with Pompilia's despair is linked to the upward movement of the evil Conti:

Up rose the round fece and good-natured grin 
Of him vho, in effect, had played the prank.
From covert close beside the earnest fece, —
Fat waggish Conti, fidend of all the worid.
He was my husband's cousin, privileged 
To tiirow the tiling: the otiior silent, graven 
Solann almost, saw me, as I saw him. (7.984-90)

The hand motif in lines 974-83 is used in relation to tiie testing o f Pompilia, but she is able

to distinguish between tiie "good-natured grin" of the "fiiend" and tiie "earnest fece" of the

stranger (7.984,986-87). Browning furtiier hi^lig^ts tiie evil nature of Pompilia's

companions by emphasising a  parallel or simultaneous movement betweoi C^xmsacdii and

Pompilia. Twice Pompilia notes how Ct^xmsacchi "saw me, as I saw him" (7.980-81,990),
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making her certain tfiat "his was not the hand” vidiich threw die comfits.

Pompilia is also tested by her maid, Margfierita, "Whom it is said [Guido] found too

foir" (7.1053). Having endured ha: husband's accusation of infidelity with C^xmsacdii,

Pompilia is tormented by her maid who claims to bring love letters fiom the priest:

But I took it fiom her hand 
And tore it into shreds. "Why join the rest 
Who harm me? Have lever done you wrong?
People have told m etis  you wrong myself:
Let it suffice I eidier foel no wrong 
Or else forgive it, — yet you turn my foe!
The others hunt me and you throw a noose!' (7.1126-32)

Although Pompilia holds her tongue and bears Guido's threats "More quietly than [a] woman

should p e rii^ "  (7.1034), she is able to express her anger with the less intimidating maid.

The hand motif in Une 1126 is associated with a new psychological state as Pompilia gains

control and authority. Ho: direct speedi in lines 1127-32 is supported by example in lines

1168-81. Here, the hand motif acts as a musical motif whidi is able to rqtlace words and

produce a particular emotion or thought Pompilia recalls anodier diildhood inddent which

she uses to reprimand h a  maid and express authority. Although a young child, Pompflia is

not fii^toied, for she is sympathetic to the beggar and trusting of his "words and fiiou^ts"

(7.1184):

A rough gaunt man in rags, widi eyes on fire,
A aowd of boys and idlos at his heels.
Rushed as I oossed die Square, and held my head 
In his two hands, "hae's she will la  me speak!
You litde girl, \diose eyes do good to mine,
I am die Pope, am Sextus, now die Sixth;
And diat Twelfth hmocent prodaimed to-day.
Is L udfo disguised in human flesh!
The angds, md in conclave, crowned me!" — thus
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He gibbœd and I listened; but I knew 
All was delusion, ere folks interposed 
"Unfasten him, the maniac!" Thus I know 
All your rqwrt o f O ^nsacdii false.
Folly or dreaming.. . .  (7.1168-81)

The hand motif carries meanings similar to that of v.p. 16 when the cunning rhetoric of Paul

is used to manipulate Pietro (7.512). Pompilia recognises the delusional acts of the gaunt old

man as well as the interference of the maid:

. . .  I have seen so much 
By that adventure at the spectacle.
The face I fionted that one first, last time:
He would belie it by such words and thou^ts.
Therefore vhile you profess to show him me,
I ever see his own face. Get you gone!’ (7.1181-86)

It is Pompilia's interpretation of Caponsacchi's face and not that ofher maid's that remains

clear and true in her mind.

Once Pompilia makes the decision to deliver a message to C^K>nsacdii through the

maid, she sends "prayer like incoise iq> / To God the strong, God the boieficent" (7.1384-

85). Her beliefin God and in Caponsacdii's honesty straigtfaens her courage. Her faith also

allows her to interpret more deariy die symbolic and allegorical aspects of an old rhyme:

An old rhyme came into my head and rang 
Ofbow a virgin, fiirthefahhofGod,
Hid herself fiom the Paymms that pursued.
In a cave's heart; until a diunderstone.
Wrapped in a flame, revealed the couch and prey:
And diey lauded — 'Thanks to lightning ours at last!'
And she oied 'Wrath of God, asset His love!
Servant of God, thou fire, befiiend His dnld!'
And lo, the fire she grasped at, fixed its flash,
Lfty in h e  hand a cahn cold dreadful sword 
She brandished till pursues strewed the ground.
So did flie souls wifliin them die away.
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As c'a* tiie prostrate bodies, swoided, safe,
She walked forth to the solitudes and Christ:
So should I grasp the lightning and be saved! (7.1389-1403)

Again, Pompilia uses a recollected story to aid in her assessment of the situation. Once she

was the p r^  trapped inside the Church and forced to marry (v.p. 15), but now she imagines

or believes herself in command and successfully kills her pursuers. Ironically, hostile images

of nature help her to reach the "solitudes and Christ" (7.1402). For the first time, many

references to God surround the hand motil  ̂and the style of Pompflia's story recalls Biblical

accounts, as in, for «cample, the beginning of line 1397. Her daydreams no longer include

romantic images oflovers or confusing childhood incidents but hope in God, "His love," and

"His child" (7.1395-96). The image of the spear in Tisbe's hand and Pompilia's command

to call off the hounds (v.p. 8) are retold and onbellished in v.p. 59. The myth concaning

Diana's powers to diange Actaeon into a stag develops into a myth involving highapowers.

As the hand motif now suggests (7.1398), Pompilia receives strengtii from God, and the

cold dreadful sword \diich she carries symbolises h a  new direction and hope, hi tiiis

respect, the motif diffas fixim the Wagnerian leitmotif Wiidi is dhanged and developed, but

whose symbolic meaning remains constant

From this point forward, the hand motif is used almost entirely to show the

continuing care of God's servant Caponsacdii, and Pompilia's prqiaration for marriage in

heaveiL U nlike v.p. 20 where the three hand motife are all assodated witii hope and fiiitii in

the priest tiie three hand motife of v.p. 70 are divided in terms of positive and negative

aspects. A dustaroftwo motife at the beginning of the paragr^hhnks Caponsacdii to God,

but the hand motif related to Guido's evil actions occurs at tiie conclusion of tiie paragn^h.
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The sqiaraüon of Üiese motiâ parallels die development ofPonqmlia fiom an innocait difld 

to one who understands human nature. She compares Caponsacchi to Christ, a man viiom 

men called a "sinner” and a "devil" (7.1483-84). She is glad she cannot write and thaefiire 

cannot be associated with those who soibble charges against sudi men (7.1488-89):

Forme,
Tis otherwise: let m ai take, sift my thoughts
— Thou^ts I throw like the flax for sun to bleach!
I did think, do think, in the thou^t shall die.
That to have Caponsacdii for my guide,
Eva the fiice upturned to mine, the hand 
Holding my hand across the world, — a sase  
That reads, as only sudi can read, the mark 
God sets on woman, signifying so 
She should — shall paadvaiture — be divine;
Yet "ware, the while, how weakness mars the print 
And makes confusion, leaves die thing men see,
— Not this man, — vdio fiom his own soul, re-writes 
The obliterated diarter, — love and strength 
Maiding whafs marred:. . .  (7.1493-1506)

Unlike Guido's hand, whidi ct^tures his child bride and tears h a  ̂ a rt "petal by petal,"

Caponsacdii's hand shows respect and concan fiir the "divine . . . mark / God sets on

woman" (7.1526,1500-01). The image ofCqmnsacdii's hand vdiidi holds Ponqiilia's across

die worid recalls die simultaneous parallel movement in v.p. 33 ^ e n  dieir eyes first meet

Pompilia understands diat she and Cqxinsacdii will be judged by odiers just as Browning

undastands the appeal of his interpretive sk ills i^en  he uses die Roman m urda story for

the subject of his poem. Like the many mydis and stories Pompilia has interpolated

throughout h a  monologue, die story ofPonqnlia, Guido, and Ctgxinsacdii will be rewrittoi

in die trial and interpreted fisr years to come.

Pompilia's final intapr^ation of Cg^nsacdn's love occurs in v.p. 70 and is
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esqncessedâuougjb the image ofmosic, an image laiely used in Book 7. Her song, cut short

by angry voices and the return o f Guido in v.p. 16 (482-83), contrasts with the image of

slow, " la^  music" and aids in the comparison of good and evil diaracters:

If I call 'sainf what saints call something else —
The saints must bear with me, impute the &ult 
To a soul i* the bud, so starved by ignorance.
Stinted of warmth, it will not blow this year 
Nor recognize the orb whidi Spring-flowers know.
But if  meanwhile some insect with a heart 
Worth floods of lazy music, spendthrift joy —
Some flre-fly renounced Spring for my dwarfed cup.
Crept close to me with lustre for the dark,
Comftirt against the cold, — what though excess 
Of comfort should miscall the oeature — sun?
What did the sun to hinder while harsh hands 
Petal by petal, crude and colourless.
Tore me? This one heart brought me aU the Spring! (7.1514-27)

As in v.p. 59, earlier motifo are brought back in different forms. Violante's image of 

Pompilia as a bud that is planted by God and left ft>r flie wild beast to pludc (v.p. 11) is now 

a "soul i' the bud, so starved by ignorance" that it cannot grow or understand its surroundings 

(7.1516). Browning also points to dianging ideas by inverting ftomliar images as in his use 

of harsh images of nature to dqnct God (v.p. 59). Here, the l i ^ t  of a tiny flre-fly provides 

more comfort than flie sun's rays that watch as harsh hands tear Pompilia apart This recalls 

Actaeon's situation, dqncted early in the monologue as his own hounds chase and kill flieir 

owner. The usual life and colour of spring ̂ lid i the sun provides is less natural than the 

love ofone heart who brings "all the Spring" (7.1527). The hand motif aids in this inversion 

of ideas by emphasising flie destruction of natural beauty.

As in v.p.s 20 and 70, two close refetoices to flie hand motif signal flie goodness of
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Caponsacdii and Pompilia. Ihe suspense felt in die leteUingoftiie escape is also t i t  in the

evil aspect of Guido's hand, as implied in die word "struck" (7.1621):

But when at last, all by myself I stood 
Obeying the clear voice whidi bade me rise.
Not for my own sake but my babe unbom.
And take the angel's band was sent to bdp —
And found the old adversary athwart die path —
Not my band sinqily strudc fiom die angel's, but
The very angel's self made foul i' the fece
By the fiend who strudc there, — that I would not bear.
That only I resisted!. . .  (7.1614-22)

Although Pompilia is strudc down and her angel is held back (7.1587-88), she is able to

move b^ond the earlier shame of facing the Archbishop's smile, and the rumours of the

"accomplice-wife" and "plan-contriving priest" (7.1626-36):

Yet, shame thus rank and patent, I strudc, bare.
At foe fixim bead to foot in magic mail,
And off it witbaed, cobwdi-armoury 
Against the lightning!. . .  (7.1637-40)

Because "truth singed the lies," Pompilia remains steadfiist in h a  testimony that "the angel

saved me: I am safe!" (7.1643). As mentioned in the previous paragraph (v.p. 70), a "heart

burst out in shine," making "new stars bud [and] shine evay^ere" (7.1529,1568-70).

In v.p. 74, Pompilia dwells on die healing and forgiving fece of God. Aldiough she

cannot forgive Guido and disclaims him as die fittha of h a  son, she daims she is "saved

through / So as by fire" (7.1738-39). Pompilia believes h a  son will be kqpt safe in

God's hands when she dies, fi>r it is God who "makes die soft gold hair turn blade" and

allows a diüd to talk (7.1757):

Shall not God stoop die kindlia to His work.
His marvel of aeation, fixit would crash.
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Now that tihe hand He trusted to receive 
And hold it, lets the treasure 611 perforce?
The better; He shall have in orphanage 
HQs own way all the cleariier if  my babe 
Outlive the hour — and he has lived two wedcs —
It is throng God who knows I am not by. (7.1749-56)

Pompilia even believes that God, in time, will explain bar fate to Gaetano; "What I feel now,

but foil to find the words" (7.1760-61). The hand motif now symbolises an invisible caring

spirit which moves between God and "His work" (7.1749).

The final verse paragraph of Book 7 contains three references to the hand moti^ all

of which honour Caponsacchi as Pongilia's "lover of my life" and "soldier-saint" (7.1786).

Ironically, this soldier-saint does not carry a weapon but puts himselfbetween the spears and

Pompilia (7.1780). Although death is near, Caponsacdii's "immeasurable love" strengthens

Pompilia in her weakened state (7.1778). Browning's close rqietition of foe word "hand"

signals a heightened emotion, and, as mentioned eariier, this is an effect Wagner achieves

when he intertwines foe ring motif three times in close succession when Siegfiied slays

Fafiier (Ex. 3.27):

Love will be helpful to me more and more 
r  foe coming course, foe new path I must tread.
My weak hand in foy strong hand, strong fiir that!
Tell him that if I seen without him now,
Thafs foe world's insist! Oh, he undastands! (7.1788-92)

Pompilia stresses Q ^nsacdii's role as a servant of God:

He had been hoe, displayed in my bdialf 
The broad brow foat revoberates foe trufo.
And flashed foe word God gave him, bade to man!
Iknow \diere foe flee soul is flown! Myfote 
Will have been hard for evoi him to bear 
Let it confirm him in foe trust of God,
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Showing how holfly he dared âie deed! (7.1795-1801)

In her final refoence to her evil husband, she shows how she has triumphed and how

Caponsacdii has been ordained in God's eyes:

It was the name of him I sprang to meet 
Whoi came the knock, the summons and die end.
*My great heart, my strong hand are bade again!'
I would have sprung to these, bedconing aooss 
Murder and hell gigantic and distinct 
O' the threshold, posted to exclude me heavau 
He is ordained to call and I to come! (7.1808-14)

Pompilia's journey moves along a new path towards God's l i^ t  and, as this occurs, her

dialogue includes more and more references to the Bible.

An analysis of Book 7 suggests that Browning uses the same expressive, thematic,

and structural aspects of a motif which are the fixzal points of a Wagnerian leitmotif

Structurally, the hand motif is used to show movement in time and Pompilia's pasonal

growth. Three sqiarate verse paragr^hs cover eadi period of Ponqiilia's life, and eadi of

these vase paragrt^hs include at least one reference to the hand. These poiods include

diildhood (v.p.s 8,10,11), pre-marriage (v.p.s 13,15,16), marriage (v.p.s 20,33,43), late

marriage (v.p.s 47, 59, 70), and post marriage or h a  escape fiom Guido (v.p.s 71,74, 76).

Vase paragraph 20 is unique in that it discusses both Pomqiilia's diildhood and marriage,

and, significantly, it is the first to use die hand motif in a positive light to show themes of

fidth and hope. Only six of the fifteen paiagnphs containing the hand motif diow its

positive aspects (v.p.s 20,59,70,71,74,76) and two late paiagrtphs (v.p.s 70,71) give bodi

positive and negative aspects.

A lthou^ mydi, parable, or anecdote is often used in conjunction with die hand motif
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in this particular monologue, further analysis is needed to detmnine if  otiier features such 

as tiietotical speedi (Book 9), puns (Book 5), or perii^s specific groiqiings of motife are 

common fiictors in Browning's compositional technique. Significant patterns feund in the 

verse paragraphs of "Pompilia" show Browning's concentration of two or three hand motife 

(within two or three consecutive lines) to signal a movement to a positive theme or character, 

and the general movement fiom negative to positive aspects associated with the hand motif. 

The repetitive nature of the former pattern creates a stylistic quality that is similar to a 

rhythmic motif. Its insistent character matches the change in Pompilia's mood and the 

change in theme and direction. In goieral, the contexts, structures, and «notions that 

surround Browning's hand motif allow his primary motif to perform in a leading capacity 

like that of a Wagnerian leitmotif

In terms of motivic development. Browning and Wagner use varied techniques to 

achieve their dramatic effects. Both artists use the motif to provide tiianatic developmait, 

to show diaracter traits and relationships, and to oeate new eqnessive or dramatic  

intensities. They also oeate organic unity within large formal structures by allowing the 

motif to link ideas and to cany meaning finrward. Wagner's comment on form is qipropriate 

for his musical drama the Ring cycle, as well as the dramatic monologue. The Ring and the 

Booh. "And )^ o  will tell me that he has filled this Form witii more glowing, more feeling, 

or more energetic Contents, than I?" (PIT230). As Susanne Langer suggests, fee motif is 

an organising device whidi is tied to the poetic and musical aims of fee artist Rq>etition, 

a major componoit ofWagner's motivic tedmique, is also used tiiroughout Browning's work 

as motife are developed, reworked, or combined with otiro’ motife. A migor difference.
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howevo; lies in tiie Êict that Wagner's leitmotif remain constant in their symbolism vtiiile 

Browning's moti& may diange in meaning tinonghont The Ring and the Book. In addition, 

Wagner's mythology forms a pervasive fiamework for his Ring cyde vtiiile Browning's use 

of Greek and Roman mythology is more localised, and not used in every Book ofhis poetic 

narrative.

Since poetry and music differ. Browning and Wagner use diffœnt techniques to 

achieve variations in tmcture and dramatic intensity. For example, Wagner en^)loys dianges 

in riiythm, orchestration, and dynamics to reveal the thoughts, actions, and motives ofhis 

characters. To achieve the same goal. Browning relies (in Book 7) on the overtones and 

interpretations whidi mythology brings to the reader. The layers of meanings surrounding 

the hand motif become more important than the motif itself and altiiougb̂  tiie areas 

surrounding the leitmotiflend importance to its meaning Wagner's musical motif can, itself 

be varied in rhythm, timbre, or dynamics. Both artists combine motifo to œ ate dianges in 

action or dramatic intensity or to highlight particular relationships. They also use the motif 

to establish a folse sense of security or to create ironic contrast, and tiie dramatic detadunent 

common to Browning's art is particularly appropriate for his monologue on a Roman murder 

case which questions the relativity of truth.

Variation in texture is adiieved in Wagno's wodc tiirough dianges in ordiestration 

and dynamics, and this is paralleled in Browning's art by the d ian^  from expressive 

narrative style to stark commoitary or through dianges in phrase leogtii and rhythm. In 

Book 7, Browning's dqiiction of movemat povides clues to diaracter traits and 

relationships while tiie descmding gesture of the ring motif signals Nfime's deqiair, tiius
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anphasising die importance of movement in both media. The ring motif is fragmented to 

mirror Siegfried's innocence or is stated firmly in its original form to dqrict his power and 

ownership of the ring. By contrast. Browning places die hand motif within various myths 

in order fr>r it to gain symbolic meaning. In other monologues within The Ring and the 

Book, he uses, for example, the art of rhetoric or the authority of the Church to aid in the 

developmoit of his motifr. He then uses the poetic (hand) motif to trace Pompilia's 

development from childhood to her knowledge of God's power and love. Despite such 

similarities and diffœnces. Browning and Wagner develop their motifr according to their 

artistic aims, bringing about unity and understanding of form in their long dramatic worics. 

As Browning suggests in Paracelsus, formal unity is adiieved naturally throu^ a process 

of seeking truth, and it is that "all- / Absorbing aim" whidi creates a "vast unbroken chain 

of thought" (2.152-68).
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CHAFTER4

STYLISTIC ASPECTS OF MOTIVIC PRACTICE

. . .  Art, — which I may style the love of loving, rage 
Of knowing, seeing, feeling the absolute trudi of things 
For truth's sake, viiole and sole, not any good, truth brings 
The knower, seer, feeler, beside, — instinctive Art 
Must fumble for the whole, once fixing on a part 
However poor, surpass the firagment, and aspire 
To reconstruct thereby the ultimate entire.

— Robert Browning, Fifine at the Fair (685-91)

The concept of style is generally defined as the "manner in which a wodc of art is 

executed," a "mode of expression," or the q>pearance or type of presentation created (Pascall 

316). The many references to style in Robert Browning's poetry are associated with the 

notion of manner or ̂ pearance as in Bordello's depiction of a palace "structure worthy" of 

his bride's "imp%ial style" (Sordello 2.914). In the fifth monologue of The Ring and the 

Book, Browning makes several references to style in coimection with Count Guido's 

rhetorical ingenuity (5.436ff.,465ff.), and these contrast wMi the "strong style" or sense of 

"truth" associated with the Pope in Book 10 (10.1720,1785). Browning's reflection on style 

and art in the passage fiom Fifine above is based on the soul's desire to go "striving to 

combine / With what shall r i^ t the wrong, the under or above / The standard," and 

"simplement unloveliness by love" {Fifine 681-83). Art, "working with a will, discards the 

superflux, /  Contributes to defect," and toils on until "There's the restored, the prime, the 

individual type!" (692-94).

In general, these references to style point to the possibility of choice or purpose on 

the part of the speaker. Leonard Meyer's definition of style also includes the photomenon
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of choice within our behaviour and culture:'

Style is a replication o f patterning, whether in human behaviour or in the 
artifacts produced by human behaviour, that resultsfrom a series o f choices 
made within some set o f constraints. (3)

Meyer cites, as an example, an "individual's style of speaking or writing" which "results in

large part from lexical, grammatical, or syntactic choices made within the constraints of the

language and dialect he has learned to use but does not himself create" (3), He examines

style "not only in terms of what actually occurs, but in terms of what might have happened

given the constraints of the style and the particular context in which choice was made" (6);

Mozart did not write the Overture to Don Giovanni in the style of Wagner because "that

option was simply not available to him," but a consideration of that possibility aids in the

^preciation of stylistic constraints. Music, painting, and other arts share the same

constraints and choices.

An examination of concepts such as form, rhythm, harmony, melody and phrasing,

sound and texture, reveals the function and relationship of stylistic traits such as deceptive

cadences and arpeggio figures in Wagner's Ring cycle or ellipsis points and spondees in

Browning's The Ring and the Book:

 all the traits (characteristic of some works or set of works) that can be
described and counted are essentially symptoms of the presence of a set of 
interrelated constraints. What die theorist and analyst want to know about are 
the constraints of the style in toms of vdiich die replicated pattemings 
observed can be related to one anodno' and to the experience of works of art 
(12)

Relationships and details are an integral part of all works o f art and are particulariy evident 

in Browning and Wagner. For example. Browning's La Saisiaz (1878) marks a r^um to
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creative power folio wing a period of analytic rather foan poetic writing. As he climbs Mont

Salève at the beginning of this poem, he notes the minute details of colour and sh s^  in

nature and then considers the beau^ of the landscqie fiom the mountain top;

Is the everyway external stream that now through shoal and shelf 
Floats it onward, leaves it — may be — wrecked at last, or lands on shore 
There to root again and grow and flourish stable evermore.
— May be! mere surmise not knowledge: much conjecture styled belief 
What the rush conceives the stream means through the voyage blind and brief.

(230-34)

Browning considers not only the harmony between man and nature, which Wordsworth 

reflects upon in his poetry, but what nature is able to teach us.

An examination of style in relation to motifs and leitmotif in Browning and Wagner 

also goes beyond the patterns and traits which distinguish the outer appearance of their works 

and includes the choices and constraints which affect and guide stylistic tendencies. In this 

chapter, Wagner's sword motif (as used in Siegfried) and Browning's eye motif (in Books 1 

and 2 of The Ring and the Book) will be examined predominantly in terms of rhythm, a 

distinctive element of style. Although difTerent techniques are used in the two media, similar 

dramatic results are achieved as in the use of rhythmic detail to portray particular character 

traits and moods.

Musical diythm, an integral part of form, texture, harmony, and melody, may be

viewed as a "combination of objective temporal segments (pulse) and emotional sequence

(the ebb and flow created by, for instance, discord and resolution, cadence, differentiated

melodic and harmonic note values, melodic sh^>e, agogic accents, [ancQ syncopation)":

Pulses may be more or less strongly grotqied in metres, each widi its own 
stylistic suggestions, and the d)b and flow of feeling more or less strongly
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otganized in phrases, period or sections. (318)

Jan LaRue's Guidelinesfor Style Analysis^ emphasise die multiple dimensions ofrhythm and 

the need to analyse the specific and broad effects of diis musical element An examination 

of the rhythmic aspects ofWagner's sword motif is considered first, and its comparison with 

the rhythmic details ofBrowning's eye motif hi^ilights the expressive and dramatic qualities 

associated with style, and the stylistic features associated with specific characters. Such an 

analysis of rhythmic detail reveals the depth to vhich the motifs are woven into the complete 

dramatic scene. In the Ring cycle, the leitmotif becomes both the detail and the whole 

expression of musical structure and dramatic sense.

The rhythmic changes found within Wagner's sword motif suggest that he uses 

ihythm not only to control musical time but to enhance specific dramatic events or create 

emotional moods. That manipulation of rhythm also generates and maintains the musical 

movement of the drama. Wagner establishes specific moods, such as tender moments 

between Siegfiied and BrOnnhilde, by altering the basic pulse or pace through fermatas and 

triplet rhythms. More agitated moments between Siegfiied and Mime are established 

through crisp dotted riiythms and marcato markings. Fluctuations in pace also cotmote 

physical action or changing emotional states, as in a long descending or ascending line 

following the sword motif. Wagner also uses lengthened note values or ties within the motif 

to heighten emotion. Changing metres in Siegfried provide different qualities of movement, 

and Wagner continually changes the m^re of the sword motifto show relationshq>s betweai 

characters or to establish a dominant mood.

Wagna"s stylistic features also includeavariation or changeoforiginal stressed beats
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within the sword moti^ and this, again, is associated widi characterisation or dramatic 

events. Marked stresses on all of the notes of the sword motif reflect Siegfried's authority 

while an accentuation ofthe second note o f the octave leap suggests Mime's inability to forge 

or use the sword effectively. Syncopation creates a sense of urgency or climax, as in the 

establishment of Mime's fear of Siegfried. These changes provide a sense of imbalance or 

an uneasy quality of movement associated with the sinister actions of the dwarf. Slight 

modifications or alterations in rhythm used in conjunction with the changing dramatic action 

intensify the movement of the music and create a strong impact on the emotions of the 

listener. The smaller rhythmic motifo of the P4 and P8 of the sword motif create distinctive 

patterns which, in conjunction with changing metres, serve to distinguish charactos and 

changing  moods. In terms of formal structures, Wagner uses the single phrase of the sword 

motif most often. When the motif is used sequentially to form a longer phrase or period, it 

provides a sense of balance or imbalance, thus establishing a conaq>arison between two 

characters or dramatic events, as in Wagner's 3-phrase motif where the middle phrase, 

associated with Mime, contrasts in nature with the outside phrases which are linked to 

Siegfiied. In addition, variations in rhythm and harmony establish symmetry and balance, 

thus providing a vdiicle for character contrast and dramatic progression. Rhythm and 

harmony thus become basic fiictors in the overall structure of Siegfried and are used most 

often to establish characterisation and «notional or dramatic intensity.

The sword motif occurs most oftai in Act 1 of Siegfried (f^roximately twenty-two 

times), and îqppears four times in Act 2, and six times in Act 3 (see Appendix 8 for details 

concerning these thirty-two occurrences of foe sword motif). The original moti^ labelled
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[27] on page 57 of the Royal Opera Series edition of Siegfried, has an early heavy stress on 

beat 1 and a lighter stress on beat 3 of the first measure:

Examnle 4.1 

Wagner’s Sword Motif

| /  I 1 ^ 1 ^  j  f  I3 "
- - - - z j? :-- ^

1

Wagner creates various dramatic and musical effects by emphasising 1) the opening P4 

interval, 2) the octave leap and, 3) the rising arpeggio figure of this motif. The opening P4 

interval is used at four different times in the opera, twice in Act 1 in association with Mime 

and twice at the conclusion to Act 3 in association with Siegfiied and BrOnnhilde. It is used 

initially to signify the broken fragments ofNothung which Mime cannot forge and presented 

as two sets of interlocking phrases:

E x a m p le  4 .2

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (mm. 160-68)

Mime

Bs giebtein 
There ie  a

PP
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Sebw erlidas e ra id itscF se ta riag e t 
neord Ütai ke cou/d not tkat-ten

N o -ttn a^  TrSmmer zerirofzt' er mfr 
/To-tkum̂  fî gmeuts ke would M9tdf~

The rhythmic motif associated with the P4 highlights the stressed first beat ofthe triple metre 

in the first set, but that stress is shifted to the 3rd and 2nd beats in the second set, creating 

tension or disorientation (see Appendix 9 for the rhythmic notation of this motif). Wagner 

also creates tension between the two phrases of each set; the first phrase states clearly the 

beginning of the sword motif, and phrase 3 lengthens the tied note before falling a tone to 

B flat Phrases 2 and 4 seem linked to Siegfiied since both resolve to, or remain on, the note 

C and include the words "Sword" and "Nothung." The increasing lengdi of the tied note and 

the interlocking phrases are linked to Mime's firustration and his inability to forge the sword. 

As seen later in this chapter. Browning also controls the rhythm of a passage to Mature the 

mind or nature of his characters. Thus Wagner's dq>iction of Mime's agitation can be 

compared to Browning's emphasis on the sly movements of Pompilia's enemies through an 

analysis of variations in sound and rhythm.

Wagner uses the P4 interval̂  of the motif later in Act 1, Scare 3 at the conclusion of 

Mime's vocal line, as the dwarf expresses hope that the sword will save his own head:
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Example 4 3

Siegfiied Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2521-24)

Siegf.

Mime

(awhmmlg a n  BlasebalgO 
\againat Ike beiiows^

H o  -  h o i 
ffo  -  ho/

Ho - ho! 
Ho -  ho/

^r-^hcil 
so m ykead Iz

le in H a o p t .  
be saved.

, a/empo.

Again a triple metre is used, but this time the rhythms of the P4 interval are simplified, and 

Mime's and Siegfiied's vocal lines are sq>arated by a rest Mime's vocal entry contrasts with 

Siegfried's strong entry Miere the P4 interval suggests strength and congruity. Wagner 

further highlights this authority by accenting each note of Siegfried's entry, and the tension 

found in the earlier example (Example 4.2) is resolved, achieving a sense of balance. 

Browning, like Wagner manipulates rhythms and imitates movements, ideas, or sounds for 

dramatic effect. For exan^le, Wagner's establishment of Siegfried's strength and power 

through marcato markings can be compared to the way Browning c^tures the effect of a 

glimmering l i^ t  or the movements of animal-like men by changing the stresses ofhis poetic 

line, by his choice of vowel and consonant sounds, and by the placement of related images.

The P4 interval of the sword motif is used again at the end of Act 3 Mien BrOnnhilde 

is awakened by Siegfried; there it is characterised by a change fixim triple to quadruple 

metre:
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K xam ple 4.4

Siegfried Act 3, Scene 3 (mm. 1276-83)
CM

Siegf. pittraueni. Sehrmassig 
3

Brünn.
i

marcato

CBrianAtlde/feuUytunuJteràeak grids andiooJts toaarda lie woo^

x ^ e r m d .-----

^  T  ■■ ^
dim, - y
h k / r b  1

w
P*^P r_

l K
-j

T — r ^ -
f  y  — = =
K k JT I 1

A few measures later, the motif is used as a harmonic bass line, and its more complicated 

texture'* contrasts with the sparser lines connected with Mime early in the opera (Example 

4.2):

Example 4.5

Siegfried Act 3, Scene 3 (mm. 1302-14)

Brünn.

$

(BrSmakiUe poimir mi^ kerkmd laker weapo»M,akiek zke now fereeieetO

roll.
at«mp^

5 ^ 3

« g



Ôotf Edif khdeaSchild, der EeWawddomk. 
I  teefkcrethetkieU that Aettmdkenes. 

dtwu'.

DorisdflchdenHeliit/lerasHaiiptiiiirfwist erseUnni, 
I  Keetherctheketmthatomxkid vtykeadt it dàeUx,

Again the characteristic opening of the sword motif is stated simply and briefly, and then 

lengthened through the use of the tied note. In both cases, such lengthaung is linked to 

heightened emotions.

Wagner stresses the harmonic role of the sword motif through the use of the marcato 

marking  and the accent on beat 1 of the tied note. The change to quadnq>le metre is prepared 

by a stress on beat 3 of the first phrase, while the remainder of the phrases contain a stress 

on beat 1, Wagner's characteristic reflection of Siegfried's strength of characto’. Wagner 

creates the impression of conflict and disorder (associated with Mime) by shortening the 

pickup note of the sword motif and developing the motif in quick, successive patterns. When 

the motif is linked to Siegfried, Wagner creates a sense of organisation and balance by 

changing  the metre, length of pickiq) note, and dynamic markings. When diis motif is used 

at the end of the opera, its rhythmic P4 interval forms a solid bass line for the music's
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hannony and reflects die love between BrOnnhilde and Siegfiied.

The impressions and feelings which Wagner creates through rhythmic variations are 

paralleled in Browning's art by similar rhythmic variations, but Browning also relies on 

onomatopoeic sounds and the effects of cacophony or euphony. These poetic devices allow 

for different levels of dramatic intensity and reveal differences in characters and moods. In 

Wagner, different kinds of intensity are created through the rhythm. This can be seen 

particularly when Wagner emphasises the octave interval  ̂ of the sword motif. He is 

consistent with his use of the word "Nothung" in conjunction with the octave ie^ , and this 

is sung only by Siegfiied. Again, a shift in metre signals Siegfiied's authority over Mime: 

Example 4.6

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2423-24,2554-55)

Siegf.
m

No-thong! No -  thong! 
K o~tkm gl N o-tkung/

f

Siegf

Mime

a tempo.
V i tr I \ r

No - thang! No-thong! 
Ao - tkunglKo-tkung!

H ort. fErreiWsIchTcrgiii 
hoard. tBeTHbs kUhntuU t
a tempo.A A.  ̂ A.

É

As Siegfiied's wrath intensifies and Mime cowers in fright, the first note o f die octave leq> 

is lengthened, creating the same effect of stability as the long tied note discussed earlier
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Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2825-30)
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Siegf. N o-Jfo . thong!
(Awtg/

fhangl
thung/

Mime

torafk!
D re ita k tig .

#  * n n  «lÂ i

This section is maited 2/4 6/8 (m. 2771); the simple diq)ie metre is associated with the 

strength of Siegfiied, while the nervous energy of the trembling Mime is effectively 

portrayed through the rhythms of the compound duple metre. The octave leap is repeated 

twice in each case, providing balance and symmetry. This contrasts with the single notation 

of the octave in Act 2 when Mime and Siegfried discuss the ferocity of the dragon:
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Example 4.8

Sie^ried Act 2, Scene 2 (m. 610)

Siegf.
N o-thong
lfo~Uuatg

I
I

:AW=

P. +

Here, the sword motif signals a change in Siegfried as he sits up suddenly and questions his 

ability to leam fear through the use of a sword. The expressive quality of the music is 

highlighted by the gradual crescendo leading up to the motif and the ritardando following 

it  This fluctuation in pace draws attention to the hero's emotional state while the active, 

regular pace which follows suggests strength and physical action. Siegfried's impatience 

resumes with his characteristic motif (mm. 614ff.) and a return to a fast tempo.

The sword motif is associated most often with Siegfried (10 times) and Mime (8 

times), and is heard 9 times in the orchestral score (without a vocal line). The motif is 

presented in its original form at least once for each character. Stylistic similarities and 

differences occur in the outline of the motif vdien linked to specific characters, such as the 

use of arpeggiated chords in coimection with the Wanderer. When the sword motif is stated 

orchestrally (with no vocal line present), Wagner uses a variety of ihyfiimic changes to 

portray the dramatic or emotional qualities of the characters involved. These techniques.
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including syncopation, fennataSy and lengüiened note values, are used in conjunction with 

various accompanying moti&, and the employment of the sword motif as a harmonic base 

or melodic line. The sword motif is stated early in the Prelude to Act 1 with a single phrase 

over a tremolo bass:

Example 4.9

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (mm. 118-22) 

iZeitmass.,
m

The motif occurs next over the [partial] hammer motif and Mime's whining; it is heard at two 

different pitch levels with the ocatve C interval moving up a P4 to the octave F:

E x am p le  4.10

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (mm. 1093-1101)

Mime
t  f e t c h e s  th e  C too. p ie c e *  o f  a  b ro k em , n a o r d j



-  ed>—_ Mce_
z-

_mir del-me
_ttjr iKotAeri

— r -W

£Er
fir
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Later in the opera (see Examples 4.28 to 4.31), Wagner uses an arpeggio figure in 

conjunction with the sword motif which becomes a characteristic feature associated with the 

Wanderer. Here, however, Wagner alters the arpeggio feature of the motif to symbolise the 

broken sword fiagments, and Mime's self-pity and toil are mirrored in the stretching out of 

note values in the motif. Later in Scene 3, Mime's agitated state contrasts that self-pity; 

Example 4.11

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (nun. 1936-38)

Mime QKMe»b îat»tkriektnghekiiti

m .

The syncopated rhythm of the sword moti^ the dynamics, and the h i^  pitched tremolo

of the strings  ̂capture Mime's fear of Siegfiied, and the motif now forms the harmonic 

structure of the music. The syncopation accentuates the rhythmic momentum and creates a 

musical and dramatic climax. Later the original rhythm of fire sword motif links Siegfiied's 

question concerning the name of the weapon and Mime's reply that it is called Nothung:
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Example 4.12

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2412-14)

Siegf.
d&s idi la Spâhne zer-—r 
tha t I  kavepottndedto sponnen?

pieces?

molto •esc.

The motif is presented over a tremolo bass often associated with the «♦-Hetning Mime.

The marcato and fast rhythm of the sword motif is used to signal Alberich’s shame 

after the Wanderw scorns him in Act 2:

Example 4.13

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 1 (mm. 474-80)

Wandr.
(Ervcmfa«r(iidct ccbncU f mWaMr.Siun«wfiiderh(<>tsi<b, 
(ne dlsappears qstcktg is  the wood. A storm arises,Ule-ilsappeaTS quickip ia the

d a s  1 er- ne unn andi!
«0/P too trill thou learsl

Sdinell.
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heller G taazbrlehiau<4unTernU bcldacac3uell. AXberlck bllcfct dem dxveaJagendcaWaBdercraadL)
•  Mgktgtom tremir tnttt tAe* ÜA tHdUr eaue. MAeHeA fitaJhr mnertkr Wmmderermskcrtée* Êwiftt§ mrrngù

W f W

i
p. >̂ faeeato

The descending octave le^  characteristic of the opening of the sword motif is reduced to an 

interval of a major 6th (F -A b ), and the accented F of m. 477, which would normally follow 

the first F of m. 475, becomes linked to Siegfried, as Wagner refers briefly to the Siegfried 

motif in measures 475-78 (see Example 4.13). He alters the sword motif by flattening the 

mediant and by replacing the characteristic dominant note with a submediant The major and 

minor triads which form the arpeggiation of the sword motif are replaced by the arpeggiation 

of a diminished seventh chord, thus forming the allusion to the Siegfried motif. This is 

appropriate at the conclusion of this vocal line for the Wanderer, as historical narrator, is 

insistent that Siegfried is the rightful owner of the ring. The sinister effect of the storm and 

the vanishing bright glow are made more dramatic by the rising bass line and chromatic 

passage following the (altered) sword motif.

Wagner often extends the length of the sword motif at a dramatic point as in the 

conclusion of Act 3 when Siegfried cuts the breast-plate away from BrOnnhilde:
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K T a m p le  4 .1 4

Siegfried Act 3, Scene 3 (mm. 913-21)

Siegf.

i (Sitxfrieddramskisxuoriaid miUgemUeear t̂ilmess enti ftroigkiàe rings

Komsf, meinSdnvertiSdineide das Ei-senf 
Gome, my steardi Out throughike ir~ out

doicisptmp

ê
êmhoiksiJtsoflkehrtaxt*platetpm4.lifisUolf mÜkthtgrtarcM sùtkût Bti9̂ kUd<

ancompif^ r it

The moment is marked by triplet rhythms, fermâtes on the outlining notes of the motif 

(mediant, dominant), and changes in dynamics and tempo. This quiet moment contrasts with 

the music which follows as the startled Siegfried discovers the figure is that of a woman. As 

he ^proaches the sleeping figure, his changing emotions are reflected in the contrasting 

sections of the orchestral score:

E ia m n lc  4.1S

Si^jried  Act 3, Scene 3 (mm. 1004-05)
nodemcr stehder SchUfendeatoa McMsaikcM, 
OUkemgpruuekeoiketUefiugJtgurekermepeet

we-ckea—  
tbtmber—
Lebfaafi.
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The sword motif is stated confidently as Siegfiied decides to wake BrOnnhilde, but the music 

changes abruptly to flexible scale passages (mm. 1006fif) as he is overcome by tender 

emotion.

The P4 and P8 intervals of the sword motif discussed above are all associated with 

Siegfiied. The complete sword motif also appears five times in association with this 

character. In general, it is then used more boldly with fewer rhythmic changes than when 

it is used orchestrally (without a vocal line). Emotional or dramatic changes are not 

highlighted by manipulation of rhythms within the motif but by the addition of rising scale 

patterns which following it. The first time the sword motif is presented in association with 

Siegfiied, it occurs sequentially’ while the remaining examples are single statements of the 

motif: Example 4.16

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (rrun. 1138-52)

Siegf.

Fiaflchdich fmiil, (nglctdasie adUeeht, fUd&t 6m mît Flaa-sendea .  tèa S tiU __
f f  IthOMUfimi fUm im tif wort, i f  fkooplajf iridawitkitê fn t i  - /  tUei,__

deaTrâniiaiBiil-leia tn ^ ld iN n s n l 
tkestfiogmeois o-tome kemeeJMkt tna tt
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Initially, Siegfried trusts Mime with forging the sword fragments, and the P4 interval is 

repeated four times in measures 1138-45 (G - C twice and B b - E b twice). The stability of 

the major and minor arpeggiations suggest Siegfried's trust in the sword, and this contrasts 

with the arpeggiation based on the augmented triad in measures 1148-51. As he begins to 

question the dwarfs slyness, the opening interval of the motif shrinks to a dim inished 4th 

(mm. 1146-47) and a major 3rd (mm. 1148-49), and the resulting instability suggests Mime's 

trickery. As Siegfried grows more agitated, the characteristic rising scale passage follows 

the sword motif (mm. 1152-54).

The next example of the sword motif is a bold statement connecting Siegfried's two 

comments that his father's blade yields only to him and that he alone can forge the sword: 

Example 4.17

Siegfiied Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2258-60)

Siegf.

fGgt S1C& wohl mir: 
yields but to vie:

The driving rhythm heard over the motif continues as Siegfried flings Nfrme's tools aside and 

sets himself impetuously to work on forging the sword. Wagner uses a technique similar to 

that in Example 4.13 by concluding the motif with a rising scale passage at a point of 

heightened emotion. This second bold statement of the sword motif is preceded by repeated
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P4 intervals and the outlining notes of the motif in die vocal line; Siegfried's confidence that 

blood will soon flow firom the hard steel of the sword is mirrored in the highlighting of 

characteristic elements o f the motif In Scene 3, he celebrates the new life of the sword he 

has forged, when the motif is heard espressivo:

Example 4.18

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2896-2900)

Siegf.

m É
ches
fV/i-

Sdiw ert! 
saortU .

espressivo

Zum 
A - Le -  ben 

gata to

É i ai m
r

I I

+ R

A full statement of the sword motif is not heard again (in association with Siegfiied) until 

the end of Act 3, Scene 2 when he uses the sword to shatter Wotan's spear:

E x am p le  4 .19

Siegfried Act 3, Scene 2 (mm. 737-38)

Siegf
SdswtBg!
Siretck

deinen Speer* in S tn-dken .spnltL  
forlh ihy speart itsha ftshaJl ArendL

i
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Here the crescendo and marcato markings help to distinguish Siegfiied's power, while the 

diminuendo, ritardando, and descending line which follow mirror the Wanderer's defeat and 

Ml fix)m grace. Wagner is consistent in his use of the original rhythm and bold single phrase 

when associating the sword motif with Siegfiied. By contrast, orchestral versions of the 

motif vary the rhythm more often and more significantly to highlight dramatic or emotional 

moments in the opera.

Mime acknowledges the rightful ownership of the sword to Siegfiied, as seen in 

three repetitive statements of the sword motif early in the opera:

Example 4.20

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 1 (mm. 216-23)

Mime

Sdiwerf nor taiag tznder That; nor No-tbim gaâfziiçeineiiiKeid, wean S ieg - frto ^sch reo d  ihn
one smord hoots fo r  the bloxo; ’its  Ifo-tkitmg serr-cOt mg need, in Sieg -frxeeûe conquering

SdlWlDgt:__
hand:__
aeeei.

m i
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The first and last repetitions of the motif reflect Si^fiied's straigdt and power, but the 

middle repetition contains the flattened mediant more ^propriate to Mime's lack of 

authority. Throughout Siegfried, Wagner presents the sword motif as an arpeggiation of a 

single harmony, but twice there is a harmonic change during that arpeggiation (see Examples 

4.16 and 4.20). Significantly, both moments convey heightened emotions and a struggle for 

dominance and control. As seen in Example 4.16, Wagner creates the feeling of stability or 

instability through a change to the flattened mediant, and the harmonic change in Example 

4.20 suggests Mime's instability. The flattened mediant is also used in Example 4.13 to 

reflect Alberich's shame. Tenuto markings at the end of each motif (mm. 218,220) and the 

marcato and crisp rhythms reflect Mime's determination, but the accelerando, staccato, and 

accompaniment of the Valhalla motif under the third phrase (mm. 221-23) reflect Mime's 

changing mood as he returns to his work in dejected silence (mm. 225fif.).

On two occasions, Wagner uses 6/8 metre to present the sword motif when Mime 

discusses the history of the sword. This change to a 6/8 metre was also used in Act 1, Scene 

1 to emphasise Mime's whining and persistence (Example 4.10). In all cases, a descending 

note pattern follows the sword motif, denoting Mime's incapacity to rule:

F .xam ple  4.21

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 2 (mm. 1722-24)

Mime m
helsst efn Baid-li.ches Sdnrerti
it the »eme of a mord. in ê t  -  mer 

M>- to OM
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Example 4.22

Siegfiied Act I, Scene 2 (mm. 1736-38)

Mime
1 J  M l j r  | ; j r  -

^  Sleg • mund,der Èüh. • ne,koniit’s  a l  -  le in t 
Sieff- sKunithe hold a-lone p e r -  form a

7 b - L _ r  .-fc______ 1—

4 —

MP * “ m" ~ J  T

-
•

K  1> (J
In

\ m fd  7. y y  » —

Mime's confidence is portrayed by the insistent hammer motif and by numerous octave leaps 

preceding the next example of the sword moti^ but the long descending line which follows 

it, and the scornful lau^ter of the Wanderer undercut the effects of Mime's confidence: 

Example 4J3

Siegfiied Act 1, Scene 2 (mm. 1756-58)

Mime

; sehrt. 
foe.dea Wurm Tcr - 

shall slay  the

m

Alberich also shows confidence in his "knowledge" of gaining the ring, and this exan^le of 

the motif is unique in its lack of a pickup note:
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Alb.

K ram plg  4.24

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 1 (mm. 307-08)

weiss!_
Jatotol_

marcalo
m

f

Ap
On

dim.

Again, the tremolo accompaniment and the Wanderer's warning which follows (concerning 

the dangerous Mime) serve to diminish the strong entry of the motif in measures 307-08.

At Mime's aside that Siegfried has never felt fear, the sword motif is presented 

strongly in its original rhythm with each note accented:

Example 4.2S

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 1987-89)

Mime
 ̂ 1 = 1

__  er -
__  n eir

fnhr,

-  I ^
r -  '  —

m f  Crete. -

- t - .  L - . Z i l i f p  #  -

P . ------------- + 4 ^
The arpeggiated chords' heard over the motif rise by steps mirroring the ascending line of 

the sword moti^ but the broken chords reflect Mime's cunning as do the extended rhythms
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of the motif later in the scene:

Example 4 Jt6

Siegfried AcX 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2060-62)

Mime

W as Cromm -  te  das
W ka( boat -  eiktkc

fort in  die W elt?  
fo rth  to the world?

The dotted Aythm and triplet leading to the^chord in m. 2062 signal a change in mood as 

the motif signifying Siegfiied's impatience is heard over the sword motif. This impatience 

continues with the dynamic chords which follow and die quiet whisper of the hammer motif 

(mm. 2066-67), as Siegfiied interrupts Mime's version of Sieglinde's plight As Mime 

continues to scheme to poison Siegfiied, the sword motif is heard three times in sequence: 

E xam ple  4 .27

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2545-51)

Mime

s in k t e r  in 
soon trill he

Schlaf.
Ue.

Mit dereig*- nen 
fFifh the self-sam i

crese. .
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W af-fe  d ie e r s id i  ge-.w onnea, 
•veapan that yonder he fo rges

r£am> [di flu leldii u s  dem 
sha ll he be elearedfrom. my

m i
The tremolo bass and the harmonic changes signal Mime's shifty character. Wagner 

highlights the fact that the dwarf should not be linked to the sword by the way he accents the 

second part of the octave le^  rather than the first beat The original stress or accent at the 

beginning of the motif returns with the entry of Siegfried:

Example 4.28

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2554-55)

Siegf. ■ a  tempo.

Mime Ko - (hung! Ko-thnng! 
Ko - thuttglKo-tkuagf.

J Hrtrt (Erreihtsldivcrpxi 
hoard.^^^"'^ I

P " r—

T — —
.

Siegfried's power is further highlighted by the diq>lication of the octave leap in the orchestral 

score.

When the sword motif is linked to the Wanderer, a single phrase t^pears, often with
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extended ihyüimic patterns. Although the sword motif is used only four times in association 

with this character, Wagner provides a specific stylistic feature fer the motif An extended 

arpeggio figure occurs each time the Wanderer discusses Siegfiied's courage and strength. 

In the final example (Example 4.32), Wagner uses the ring motif as an arpeggio figure and 

intertwines it with the sword motif further strengthening the role of Siegfiied as the natural 

hero of the drama. The Wanderer explains to Mime that he will find the sword firagments 

and Siegfiied will forge them:

Example 4.29

Siegfried Act I, Scene 2 (mm. 1856-57)

Wandr.

ein; ana icifs er- in. - 
not;nowwhenI fi% d

j j  . crese. _

The Wanderer's confidence is suggested by the octave leaps in the vocal line and by the 

arpeggio figures which follow and accompany the sword motif These figures, which occur 

a few measures later, prior to the statement that Siegfiied will forge Nothung (rrun. 1873-74), 

are a stylistic feature of all of Wagner's dramatic works, but of all the characters in Siegfried 

are linked oirly to the Wanderer
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K xam ple 4J<0

Siegfried Act I, Scaie 2 (mm. 1871-73)

Wandr.

sdmledet No-tinng 
Jlo-tkiatstkaUlie . 
Langaam.

malto erae

Again, in Act 2, Scene 1, the Wanderer describes the boldness of Siegfried's heart and his 

sharp-edged sword, and the arpeggiated notes become more entangled in the sword motif: 

Example 431

Siegfried Act 2, Scene 1 (mm. 423-24)

EütasdrSngender.Wandr.

Kuhn ist des Kin .  des KraXt, 
Bold is  Ais io y -ish  Aeart,

Etiaas drSngcKder.

m f
P.

m

p.
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SiegMed's courage in overcoming the powerful Fafiier is made more challenging or effective 

by providing intervals of an augmented 4th in association with Fafaer's voice, prior to the 

sword motif (miiL 418-22). The final example occurs in Act 3, Scene 1, where the 

harmonically transformed ring motif, which is heard over the sword motif, provides the 

arpeggio pattern (based on the same major triad) before it returns to its original harmonic 

form in mm. 395ff.:

Example 432

Siegfried Act 3, Scene 1 (mm. 393-94)

Wandr.

N ib- -  Inn -genR Jng .
- bel-taigirùiff.

T.

fn.
aal

The Wanderer describes Siegfiied's dauntless courage, and the sword motif is lengthened and 

made more dramatic through grace notes and by forte dynamics.

Wagner uses both rhythmic and harmonic changes within the sword motif to 

highlight character traits and relationships, and to provide aural cues to convey changes in 

the dramatic or narrative line. Appendix 10 provides the or tonality of the sword motif 

as presented in each example of this chuter, and Appendix 11 lists die characters associated 

with each tonality. The motif appears most often in association with C Major (14 times) and
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F Major(8 times), thou^DM îÿor is used four times at particular dramatic points. It occurs 

twice at the end of a series of harmonic progressions (early in Act 1) and once at the 

conclusion of Act 1 as Siegfiied brandishes the sword he has created and splits Mime's anvil 

into two pieces. Mime falls in terror to the ground and Siegfiied holds the sword on high 

As the curtain falls, the arpeggiation of the sword motif rises and falls in the key of D Major 

to reinforce Siegfiied's dominance over the dwarf:

Example 433

Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3 (mm. 2961-72)

Q}er Yorbang AUt) 
(Tke cttrta in /allt^y u

$ I i
& »i i

The closing measures o f Act 1 (mm. 2888-2972) remain almost entirely in the of D 

Major and contrast to the brief references to D Major in Examples 4.16 and 4.20. Here, the 

D Major tonality is used wifoin a longer harmonic progression and minors the instability of 

Mime's character and his evU intentions. A fourth brief reference to the D Major tonality 

occurs at the begirming of Act 2 (Example 4.24) during the conversation between the
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Wanderer and Alberich. The Wanderer states that the reigning lord will be "he who winneth 

the ring" (mm. 298-302). Alberich reqwnds that he already knows that answer, but the 

strong entry of the sword motif in Example 4.24 is accompanied by a C natural tremolo bass, 

thus undermining Alberich's credibility and his position as a possible reigning lord.

Browning also juxtaposes related ideas or rhythms to highlight a particularly dramatic 

point His use of iambs (R&B  1.612) to show two contrasting sides of nature parallels 

Wagner's juxtaposition of C sharp and C natural and accentuates the importance of 

"harmony" in both music and poetry. Wagner uses harmonic changes in conjunction with 

rhythmic variations to reinforce the narrative and dramatic lines of his myth and to establish 

the nature and conduct of his characters. Relationships between characters and events are 

emphasised throu^ harmonic progressions, structuring, placement and combinations of 

moti&, and changes in metres, textures, and rhythmic patterns. Browning's images and 

motife also reveal relationships between characters and events, or highlight specific emotions 

and moods. Physical characteristics such as the hand, smile, or eye repeatedly show 

subtleties of characterisation and establish dominant diemes, moods, or ideas. Browning also 

manipulates the details of sound, such as rhythm, stresses, and tempos, or the effects of 

assonance and alliteration to create dramatic intensity. Although his moti6 do not represent 

or symbolise specific persons, objects, or ideas in the same way that Wagner's leitmotif do, 

they are changed, altered, and combined to suggest new dramatic conditions. As a result, 

these motife become expressive in their ability to carry meaning and to provide aural cues 

for the reader or listener. An analysis of fire eye motif reveals how Browning uses this motif 

to establish the nature of a speaker as in Half-Rome's rhetorical subtleties or Gui<k>'s sordid
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and maniacal lamblings at the end of die poem. Browning, himself reviews the murder case 

in Book 1 and provides an overview of the many, varied versions of the trudi vdiich will 

emerge throughout the poem.

Browning places the eye motif most often towards the end of the line,’ and this 

usually signifies a heightened emotional or dramatic state. The following passage, in 

basically unriiymed iambic pentametre,*’ captures a mood of tension and fear as Guido and

his accomplices track Pompilia to her parent's home:
f  yj ^  /u »  J  ^  /

Giimmeringlyl dida| pack of| were-woIves| pad ̂
V-» /  yj /  ^  yj- /

The snow,I those fiâmes] were Gui|do's EYES” j in front,]]
y  ̂ J /  ŷ  /

And all] five found] and foo]ted it,| the track,]]
/  yj /  yj /  \^ /  yj /

To where] a thres ] hold-streakg of warmth] and i i^ t |

Betrayed] the vil]la-door| with life] inside,|

While an inch] outside]] were those] blood-bright] EYES,9
y-̂  /  /  V.» /  /

And black] lips wrink] ling o'er] the fiash] of teeth,#

And tongues] that lolled# — Oh God] that ma]dest man!# (1.611-18)

Browning controls the rhythm of the passage through his manipulation of the spondee, 

pyrrhic, dactyl, and trochee, and through his use of the in^)erfect foot, cadence groupings, 

alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia, eiq>hony, and cacophony. In addition, he orchestrates 

consonants and vowels, as in the pairing of the "1" with a variety of vowels (1.615-18) to 

create an accumulative effect of increasing threat and danger. Through variations in rhythm 

and sound, placement of associated images, and the manq)ulation of segmental devices. 

Browning emphasises the threatening movemaits of the wolf-like men and captures the
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dramatic moments which lead directly to the murder of Pompilia and her Amily.

Browning changes the stresses continually to highlight the quiet, cunning movements 

of the men. Wagner establishes a similar effect in Act 1, Scene 1 (Exan^le 4.2) when the 

strong stresses of the motif are moved to different beats of the measure, creating tension or 

disorientation through overlapping phrases, changing metres and rhythms, and the use of tied 

notes, and these techniques parallel the poefs use of irregular rhythm patterns. Lines 611-18 

from Book 1 provide such an example in the shifting stresses of the spondee, pyrrhic, dactyl, 

and trochee, and the effects of the caesura and enjambment The placement of the eye image 

in line 612 emphasises an important iamb "in front," while that image in line 616 becomes 

stronger and more dramatic when preceded by a pyrrhic and followed by a caesura. The 

stealthy motions of the animal-like men are cr^tured in the quick movement o f the opening 

line (the only line which is not oid-stopped), but the comma after "snow" provides an abrupt 

stop, as Browning then emphasises the cruelty of the leader, Guido. The first iamb does not 

occur until the end of the first caesura, "The snow," and the juxt^K>sition of the next iamb, 

"those flames," underscores the beauty and destruction of nature. The opening line contains 

two dactyls, one trochee, two spondees, and an irrqrerfect foot, thus creating the effect of 

conftision and uncertainty; that recalls a similar feeling when the original stress of Wagner's 

leitmotif is shifted to other beats of the measure, creating tension or disorientation (Example 

4.2):

Giimmeringlyl dida| pack of] were-wolvesj pad (1.611)

The changing rhythms also ̂ propriately convey the intermittent or wavering l i^ t  suggested 

by the opening word.
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The rhythm is that of colloquial speech but it also provides strong rhetorical stresses. 

Spondees emphasise Guido's calculating, cold-blooded nature and physical characteristics 

or evil actions of his accomplices: 

were-wolves 

[Gui]do*s eyes 

five found 

outside

lips wrink[lmg]

The heavy accents of the spondee correspond to the marcato markings in Wagner's music; 

they slow the rhythm down to bring emphasis to dramatic incidents. The metrical variation 

of the spondee is Browning's most effective means of rhetorical enqihasis in this passage.

As the stressed words move closer together and the motif of the eye is linked to other 

sinister images through the use of "And" (617-18), Browning creates a sense of impending 

doom. Wagner also increases dramatic intensity through the addition of other moti& or 

through repetitive patterns of the same motif. The ring motif which forms the melody over 

the sword motif in Example 4.32 underscores die role of Siegfiied, and this addition or 

accumulation of images provides the same dramatic intensity as Browning's amassing of 

related images. Here, he stresses Guido's evil nature by the addition of other physical 

characteristics, and the cumulative effect created by the iambic pentameter. Lines 616-17 

contain three sets of spondees, and the images become more sinister and vivid. The pyrrhic 

and two light stresses vdiich begin line 616 undermine the sense of security established by 

the regular iambic feet of line 615:
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v̂  /  \^ /  \^ /  V /  /

Betrayed] die viljla-doorf with life] inside,#

While an inch] outside# were those] blood-bright] EYES,# (1.615-16)

The pyrrfiic "were those" allows the reader to move quickly between the two sets of spondees 

and heightens the dramatic tension conveyed by the strongly accented words "inch outside" 

and "blood-bright eyes." The alliteration of the hard "b" in "blood-bright" not only 

strengthens the image of the eye, but further highlights the juxtaposition of "inside" and 

"outside," thus emphasising Guido's complete control of the situation. The iambic feet found 

in the last one and a half lines of this passage, through their distinctive beats, capture the 

destructive passion of the scene.

The lack of a caesura in line 617 and the use of "And" at the heginning of lines 617- 

18 create a sense o f urgency and impending danger, just as the lack of a caesura in line 611 

creates a feeling of persistent tracking, characteristic of prowling animals. The alliteration 

in lines 612-13 also mirrors the relentless, tracking movements of Guido's assistants, and the 

caesurae surrounding "the track" signal the climactic moment whai their prey has been 

found:

And all] five found] and foot]ed it,# the track,# (1.613)

The images which surround the eye motif in lines 612-13 are linked dirough an alliterative 

and so act as an extension of the ^ e  motif. Browning emphasises the danger of the 

situation through words which amplify or extend the meaning of Guido's eyes. Alliteration 

provides a linkage, drawing words together and providing emphasis. The alliterative " f  of 

"flames," "fiont," "five," "found," and "footed" not only enq)hasises foe sense of sight but 

all of the senses, and with those foe ideas of a united force, overpowering evil, and
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destruction. Another alliterative " f  occurs a few lines later vdiere the "flash of teeth" 

provides proof of Guido's movements and the murda  ̂of Pompilia's âmily. This recalls a 

passage at the conclusion of Wagner's Siegfried (Example 4.14) viien the sword motif is 

stretched out through the use of triplets and fermatas on the notes of the dominant chord. In 

both cases, the motif is made more dramatic by enlarging its scope or meaning, thus 

matching the heightened emotion of the drama.

Lines 614-15 contain almost identical metres and, ironically, positive images of 

warmth, light, and life are associated with the idea of betrayal:
^  /  vx /

To where] a thres|hold-streakjj of warmth] and light|
\x / /  \^ /  vx / vx /

Betrayed] the vil]la-door# with life] inside,]]

While an inch] outside# were those] blood-bright] EYES,# (1.614-16)

The spondees and the caesura in the middle of line 616 break the rhythmic flow of the iambic 

metre, and the effect of a welcoming, homey image is disturbed. The tiny "streak" of light 

becomes associated with the "blood-bright eyes" and the "black lips" of Guido through the

use of these spondaic substitutions and cadence groiq)s:
^  ^  '̂  /  ^  /

And black] lips wrink] ling o'er] the flash] of teeth,#
^  /  \^ /  v x / ^ / v x /

And tongues] that lolled# — Oh God] that ma]dest man!# (1.617-18)

The penultimate caesura or dash in line 618 signals the finality of the crime and the speaker's 

horror that man can act as cruelly as a were-wolf.

Browning establishes Guido's nature through the placement of related images and the 

riiythms of those images. In dus passage, the ^ e  motif is surrounded by images of light 

which range from a feint, wavering light to an overpowering flash:
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GLIMMERINGLY

FLAMES

STREAK OF WARMTH AND LIGHT

BLOOD-BRIGHT

FLASH

The rhyming of "light" and "bright" is made ironic through the internal "I" sound and 

through the descriptor, "blood." As mentioned earlier, the stresses and sounds of the opening 

lines set the tone and capture the movements of Guido and his accomplices. Browning 

creates the effect of a half view or glimpse, and the mysterious impact of the opening word 

contrasts with the subsequent images of light The only positive image of light is provided 

in the phrase "streak of warmth and light," and the length of that phrase contrasts with 

surrounding images of "flames," "blood-bri^t," and "flash." Each image becomes harsher 

and connotes more danger, and the one-syllable words match the swiftness and power of the 

assailant's attack. Browning also connects these images of light through an allitoative inner 

"I" (see underlining above). The alliterative "t" of the longer phrase links "streak" and "light" 

and is softened by the coimecting word "warmth."

Just as the rhythms associated with images of lig^t are changed or varied to reflect 

a dramatic situation, so tihe eye motif is changed tfarou^ its placement in the line or through 

its relation to other images in order to colour characters or to intmisify a dramatic efTect. 

Wagner reveals Siegfiied's strength of character through specific rhythmic moti& such as 

that associated with the P8 interval of the sword mot% and diis is used in conjunction with 

the two-syllable word "Nothung" (Example 4.6). Similarly, the stressed one-syllable words
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"flames" and "flash" become inqK>rtant elements ofBrowning's eye motif and of Guido's evil 

character. The glimmer, glimpse, or half view provided at the opening of the passage 

resolves into Browning's scnitinising observation, "Oh God that madest man!," which 

concludes the section.

Browning also cleverly controls segmental devices such as alliteration and assonance. 

As mentioned earlier, soft " f  sounds predominate in line 613, mirroring the incessant, 

cunning  movements of animals, and these are linked to the destructive images of "flames" 

(612) and "flash" (617). Browning juxt^wses "1" sounds in the pairing of "light" and "life," 

and "lips" and "lolled," and other words just as their signifying actions are tied together

through the "1" sound ("Glimmeringly," "wolves," "flames," "all," "threshold," "villa," 

"blood," "black," "wrinkling," "flash"). The cumulative effect of the "1" sound ends with the 

word "lolled" and an abnq)t stop to the dramatic scene. Browning uses alliteration to link 

specific actions or people. The forward movement created by the increasing number of 

alliterative sounds is similar to Wagner's rising scale passage which also extends the meaning 

of the sword motif and signals a dramatic point in the opera (see Exanqiles 4.13 and 4.17). 

The linking of similar sounds affects the auditor emotionally, thus illuminating die central 

motif and allowing allusions and ideas to generate meaning in a series of complex 

relationships. Other examples of alliteration in the Browning passage include the "p"'s in 

"pack" and "pad," and the "w"'s in "were-wolves," "warmdi," and "wrinkling." The most 

dramatic use of alliteration occurs in "Glimmaingly" and "Guido" which is sqiarated fiom 

"God" at the conclusion of the passage and highlighted by the dash and the word "Oh." The 

final pairing of "madest man" is effective, for it highlights the speaker's wonder that a
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rational man's actions can be diose of a vicious animal. Browning uses the poetic device in 

a dense Êishion to highlight negative images, and more sparsely for climactic points, as 

shown in the schematic outline of alliteration in Appendix 12.

Browning uses identical vowel sounds more densely than he uses alliteration. 

Assonance creates a strong means of emphasis, as in the long "e" sound of "Glimmeringly," 

"Guido's," "streak," "Betrayed," and "teeth." The long "i" sound of "inside" and "outside" 

creates dramatic intensif and is linked to the "eye" motif (twice), "five," "light," "life," and 

"while." The in^jending fiite of Pompilia's family, therefore, is linked through similar and 

repetitive patterns of sound. Other patterns of assonance are the "o" in "wolves," "snow," 

"those," "Guido's," "threshold," "door," "o'er," "lolled," and "Oh," and the short "i" of 

"Glimmeringly," "did," "it," "villa," "with," "inside," "inch," "lips," and "wrinkling." Just 

as repetitive patterns such as the P4 or foe rising scale which follows Wagner's sword motif 

are used to cormect foe narrative line and its web of character relationships. Browning's 

rqietition of particular rhyfoms and sounds tightens foe dramatic and narrative structure of 

his poem.

Many of foe sounds in this passage are onomatopoeic, such as foe soft " f  sounds of 

line 613 vfoich suggest the quiet padding sounds of an animal's paws. The word "streak" 

suggests quickness and irregularity, and its visibility, although narrow, becomes a haunting 

image when juxtaposed with warmth, light, and fomily life inside foe villa. The hard, 

consonant sounds of line 617 suggest foe viciousness andpowo* of an animal of prey, and 

foe phrase "black lips wrinkling" provides an exanq)le of cacophony. The consonants "w," 

"m," and "I" of "warmth and lig^t" provide the opposite effect of eiq>hony. Browning uses
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many rhythmic variations and poetic devices to reinforce ideas and create dramatic effects. 

These can be con^ared to Wagner's changes in tenqx), dynamic markings, or rhythms. For 

example, the shortened pickup note and quick, successive patterns formed from the sword 

motif characterize Mime's disordered condition while the formatas and triplet rhythms stretch 

the motif and musically convey the tenderness Siegfried feels for Brünnhilde.

When Guido tricks the fomily into opening the door by calling himself "C^nsacchi" 

(1.622), there is another accumulation of ihythmic momentum:
/  V.-' /  V /

Wide as| a heart,; opened| thedoorf at once#
f

Showing the I joyous | couple,! and their | child!
/  V.» vx ^  ^  /

The I two-weeks'I mother,! to the wolves,! the wolves^
y-f /  y-' /  vy /

To them.! Close EYES!! And when| the corp|ses lay
^  /  vy /  y j  /  ^

Stark-stretched,! and those| the wolves,! their wolf-1 work done,!
v y  /  y ^  /  y ^  /  y~f /  v y /

Were safo-|embo |somed by| the n i^ t| again,!
v y  f  v y / v y / v ^  /  /

Iknewj a ne I cessa I ry change! in things;! (1.624-30)

The image of the ̂ e  is presented in a stark, solitary way as Browning dq)icts the horror of 

the scene and invites his audience to consider the finality of death. His change fix>m the 

compound word ("blood-bright") to the imperative "Close," and the two caesurae in line 627, 

aids in a change of mood or thought, just as Wagner changes the mood or feeling jfiom 

confidence to foar through rhythmic changes or overlapping motives. Once again. Browning 

c^tures the mood and action of the drama through variations in the rhythmic flow. The 

heavy stresses on the outer words of the opening phrase, "Wide as a heart," match the feeling 

of broadness, txiiile the l i^ t  accents of the following phrase, "opened the door at once,"
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provide a sense of buoyancy and ease, characteristic of the innocent actions of the Êunily, 

who have heard a welcome knock at the door. Browning emphasises the horror of the 

situation by highlighting Ponq>ilia's motherhood. The pyrrhic, "and their," moves quickly 

to the imperfect foot, "child," and the spondee, "two-weeks'," also draws attention to the 

innocence of mother and child.

The quick and brutal actions of the murderers are reflected in the many caesurae in 

lines 625-27:

Showing the] joyous| coiq)le,| and their| childg
/  w ^  /  vy /

The I two-weeks'I mother,! to the wolves,! the wolves^
^  ^  ^  /  \^ /  \^ /

To them.! Close EYES!! And whenj the corpjses lay (1.625-27)

The spondee on "Close eyes!" signals the dramatic climax of the passage, and Browning's

inteqection, through the spondee, creates the same effect of an abrupt stop as the dash in line

618, earlier. Other spondees are used in conjunction with alliteration as in "stark-stretched"

and "wolf-work done," but in general there are fewer spondees and descriptive words here

as compared to the more dramatic version of the same scene in 1.611-18. The quick

movements of the opening lines contrast with the slower rhythms of line 628:
^  /  VX /

. . .  And whenj the corp j ses lay ,

Staric-stretched,! and those| the wolves,! their wolf-j work done,|
/  \^  /  /

Were safe-1 embo I somed by I then i^ tj again,! (1.627-29)

Browning emphasises the finality of death and the resulting lack of movement through

spondees, hyphenated words, rq>etition of words, caesurae, and alliteration. He prepares the

reader for the change mentioned in line 630 by returning to iambic paitametre in lines 629-
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30, and by a subtle change to the eye motif The horror of the situation is mirrored in the 

short phrase "Close eyes!" and the lack of stressed adjectives or nouns preceding the motif 

signals Browning's movement away fiom the description of the killer's eyes to his interest 

in his listener's vision and thoughts.

Browning uses the eye motif to change the focus of his argument Earlier, the image 

is used to characterise and view the villainous Guido, and to signal the dramatic climax of 

the murders. The eye motif now invites an intellectual and moral stand rather than a physical 

viewing of the scene:
^  /  *̂  /  /  \-/ /  V/ /
As when] the worst] watch of] the night] gives way,|

V/ vx /  /  V/ /  /  V.»
And there] comes] duly,5 to take] cognisance,|
^  I  ^  XV /

The scru]tini]zing EYE-]point of] some star —|
/  w  /  /

And who] despairs] of a new] daybreak] now?g
/  XV x V  /  ^  /  X V  /

Lo, the] first ray] protru]dedon] those five! 1
' v  /  X/ w  /  / v v  J
It reached them,! and each] felon] writhed] transfixed.!
X. V /  XV  /  W  /  XX XV XV /

Avdiile] they pal]pita] ted on] the spear#
/ w v v  /  X» /  x x  /  v V  /

Motionless] over] Tophetzg stand or] fall?#
X V  /  X V  /  x V  /  xv' /  XV  /

1 say,! the spear] should fall# — should stand,# I say!'#
/  XV /  X V  X V  /  XV /  x V /

Cried] the world] come to judge] ment, gran]ting grace
XV \ J  /  X V  /  XV XV

Or dea] ling doom# accor] ding to ] world's wont,! (1631-41)

Wagner also uses his leitmotif to accomplish varied tasks as in his employment of the sword 

motif to recount the history of the sword, to portray Alberich's shame, or to show the 

relationship between two characters such as Mime and Siegfiied.
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The ihythmic flow of this passage changes to match the contrasting feelings of 

scrutiny and awareness, and a more balanced, careless attitude. The alliteration, in particular 

the use of the internal ”s" sound, slows the rhythm of lines 632-34:
/  /  V/ V /  /  ^

And there I comes | duly,| to take] cognisance,]
vx /  y «.V /

The scru|tini|zing EYE-|point of| some star —]
 ̂ V/ /  /

And who I despairs] of a new] daybreak] now?] (1.632-34)

When the alliteration involves the "s" sound at the beginning of each word, the rhythm 

quickens:
^ f V/ y ^ /
I say,] the spear] should fell] — should stand,] I say!'] (1.639)

Thus, Browning creates a feeling of cynicism as the world shifts easily between granting 

grace and dealing doom. The world's judgement is also captured through repetition and 

symmetry in lines 637-39:

SPEAR 

STAND or FALL 

ISAY SPEAR SHOULD FALL -  SHOULD STAND ISAY 

The "spear" becomes the central focus for the crowd, and the rhythms of "palpitated" and 

"transfixed" mirror a dramatic contrast between motion and paralysis. Wagner's rhythms 

also create contrasting moods or feelings as in the crisp dotted rhythms which capture 

Mime's agitated state, or the flexible, triplet rhythms that show Siegfried's love for 

Brünnhilde. The "worst watch" (631) which begins the passage becomes linked to the 

"world's wont" (641), and the "cognisance” of the "scrutinizing star" are not balanced against 

each other and so suggest man's inability to assess the situation. The eye motif provides a
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forward motion as Browning asks the rhetorical question of line 634: "And who despairs of 

a new daybreak now?" The hyphenation of "eye-point" and the dash at the end of line 633 

provide a rhythmic ebb and flow which helped to prepare for and to intensify this important 

question.

Browning uses repetition and rhythmic nuances to paint a satirical picture of Half- 

Rome. The latter establishes his own sense of authority and honesty by pointing out 

deceitful aspects of the Church, but then appeals sensationally to the way the crowd rushed 

to see the murder spectacle. He claims that "Rome was at the show" (2.91):
/  SV ^  /  KJ /  ^  /

People! climbWupj the coflumns, fought| for spikes^

O' the chajpel-railj to perch| themselves| upon,!
V X ' t X V y /  /  ^  J

Jumped o | ver and| so broke| the woo|den work!

Painted! likeporphy|ry to! deceive! the EYE;!
/  ^

Serve the! priests right!!. . .  (2.92-96)

The eye motif is placed at the end of the line and followed by a cynical or philosophical 

statement Browning's overview in Book 1 includes a similar pattern. He claims that Half- 

Rome keeps "clear o' the crowd"
/  V/ /  vV /  LX /

Yet wish! fill one! could lend! that crowd| one's EYES,!

(So u!niver!sal is! plague! of squint)! (1.878-89)

Like Wagner, Browning uses a motif to create unity within smaller sections of large-scale 

dramatic works.

This unity is created, in particular, throu^ rhythmic nuance and variation. The 

spondees in lines 92 and 94 of Half-Rome's commentary (in Book 2) reflect the effort used
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to climb or to jump, and the anapaest which begins line 93 suggests the confusion caused by 

the fighting crowd:
^  ^  /  N-x /  /
O' the cha|pei-rail| to perchj themselves] iq>on,|

Jumped o| ver and] so broke| the woo |den work# (2.93-94)

By contrast, the pyrrhics in lines 94 and 95 mirror the ease with which the painted wood is 

broken, and the false sense of a dactyl at the beginning of line 95 achieves a dietorical effect 

by creating a softening effect, just as the soft wood has been substituted for the hard quarried 

rock:
/  ^  /

Jumped o| ver and] so broke] the wood] en woi1c|

PaintW] likeporphy]ry to] deceive] the EYE;# (2.94-95)

The two unstressed syllables of the pyrrhic allow the reader to move quickly to the next 

strongly accented words, in this case "broke" and ”[de]ceive." Browning furtho- highlights 

the false stone by the alliteration in "wooden work" and "Painted . . .  porphyry" while the 

final spondee in line 96 ("priests right") strengthens Half-Rome's cynicism toward the 

Chinch.

Half-Rome continues to exploit the sordid details of the victims and claims "I saw 

a body eqwsed once. . .  never mind! / Enough that here the bodies had their due" (2.102- 

03):
^  /  \^ /  y V/ /

So, peo]ple pushed] their way,| and took] their tum,|
^  ^  ^  ^

Saw, threw] their EYES] up, crossed] themselves,! gaveplace^
V>» /  V X  /  v > /

To pres] sure fix>m] behind,! since all] the worid^
/  ^  \J /  /

Knew the] old pair,! could talk] the tra] gedy ̂
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^ J  w  /  I  /

Over| fiom fiist| to last:| Pompi|liatoo,|

Those who I hadknown| her —wfaat| t  was worth) to them! g (2.106-11)

The deliberate stresses and actions of line 107 reflect the predictability of human nature in 

the event of tragedy:

Saw, threw] their EYES] up, crossed] themselves,| gave place (2.107)

The three spondees in this line convey the exaggeration of gestures deemed ̂ propriate for 

a sorry situation, but the enjambment of the next three lines reveals a change in the crowd's 

attitude as they profess to knowing personal details about Pompilia's family. The cynicism 

of the final phrase is created, in part, by the alliteration of "what" and "worth." Browning 

allows Pompilia to become the central figure of discussion by using two caesurae in line 110 

to highlight her name, and the spondee and dash in line 111:

Over] fiom first] to last:| Pompi]liatoo,|
/  V/ /  \^  /  ^  /

Those who] had known] her — what] 't was worth] to them!]] (2.110-11) 

Browning's use of the pause or caesura to create rhetorical effects recalls Wagner's use of the 

rest to sqxarate rather than to link Mime and Siegfiied (Example 4.3). The P4 interval which 

concludes Mime's vocal line is made weaker by Siegfiied's strong entry at the rq>eated P4 

and, further, by the caesurae surrounding "Ho-ho!".

Half-Rome is cunning enough to assess the way the crowd wavers toward either 

Pompilia or Guido, but unwilling to take a bold stand himself. He is "the source of 

swerving" who calls
/  \j /  '~y /  ^  ^  /

Ova:]-belief] in Gui]do's right] and wrong#
/  / v . x V x / l - '  /  /

Rather] than in] Pompi] lia's wrong] and right:g
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Who shall| say how,| who shall| say ̂ y ? | T  is there —|
/  \ y  /  /

The instinc|tive the|oriz| ing whence] a

Looks to] the EYE] as the EYE] likes the] look.| (1.860-64)

Browning uses the dactyl and the strong spondee to underscore the restlessness of Half- 

Rome's rhetorical speech:
/  ^  ^  \y /

Who shall] say how,g who shall] say why?| T  is there —|
/  /  /  y

Looks to] the EYE] as the EYE] likes the] look.g (1.862,864)

A dactyl is also used in line 860 to reflect this character’s &vouring of Guido, in contrast

with the more laboured rhythms associated with Pompilia:
f  \ y  f  ^  ^  /

Over]-belief] in Gui]do's right] and wrongg
/  /  ^  \̂  /  '̂  /  L/ /

Rather] than in] Pompi]lia's wrong] and righrig (1.860-61)

The symmetry which the ^ e  motif produces in line 864 minors the balancing act which 

Half-Rome performs, for his thoughts are a reflection of "Gossip in a public place" and a 

"sample-speech" of the crowd (1.865). Wagner’s use of symmetry and balance also plays a 

role in developing characterisation as in his use of a sequaitial pattern to compare Mime and 

Siegfiied (Example 4.20). The flattened mediant and harmonic change in the sword motif 

distinguishes Mime fiom the hero, while contrasting rhythms in Half-Rome's speech reveal, 

subtly, his bias toward Guido.

The "blood-bright eyes" v̂ diich describe the murdorous Guido (1.616) contrasts with 

the image in line 627 where "eyes" signals a stop to the horror of the scene and the shift away 

to a large, philosophical questioiL Similar patterns are fi>und in Half-Rome's ̂ peal to the 

court He claims it is not "so prqwsterous"
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^  /  /  vv /  /

That, 0 | Pon^î|Iia, thy| seques|teiedEYES^
'̂  /  1/ /  <>✓ /  vV /  /

Had no | ticed, stray| ing o'er] the book's edge,#

More of] the Ca|non than| thatblack| his coat,#

Buckled I his shoes | were, broad] his hat] of brim;#
^  ^  ^  /

And that,# O Cajnon, thy] reiijgious care#
^  /  \y /  /

Had breathed] too soft] a befnedilcitel
W /  /  ^  /  yy /  /

To ba]nish trou]bIe fiom] a la]dy*s breast#
V-/
So lone]Iy and] so love]Iy, nor] so lean!# (2.989-96)

Half-Rome's respectful address of "O Pompilia" and the meaning of "sequestered eyes" are 

diminished by the details of lewdness which follow. Browning uses blank verse throughout 

this passage but substitutes two trochees, two spondees, and one pyrrhic to emphasise Half- 

Rome's demeaning portrait of Pompilia. The two trochees at the beginning of lines 991-92 

create the effect of a dactyl and force the reader to see the details which Pompilia supposedly 

sees:
(  /  ^  /  ^  /

More of] the Ca]non than] that black] his coat,#
/  \y /  V/ /  ^  /

Buckled] his shoes] were, broad] his hat] of brim:# (2.991-92)

Browning further emphasises the speaker's attitude toward Pompilia by moving fiom soft "s" 

sounds in the opening two lines to the harsher consonant sounds of "c" and "b" in lines 991- 

92:
^  /  f  \ y  ^  y ^  f  J

That, O] Pompi]lia, thy] seques]tered EYES,
^ / v - x  /  yy/ /  ^  /

Had no]ticed, stray]ing o'er] the prayer]book's edge,# (2.989-90)

Browning uses the ̂ e  motif, "sequestered eyes," to establish a mood of cynicism, and the
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fluctuations in pace in line989 draw attention to Half-Rome's contrived respect for Pompilia 

and Cs^nsacchL Similarly, Wagner uses a gradual crescendo before the sword motif and 

a ritardando and faster tempo following it to draw attention to Siegfried's changing 

emotional states (see discussion of Example 4.8). In both cases, rhetorical speech, in 

particular involving cynicism, is portrayed through manipulation of stresses, sounds, and 

tempo changes.

The Canon's character is also demeaned through the return of the alliterative "s" 

sounds:

And that,! O Cajnon, thyj reiijgious care|

Had breathed j too soft j zl befnedilcitel (2.993-94)

His religious office is satirised again through the pairing of "s" and ”1" sounds in the final

line, and the pyrrhic in the second foot:
^  /  y-f /  \y J f
So lone jly and j so lovejly, norj so lean!] (2.996)

The spondee, which emphasises or highlights words, is given greater emphasis in line 992

("were, broad") by the natural pause after "were," and both this spondee and the one in the

following line ("O Ca[non]") underline the satire in Half-Rome's speech:

Buckled j his shoes j were, broad j his hatj of brim: g
/  y-* I /

And that,! O Cajnon, thyj reiijgious care! (2.992-93)

Browning uses alliteration to link key words and actions, and thus, Pompilia and the Canon

(Caponsacchi). Material details such as "book," "black," "Buckled," and "broad" are

associated with Pompilia and linked to the caring details associated with the Canon such as

"breathed," benedicite” "banish," and "breast" The speaker's characterisation of Ponqjilia
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and the Canon is subtle, yet damaging, for it gives tfie&Iseiii^)rBSsion of respect That tone 

changes a few lines later when the speaker boldly denounces the coiq>le. The foil cynicism 

of "sequestered eyes" is felt when Half-Rome dq>icts Ponq>Uia as Helen ofTroy "in her pink 

and white" and Caponsacchi strutting boldly around "Troy-town. . .  in correct costume" 

(2.989,1003-06).

Browning's rhythmic nuances are tied to dramatic and narrative details, and an 

analysis of the relationship of such details highlights the way they create patterns across a 

large-scale canvas. Similarly, Wagner's mode of expression emphasises interrelationships 

and formal aspects within his music dramas. A study of the creative processes and 

techniques used by these artists highlights the dramatic, narrative, and expressive effects 

produced in the arts of music and literature. In particular, foe stylistic conq>onent of rhythm, 

used to enhance dramatic events, to create emotional moods, and to emphasise 

characterization, is employed by both artists to achieve similar effects. Both artists display 

particular interest in foe relationship between music and emotion that helps guide an 

audience through the dramatic events in a large-scale work, sustaining their interest and 

assuring their deq)ly felt involvement.

Browning uses contrasting rhythms to srqxport his argument and to involve foe 

listener or reader in foe quest for truth. Although foe spear is foe cœtral image of lines 631- 

41 (Book 1 of 7 ^  Ring a n d f o e  Qre image (line 633) acts as foe starting point for 

the argument under consideration. Browning's reader is asked to scrutinise foe scene with 

the objectivity of a celestial, (God-created) star rafoo- than from foe subjective and 

sensational viewpoint in vfoich foe crowd g^pes at foe criminals. The intellectual and moral
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stance which Browning and die Pope (in Book 10) desire is reflected in the rhydimic flow 

of line 633, while the careless gossq> of the stre^ is shown in fluctuating rhyduns, 

alliteration, rq>edtion, and symmetric structures. The dramatic mood of this passage is 

enhanced by Browning's use of rhythm to portray die physical motion or paralysis of the 

murderers, and his cynicism towards the judging public. It is these rhythmic nuances which 

surround the motif and allow the argument to be highlighted and developed, and which 

create the moods ofcynicism and complacency. Although Browning's motif is a single word 

("eye"), the surrounding details allow it to carry meaning forward, just as Wagner's leitmotifs 

develop the dramatic argument and provide aural cues for the audience.

Wagner's creation of contrasting moods is also controlled through the manipulation 

of rhythmic details but, unlike those of Browning, his techniques involve the leitmotif itself 

as well as the areas surrounding the motif. In the case of the sword motif̂  crisp dotted 

diythms are used to depict Mime's agitated state of mind (Example 4.11), vdiile expressive 

and flexible triplet rhythms are used to reveal Siegfried's love for Brünnhilde (Example 

4.14). The emotional state or mood of Siegfried and Mime, as shown through the rhythmic 

changes of the sword moti^ siqrport their actions and frie narrative line, thus providing clear 

signposts and comparative points frrfrre Ustoiw. Wagner also enhances the dramatic effect 

of the leitmotif with specific patterns, as in the rising bass line which follows it, vdiich depict 

a point of heightened emotion (Example 4.13).

The rhythmic pattans associated with Wagner's leitmotifo or Browning's motifr 

allow much scope for distinctive charactaization mrthe dqriction of dramatic mood. Both 

artists use changing  metres and ihythms, or balance and symmetry, to coa^)are and contrast
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characters or situations. Repetition is an integral part o f the aural nature of both Siegfried 

and The Ring and the Book, large dramatic worics containing a wealdi o f narrative details. 

Wagner and Browning use rhythmic and harmonic aspects of style (in combination with 

textual, melodic, and formal aspects) to embody and present their artistic, narrative, and 

moral ideas. As the Latin root, stilus, implies, the "slu^er and conditioner of the outward 

form of the message" emphasises the antithesis between "z^pearance and essence, or style 

and import" (Pascall 317). Wagner's and Browning's dramatic works provide a personal 

style of communication which is emphasised by the rhythmic detail of their music and 

poetry. As Browning requests in "One Word More," "Let me speak this once in my true 

person, [and] / Not as Lippo, Roland or Andrea" (137-38). He desires that all his poetic 

writing "Be how I speak" (143); it is that awareness of style which both Browning and 

Wagner develop through an understanding of poetry and music, and which contributes to the 

creation of unified dramatic works.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

An intodisciplinaiy study of two oeative media contributes to an understanding of 

formal and stylistic details, dramatic or expressive oq)abilities, and an artist's aesthetic views 

and aims. Because Browning and Wagner theorise about the value ofboth music and poetry, 

it is worth noting the details which they both borrow or utilise within their major discipline^ 

thus emphasising the links betweoi the two arts and the d^ails which prompt or aid the 

creative process. This study focuses, in particular, on the dramatic details vdiich surround 

Browning's motifo and Wagner's leitmotifo, and the ability ofboth artists to create "One vast 

unbroken chain of thought" {Paracelsus 2.154) or an "all-intelligible Unity" {PW 2.216) 

within lengthy dramatic works. Motivic techniques are a particular characteristic of these 

19tii-century artists, and tiheir narrative and dramatic structures œcourage a conqiarison of 

their work. Their motivic practices are compared and contrasted, in this study, in terms of 

tedmique, form, and style, and in terms of dramatic, narrative, and anotional effects and 

diaracterisatiotL The analysis focuses attention on die artists' aeative processes, for 

Browning and Wagner use the correspondence of several media not only to construct die 

"ultimate entire," but to see, fed, and undastand the "absolute truth of tilings" {Fifine 686- 

91). Their mature works, 7%e/Ühg and and die JÜhg cycle, emborty their aesthetic

views on the arts of music and poetry and incorporate ideas and techniques found in both 

arts.

Browning and W agna are linked foom die outset by sim ilar interests in historical 

details and by their genius for creating ridi and dynamic diaracters. Browning's epic tale.
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The Ring and the Book, is âshioned fiom Actual evidence in an Italian murder case, and 

fiom the fictitious dialogue oflawyers, town gossips, villains, religious figures, and the child 

heroine, Pompilia. Wagner's Ring is also developed historically fiom sevaal Scandinavian 

and German sources and throu^ his imaginative, creative powers. Both artists relate their 

w oit to cultural, philosophical, and intellectual ideas in the 19th century and, more 

importantly, to the drama and passions of human life. The dynamic and changing aspects 

of human experience become the most important fixms of their creative processes, and 

psychological realism their most skilful creatioiL As Browning advises his readers: "Rather 

learn and love / Each facet-flash of the revolving year!...  See it for yourselves," for Guido's 

"act [is] changeable because [it is] alive" (R&B 1.1360-65). Despite "the variance" in his 

characters' portrayals of the truth throu^out the poon, there is "eventual unity, / Which 

make[s] the miracle" or completed woric (1.1363-64). That "unity" is not only a celdnation 

of artistic achievemait but of conunon human experiences.

An intadisciplinary analysis of these major worics not on Early Browning poems 

vdiidi do not specifically address the subject of music can be analysed to find tedmical and 

stylistic features found in music's art Similariy, Wagno's earlier operas can be examined 

to find his explication of poetic and dramatic theories.

In toms of formal unity and the intercoimection of ideas, music and poetry achieve 

similar effects. Both arts use motiA to establish diaracter relationships and dramatic or 

emotional intensity. This study highli^ts die effect of texture and textural action in Book 

7 of The Ring and the RooArm whidi Browning emphasises particular thydnns, voices, and 

images to adiieve a unified vdiole. His podic writing is conqxarable to Wagner's ordiestral
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timbies, especially in relation to specific qualities of souDd and egqncssion. Wagner claims 

that the orchestra is the "diaractenstic accessory-organ" fiar the realisation of his "Poetic 

Aim" (P1^2.306-07), andheadiievesmany dramatic and structural effects through changes 

in instrumental timbre, Aytbm, dynamics, and texture. He is particulariy aware of the 

orchestra's power of expression or "fiiculty of speedi" (2 J07-08), and his leitmotif become 

his chief means of linking ideas, feelings, and moods. Browning achieves a similar feeling 

of depth and resonance in Book 7 through the employmait of myth, parable, or anecdote. 

Like the vertical harmonies which the orchestra produces. Browning's mythic imagery 

surrounds the hand motif and adds new dimensions and associations. Although Browning's 

narrative appears linear on the page, the voices in his dramatic monologue provide an 

impression of contr^untal activity, and his keen sense of sound allows a musical approadi 

to, or analysis o^ his writing.

When the analysis in Chuter 3 ofBrowning's hand motif is depicted graphically, 

sevaal patterns emerge vhidi reveal his ability to use images and voices to create a textural 

effect Appaidix 14 shows the images and associated dbaractos whidi surround each 

reference to the hand motif and whidi trace Ponqnlia's growth fiom childhood innocoice to 

mature understanding. A rich bloid of images at the b^inning of Book 7 ooates a 

polyphonic texture. The images and figures of tiie tapestry which capture Ponqnlia's and 

Tisbe's imagination blend naturally, but spedfic details sudi as the colourful scar^ tiie spear, 

or the hounds are highlighted, and Browning emphasises contrasting ideas sudi as beauty 

and danger to establish a dominant mood of uneasiness and suqrense. The connotations 

which Gredc mytii elidts aid Browning in creating tire same effect as an ordxestra udnch
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s^arates or blends particular voices to provide meaning.

Browning also carries themes of good and evil forward throng rq>etition of specific 

images. The rain, whidi forces Pompilia and ho  ̂fiiend to play indoors, increases in strength 

as Violante forces her daughter to the Church to marry Count Guido; it later becomes a fierce 

storm during a dream in which Pompilia foces her enemy in a cave. The rain motif 

accompanies the hand motif and not only symbolises increasing danger but Pompilia's 

growing empowerment and ability to face that danger. Browning also creates formal unity 

through the depiction of animal figures. The hounds depicted on the tapestry are replaced 

by a (stone) lion's mouth outside the Church, and a yellow monster, in the form of Guido. 

Again, the image develops motivically to dramatise the varying degrees of danger which 

Pompilia encounters. The final animal portrayed in Book 7 is the sacrificial goat which 

symbolises not only Pompilia's fote but ho* "Tiope" fiiat God will answer her prayer and that 

"Some hand" will "interpose" and save he* (7.618-19). The dominant themes of evil, danger, 

and eitrapmeit are portrayed consistently throughout the monologue in conjunction widi the 

hand motif and its accompanying images. As Appendix 14 shows, the deise texture 

charactoises the beginning of Book 7 becomes more sparse as foe monologue progresses. 

This is particularly evidœt at points where foe image of God is portrayed. As myth and 

anecdote become more personal and Pompilia is increasingly tested, h a  voice becomes 

stronga and foe conclusion of Book 7 takes on a monophonic quality or texture.

Browning achieves fois effect of monophony through a reduction of images 

surrounding foe central hand motif and by inoeasing foe amount of direct speedi used in 

each vase paragraph. The unison effect of Pompilia's voice is made more striking by foe
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suddenr^um ofall previous, rdatedimages in v.p. 59. &i dûs central verse paiagr^h, myth 

and reality  ̂are joined, as well as the sacred and die secular. Pompilia ronem bas an old 

rhyme concerning a "virgin" i^ o  is chased into a cave by "the Faynims." The enemy laughs 

as a flash of lightning discloses her hiding place, but Pompilia rails on God's servant to 

"befriend His child." He responds by produdng a "calm cold dreadful sword" from the 

lightning and placing it in her hand. Pompilia kills the enemy and "walk[s] forth to die 

solitudes and Christ" (7.1389-1403). Yet the "oldriiyme" or story which depicts such danger 

reveals, symbolically, how Pompilia overcomes all danger and finds solitude in Christ's love. 

From this point forward, Pompilia's voice is more deeply felt, providing an effect 

characteristic of mediaeval monodic music that is deq>ly moving and strangely evocative.

Although many voices speak for and control Pompilia throughout Book 7, that 

change to a sin^e controlling voice at the conclusion of this monologue is appropriate in 

depicting the peace she feels throu^ God's "great soul" and work (7.1842). As Pompilia 

concludes, "'My great heart [and] my strong hand are bade again!'" and so she is able, 

through God's servant C^wnsacdû, to ovocome "Murder and hell" (7.1810-12). The 

extremes of emotion and dramatic intoisity oeated by the earlier imagery are rq>laced by 

feelings of calmness, security, and reflectivoiess. Al&ough the image of the corpse vdiidi 

Pompilia fears in the eariier Churdi scene predicts her own deadi, she is eventually able to 

"rise" above deafli ferough God's "lighf" (7-1844-45), and Browinng minors fliat movement 

through the reduction of images and the inoeasing power of Pompilia's voice. The textural 

dianges employed throughout Browinng's podic art cannot paralld predsdy textural 

changes in music, but he does use die shadiags and nuances of the human voice and of
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melodic language to produce a multidimensional medium of expression comparable to that 

of music. As Chapta  ̂4 concludes, die rhythmic and aural nuances of language also aid in 

producing a sense of dq>th and dimaision as well as of organic unity, as Browning matches 

action with expression and ideas with sound.

The comparison between a musical and a literary work aids in the understanding of 

formal structures and technical details. It has been foimd that the narrative details of the 

Siegfried myth form the foundation of the entire Ring cycle, as well as becoming iirportant 

leitmotifr or symbols themselves. However, Browning uses the associations and allusions 

of well-known Greek and Roman myths intermittendy to enhance his motifo and to provide 

wider dimensions within the drama. Rather than construct mere narrative accounts or 

descriptions of a Roman murder trial, he employs myth at dramatic points to widen the scope 

and texture of his writing, and to provide interpr^ve clues in order for the reader to assess 

the meaning of those dramatic events. Parables and myths become the mirror image of 

Pompilia's own eiqieriences, and Browning weaves those ideas to g ^er throughout Book 7 

by means of repetitive images and connotations. The rqietition of these im%es and the 

conflation of myths dius provide the intercormection of ideas, the ahancement of major 

motifr, and die structural blocks necessary for the formal and dramatic uni^ of sudi a large- 

scale poan.

An interdisciplinary study also allows a comparison of many details related to 

dramatic, expressive, and formal tediniques. The resonating texture and sense of depth 

which Browning creates dnou^ the use of myth and repeating images is more ovody 

adiieved in Wagno's music drama. Thoe the audience is presented with a multidimensional
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woik of a mudi broader texture Wdch includes dramatic action on stage, a sung narrative, 

and an enormous range of ordiestral sounds. Such a medium provides airq>le opportunity 

for die intercormection of ideas, and die unity ofwords and music, of diaracter rdadonships, 

and moody, dramatic intoisity. Yet, the ultimate meaning ofBrowning's The Ring and the 

Book is as powerful as that of the Ring cycle, for both works rely heavily on the interplay of 

voices and a network of meaning that arises from intrarelated modfr. Wagner's leitmotifr 

are more concentrated than Browning's literary mod6, but both are developed and combined 

to advance the narrative or dramatic argument While Wagner manipulates the skeletal 

outline of his musical motif through its dynamics, tempo, accompanimait, instrumentation, 

and intervallic structure. Browning relies on word dioice, punctuation, tiiythmic nuances, 

and changes in narrative style to create a unified structure diat grows out of subtie changes 

in meaning. The genaal s h ^  of a Wagnerian leitmotif remains constant though the 

composer may onphasise, as for example in the ring moti^ a particular interval or a 

descending gesture to establish diaracter traits or relationships. The symbolism ofthatmotif 

also remains constant throughout Siegfried while Browning's hand motifb^ms as a symbol 

of evil or manipulation in Book 7 but is transformed into a sign of Divine love. Despite that 

fundamental difference, both artists use the motif to create suspenseful tensions, or to link 

ideas.

Rqietition allows specific tiiemes to be carried forward and provides a network of 

emotive images vdiich carry an audiaice through each lengthy wodc Wagna's leitmotifr 

act as «notional clues or subliminal symbols, and their patterns give eadi motif its 

suggestive qualities. Changes in rhythm may denote dianges in situation or mood, yet
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regular or synundric occurraices of a motif can cover or invert natural or traditional ideas 

and meanings. Browning also uses the motif to suggest multq>le emotions or ideas. The 

sanctity of the Church, paired with the close cloaking of Ponqnlia and her mother's tight 

hand-grip, suggest security and trust, yet Browning's moti6 also symbolise oitrspnent and 

fear. This diversity creates dramatic tension, just as the tremolo figure which accont^anies 

Wagner's ring motif produces feelings of ambiguity or contradiction. The suggestive quality 

ofBrowning's and Wagner's moti& provides an additional layer of meaning which can be 

traced throughout the drama and which allows continuity o f drought and form. The 

advancement o f the dramatic argument is guided, in both Browning's and Wagner's art, by 

repetition and the manipulation of moti&. This study, fircuses on motivic practices 

within two media, suggests that the musiopoetry relationship is more closely linked than 

some œtics or audiences m i^ t imagine. This is particularly true of Browning and Wagner 

since both artists explore their musical powers and their impact upon the unspoken «notions 

of an audience: an effect whidi speaks loud« dian mere prose statonoits.

Relationships between characters or dramatic action are established, in Wagner's 

case, through dianges in the general shape or structure of die leitmotif as well as its 

dynamics, tenqx), timbre, or acconmaityhig figures. Along widi similar dianges to related 

moti& and the combining of these leitmotif with die libretto and the stage action, Wagn« 

provides a complex drama which is saturated with meaning and complexity. That sort of 

complexity is also noticeable in /toig a m / B o o k  vdiere dianges in instrumentation, 

tempo, and dynamics are paralleled by the manipulation of words, sounds, and rhythms. 

Sudi pronounced repetition, whidi has often been noticed by critics of 7%e Ring and the
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Book  ̂is clearly necessary for foe development of meaning and for an understanding of eadi 

charactor and of foe narrative's portrayal of multiple trufos. In foat respect interdisciplinary 

studies are valuable, for foe tediniques of one art allow a clearer understanding of another 

medium. In this study, foe aural nature of Browning's poem emerges more clearly 6om a 

comparison to musical techniques, sounds, form, and style.

This interdisciplinary analysis also allows a clearer understanding of both artists' 

dramatic goals. For example, foe multidimensional nature of Wagna*s music drama points 

to similar techniques in Browning's po^ry. Thus an analysis of The Ring and the Book 

reveals foe importance of mythological and Biblical references and Browning's use of 

connotative colourings to create a multidimensional effect Unlike Wagner, Bfowning 

allows a motif to carry several différait meanings and this, too, contributes to a sense of 

depth. His poetry caimot produce foe massive effect ofWagner's foil orchestra, stage action, 

and vocal colours, but comparison does increase foe reader's admiration for this poet's 

sensitivity to foe aural nature of language and his ability to manipulate sound and rhythm 

through choice of words, tempo, and poetic metre. When foe arts of music and poetry are 

compared, one comes to a fuller understanding of both artists' dramatic purposes and foe 

effect of those inqiressions and percqitions on an audience's subliminal consciousness.

Browning and Wagner both use ihyfom to aid in cfaaractoisation and dramatic 

tension. The idiomatic diction and distinctive rhythms ^ lid i characterise Browning's 

dramatic monologues mchibit foe tedmical and stylistic features of music's language. His 

choice of words and rhythms provides subtle dues of characterisation, but these, and foe 

ddails of setting, are not always percdved until foe monologue is analysed in detail. In fois
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respect. Browning's characters appear to be more psychologically confier 6an Wagner's, 

and their eq»oiaices are more intense and wide-ranging. Brownings poetic style works 

particulariy well in conveying the multiple points ofview of The Ring and the Book in vdiich 

one speaker or several characters are indirectly or ironically ejqwsed through die way their 

thoughts and actions are described. Changes in ihytfam constitute a primary means of 

satirising these actions, moods, and thou^ts, as each point of view contributes to the 

ambiguities that surround the &cts of a Roman murder trial. Browning and Wagner use 

rhythm to control their narrative and dramatic lines and to genaate emotive and suggestive 

meanings. Both artists are sensitive to fluctuations in pace or tempo and to the expressive 

qualities of beats and pulses tiiat depict emotional states and moods. Those rhythmic 

techniques establish the links in each dramatic structure more clearly, and help to create a 

larger formal structure which supports a network of moti&.

Symmetry and balance, as well as tension and contrast, are created through the use 

of riiytfamic elemoits, and these are utilised <%Kdively in both The Ring and the Book and the 

Ring cycle. As the analysis ofBrowning's poetry shows, rhythmic structures and tediniques 

are both complex and daise, and small sections of the poem can be analysed to see how 

subtle details of rhythm and metre provide tihe links for dramatic meaning and interpretatiorL 

In toms of largo: rhythmic units, language borrows fiom music, and Browning's selective 

use of dashes, ellipsis points, and other punctuation marks can be compared to Wagner's 

phrase lengtiis and to structures idiidi vary in degrees of completeness. This study looks 

particularly at smaller structures or lines surrounding motifo rather tiian at larga formal 

units, but tiie rhythmic details and interest whidi are maintained and intoisified by tiie artists'
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rhythmic contrasts reveal that ihytfam is a basic &ctor in die organising structure o f both 

artists'wodc. The close similarities betweoi die two arts in relation to rhydim are also linked 

to Wagner's consideration of the importance of the audience's emotions and to Browning's 

creation of the speaker-listener relationship in his dramatic monologues.

Browning, like Wagner, creates a sense of rhydnnic progression by varying the flow 

of his poetic lines and the strength and intensity ofhis words and accents. Both artists create 

a sense of urgency or growing excitement by breaking down the motif into its constituent 

parts or combining several images or mod& to create a densely packed texture that mirrors 

the dramatic action. Rhythm is also used to provide striking conflicts or contrasts which 

relate to characterisation or dramatic intensity. Browning's changes in rhythm emphasise the 

cunning nature of Guido, while groups of spondees reflect the Count's calculating actions, 

and many caesurae suggest finality and a brutal end for the new bride, Pompilia. Similarly, 

Wagner's changing  rhythms can reflect the feelings and actions associated with love, greed, 

or an emotioiL In this study, riiythm has been analysed in relation ti> the leitmoti& (and 

rarely in relation to die hbr^to) in order to conqiare two related y ^  diffoent media.

The multi-textured aspect ofWagner's ondiestration allows a comprdiensive analysis 

of diffœnt patterns of movement in the vocal melody and orchestral parts. Wagner can 

create, diroug^ control ofhis leitmotiA, a light, flowing sense of movement, an altonating 

or overlapping action, or a massive, energetic quality of movemoit. Rhythmic styles and 

effects are emphasised dirough variations in texture, tone colour, and distinctive rhythmic 

groiqis or patterns. A special study of textural or rhythmic values in music also aids in the 

analysis of a work of poetry. The comparison between Browning's and Wagner's dramatic
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woric hei^tens one's î^^predadon for Browning's keen sense of ihydmi and sound. His 

writing reveals his awarmess of textural and aural effects and the rhythmic nuances vdiidi 

link music and language. Words and ideas are complemarted and onphasised dirough 

telling rhythmic patterns and stresses, thus broadening the scale of the poaiL The text is 

given further depth through the use of repetition which strengthens the dramatic argument 

and narrative structure and their effect on an audience's emotions.

The aural nature ofBrowning's and Wagner's art becomes a stylistic aspect worthy 

of comparison, just as the techniques onployed within their laigthy, dramatic art forms 

provide a basis for comparison and contrast Although stylistic qualities have bem examined 

here in relation to a limited number of motife and leitmotif and have not involved a 

discussion of the outer form or tqipearance of the œtire poem or opera, general patterns of 

structure and s ^ e  have been established and do ̂ >pear in the remaining works of die canon. 

For example, both media intermingle and combine motife and leitmotif whidi, in turn, 

affect the portrayal of characters, dianges in dramatic intmsity, and the advancement o f the 

narrative line. Poetic techniques such as alliteration or vowel quality can be conqiared or 

contrasted with conqiarable musical tediniques, while tempo and dynamic changes can 

provide clearer undarstanding of podic writing.

This study highlights die artistic values and tediniques of two 19di-century artists 

and provides a ddailed examination ofparticular features oftheir esqiansive, dramatic works. 

Further interdisciplinary studies could be made in diis area to establish Browning's influence 

on 19th- and 20th-century musicians. What aspects of Ridiard Hageman's 1931 opera, 

Tragodie in Arezzo (Qxponsacchi), for «tangle, were inspired by a reading ofBrowning's
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poem? Do die diydimic or s^istic details ofBrowning's writing influence diis musician, 

and udiat Actors contributed to this particular interpretation? Performances of musical 

settings of The Ring and the Book listed in the Goodi/Thatcher (1979) Catalogue would 

further emphasise the music-poetry relationship and, in particular, the relationship between 

textural aspects of musical writing and repressive or narrative features selected by the 

composer for his interpretive response. Similarly, how does Wagner's Ring cycle influence 

novelists and poets of the 20th-century, and what aspects of that cycle intrigue later writers? 

Are the motivic practices and techniques employed by Wagner imitated or paralleled, for 

example, in the novels of Thomas Mann, Anthony Burgess, André Gide, or George Moore? 

Are textural and riiythmic features central to an understanding of Mann's Doctor Fdustus or 

employed specifically to aihance his dramatic and narrative goals? How does Willa Gather's 

short story, "A Wagner Matinee [sic]," based on the e}q>aiaice of attoiding a concert of 

Wagnerian orchestral «tcerpts, reflect his theories on the expressive powers of foe ordiestra, 

and is Gather's purely narrative form as effective as foe ordiestral excerpts it describes? A 

comparative study of sevoal art forms based on The Ring and the Book or the Ring cycle 

would provide further information on foe interdisciplinary inclinations  of foese artists and 

their particular interests in foe creative process and in fodr audiences.

Browning concludes The Ring and the Boot with foe rh^orical question, "Why take 

foeartistic way toprovesomudi?" (12.837). A few lines earlier, he points to foe difSculties 

of poetic writing, "For many a dream would foin perturb my choice — /  How love, in those 

foe varied shapes, mig^t show / As glory, or as nqrture, or as grace" (12.622-24). However, 

it is
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. .  .booksthatteadi.
The arts tibat help, — how, to grow great, in fine.
Rather than simply gxxl, and bring therAy 
Goodness to breathe and live. (12.625-28)

Wagner's Ring cycle can be compared to tiie "final state” ofBrowning's Roman murder story,

for every dramatic detail is carefully selected and presented in order that "Art may td l a truth

. . .  breed the thought," and "save the soul beside" (12.823,850-51,863). In both cases, the

audience remains an important consideration in relation to the creative process. As

Browning claims, "I needs must find an ember yet unquendied, / And, breathing, blow the

spark to flame. It lives, / If precious be the soul of man to man" (12.828-30).
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NOTES

CHAPTER 1

' Written in 1832 and published in 1833.

 ̂This prefatory motto is takoi from the preface to Henry Cornelius Agrippa's Occult 

Philosophy. Agrippa, a French physician and astrologer (1486-1535), shares Browning's 

awareness of the public's "hostile opinions," and the pitfalls ofarelatively "youth[fbl]" writer 

(Cooke 285).

 ̂See pages 27-28 of Pettigrew's edition o f Pauline for the original French version of 

this note.

* The title may be heely translated, "The gods willed it otherwise," and is taken fiom 

Virgil's Aeneid (2.428) (Houghton & Stange 277). The reference to Byron is "most likely 

meant to point an ironic contrast between the male diaracter in the poem, a poet who follows 

the safe course in love and life, and the «notional adventurousness of Byron" (Houghton & 

Stange 277). This poem was written in 1864, the same year in whidi Browning began to 

write TTie Ring and the Book.

 ̂The note concerning Shakespeare, Rrçhael, and Beethovoi (see Note 3 above) 

appears at the end of diis phrase, "diese struggling aims," and is signalled by an asterisk.

 ̂Verdi was bom in die same year as Ridiard Wagner, and Bedioz a decade earlier: 

Berlioz (1803-1869), Browning (1812-1889), Wagner (1813-1883), Verdi (1813-1901).

 ̂These motif labels or descriptions are taken from Robert Bonington's study of the 

Ring (pp. 275-307).

'  Browning's motifr do not symbolise or rqjresent specific diaracters or groups but,
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tfaiou^ association with particular diaracters, reveal dianges in moods, emotions, or 

dram atic  drcumstances, or highlight complex rdationshqis, traits of diaracter, or themes. 

Thus, Browning's moti& act in the same way as Wagner's musical language by tracing 

actions or events, accumulating meaning, and continually transforming the course of events 

in his account of the Roman murder trial

’ A survey in Appendix 13 lists major interdisciplinary studies in literature and music 

by decade fiom 1900 to the present day. Full-length studies are fisUowed by periodicals, 

reviews, and dissertations, and CD sound recordings.

See pp. 19fif of The Composer’s Voice for Cone's original words which do give 

partial credit to the role of the poefs words.

" See Leonard M ger's Ejq}laining Music: Esscq̂  and Explorations (p. 105).

CHAPTER 2

' Relfe was "musidan-in-ordinary to George m , and one of foe best teadiers of

pianoforte in London." Relfe's

. . .  syston of music was founded partly on foat of foe Abbé Vogler, and it 
was undoubtedly fiom him foat Browning first heard of foe German 
improvisator. (DeVane ffom&oot469).

Browning's early knowledge of "foe history of music" as well as its "technical aspects" was

probably gained fiom this teadia for "Relfe undertook to teadi his piq)ils "not only

Thorou^ Bass, but foe whole arcana of foe sdence, so as completely to analyze any r%ular

composition'" (469).

2 Maynard's study (pp. 140fif) discusses Browning's early love of music and his
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consideration of a career in that discipline.

 ̂Elizabeth Bairetfs letter of Mardi 10,1846 mirrors Browning's view that "all the 

Arts are mediators betweoi the soul and the Infinite" (Kintner vol. 1, p. 526).

* The Jack/Smith edition ofParacelsus gives an ecplanatory note on this parable and 

song (see p. 401).

 ̂"Elys" is the subject of — and the name of — the lady praised in Eglamor*s poemu 

The Jack/Smith edition of Bordello discusses Browning's ideas on the name and provides 

background notes on troubadour practices (see pp. 249,270).

* The Jack/Smith edition of Bordello suggests that "song's one point" means "he 

would stake all on poetry" (see p. 267).

 ̂The tenzon is a poetical contest in ixdiidi rival troubadours sing a verse composed 

for a special occasion, and the sirvent is diaracterised by a special metrical form and contains 

an element of satire or irony.

‘ DeVane relates G.W. Curtis's descrqition of Browning playing a toccata of 

Galuppi's and notes that "A Toccata of Galiqipi's" was "probably die first poon whidi 

Browning devoted entirely to music, thou^he had fiequently written of the effect of music 

in his early long poems" (196-97).

 ̂The toccata form was developed, in part, by Baldassaro Galiqipi (1706-85), apiqiil 

of the Italian teacher and composer Antonio Lotti (c.1667-1740). Galiqipi practised all 

branches of composition, and his musical works are ofioi classed as precursors of the 

classical sonata for harpsichord. The dnef diaracteristics of a toccata indude an 

improvisatory s ^ e  and brilliance of toudL The wodc, in ̂ o le , ochibits the resources of
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(he instrument, die mgenm^oftheconqx)ser, and Ihe virtuosi^ ofAeperAmmer. Gaiiqipi's 

cosmopolitan training CTridied his notions of mnaral Ann and enhanced his slrilTs as an 

extanpoiiser, relationships ̂ ^ch  Asdnated Browning.

The style of Ae opening nine stanzas is m Ae tradition of Christopher Smart, who 

influenced Browning m relation to Ae topic ofKing Saul and David, and Ae nature ofpoetry 

(DeVane 116fif.).

" Nhs. SuAerland Orr analyses Ae five voices fiom a "literary or dramatic pomt of 

view" and m terms of an argument or quarrel (see pp. 21-31).

Master Hugues is an imaginary composai, but Browning diooses Saxe-Gotha m 

central Germany as Ae setting for Ae monologue; this is one of Ae principalities m which 

J.S. Bach’s Amily lived.

See pages 522-24 of The Letters o f Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barrett 

Browm'/ig (Kintaer vol. 1).

Browning's description of Ae soul incorporates his ideas on Ae limitations of 

poetry, and his placemœt of music above Ae art of poetry (see lines 137ff).

Aberbach notes how this statement conflicts wiA Wagner's oAer thoughts as ̂ e n  

poetic mtaition speaks fully to Ae senses (see p. 40).

CHAPTERS

' See Sdiopenhauo's Breslau lecture on Die gHiddiche Hand, and Kandinsky's 

mtroductory essay to Ae stage work Der gelbe Klang, "On Stage Composition" 

{^dwenberg-Kandinsky Letters 104fif,114fl̂ ).
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^l\i(sConq>endium o f Richard Wagner's Prose FFbrfa(1964), edited by A. Goldman

and E. Sprindiom, incorrectly cites this and the following citations as being 6om The

Artwork o f the Future (see p. 227). These have been corrected in the 1993 edition.

 ̂The instrumentation found in Wagna*s balanced Bayreuth orchestra can be found

on page 23 of F. Fennell's Time and the Winds, and William Cord's table of the

instrumentation for the Ring contains detailed notes on particular instrumaits (pp. 118ff.).

* This count is taken from the Royal Opera Guide Series (Guides No. 35: Das

Rheingold, No. 21: Die Walkwre, No. 28: Siegfned, No. 31: Gôtterdàmmerung).

 ̂Emst Kurth describes this phenomenon as the "iimer dynamic" o f form (Dahlhaus

22). Carl Dahlhaus summarises various theories of form and die aspect ofunity in particular.

In his research, he points to a "single parameter" of all definitions of form — "intensity,

duration, or pitdi — whidi is the frmdamaital musical quality and the central diaractaistic

of musical form" (19). He also notes several "flaws" in the theories of musical form; for

example, the "correlations between foe details of harmony on one side, and of meter [sic] as

well as syntax on foe other, have never been fimdamentally and systematically investigated

sufGciently to give foe analyst a conceptual instrument upon vfoich he can depend" (7).

This present study addresses a particular weakness in previous studies of motivic

practice which assert a "motivic connection (and sometimes mentioning the kind of deviation

by vdiidi a variant diffos from foe model), " but "do not ask why, at a particular point in foe

formal course, a variant, formed exactly so and in no ofoo  ̂way, appears" (Dahlhaus 7):

The establishment of foe filct foat a connection exists at all (unity prevails in 
multiplicity) forces infaest in foe reason frxr diffaences between the rdated 
motifr (an e:iq>lanation for foe particular kind of multiplidty in foe unity) into
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the badcgtound. (7)

The first entry of the ring mot% whidi coincides with AÆme's words "des Nibelimgen Ring" 

(see Ex. 3.8), suggests that the world's power belongs to die dwar^ but lato  ̂in die same 

scene, that connection is destroyed by Wagner's use of die descaiding line of the ring motif 

and the sinking phrase which matdies Mime's despair (see Ex. 3.9). As seen in Chapter 4, 

only the powerful P8 interval of the sword motif is needed to signal worid power and its 

association with Siegfiied (see Ex. 4.6). Wagner's variants in these moti& allow for changes 

in the narrative line, in dramatic mood, and in characterisation, and, tike Robert Browning's 

artistic techniques, highlight the relationship between podic, musical, and dramatic aspects 

of the arts.

Dahlhaus* study discusses fiictors diat cause a motif to assume a particular form, for

example, the "position which it occiqiies in the harmonic-tonal context" (7ff), the

importance of relationships between motifo which are "based in aural phœomena" (13fif.),

and the problan of analyses which "neglect or supress die 'dynamic' character of die form"

(14ff). It toids to "consider a piece ofmusic as a closed structure, instead of letting it arise,

in the reconstructive imagination whidi reaches beyond die sounding phœomena, out of

origins and prerequisite conditions" (14). He also examines various odier dieories of form

sudi as Emst Kurdi's thesis that "musical form is primarily 'dynamics' [and] is abstracted

unmistakably, on die one hand, fiom Wagner's music and, on die other, fiom die late baroque

form type founded tqxin the principle of'Fortspinmm^ (Wilhelm Fischer)" (19):

The inqiression of an incessandy flowing, continuously rising and foiling 
movement — of an 'aidless mdody* (Wagner himsdf tq^lied the term to 
Badi's music) — is, according to Kurdi, not die result of differentiated
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motivic and harmonic idationships, whidi one would have to analyze in 
order to grasp die homogeneous, continuous extenor as die result of structural 
complications. Radier, it is die direct effect of a psydiic energy—beyond the 
sounding phenomœa — about whidi one can speak only in metaphysical 
assertions. (20)

Dahlhaus also looks at Alfred Lorenz's account of Wagner's musical dramas and his diesis 

that "form rests upon 'intensified rhythmic correspondences'" (20). He concludes that the 

definition of musical form as "'rhythm in the large'" is not based upon "Fortspinmmg^ but 

"upon the principle of grouping and correspondence, a ̂ rpe whidi prevails in Mozart" (20).

Dahlhaus' study of form concludes by looking at the "fimction theory of musical 

form" which explains aesthetic unity as the "configuration of "roles,' > ^ch are assumed in 

the 'ensanble' of the form by themes and melodies, motifr and phrases" (23-24). This 

present analysis of Browning and Wagner traces motivic development over large dramatic 

works and uses Dahlhaus' definition of development—a "process of gradual transformation 

of a beginning element into furtho’ elements, substantively related to it and joined to i t  It 

is a variety of sqrarate motifr whidi form a chain of inner connections" (25).

 ̂Wagner's ring motif is found in the Royal Opera Guide Series (No. 28, page 54) 

where it is labelled "[6]."

 ̂See orchestral score (Eulenburg publication) of (measures 4-5 of page 10

and measures 1-2 of page 11).

‘ Robot Donington makes this comparison on page 281 of Wagner's 'Ring' and its 

Symbols il974).

 ̂ Stewart Spencer labds tins motif "[9] Wotan's Spear and Contracts" (18), and 

Robert Donington labels it "[73] The spear as Wotan's wilful antiiority, but also his
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entanglemoits and inhibitions" (286). As TÂ Uiam Cord notes, die "Spear originally was a 

branch oftheWodd Ash Tree, tomawayby Wotan, vdio dien carved upon its shaft the runes 

ofhis godhead and his powers, including the Rune of Truth in Pacts and Pledges" (30).

The solo passage played by the clarinet and bass clarinet in Act 1 of 

Gôtterdàmmerung also portrays a specific emotion — Brûnnhilde's anxiety as she longs for 

Siegfiied (Berlioz 216).

" These major images are grouped into five general categories: 1) nature and the 

environment, 2) people and the environment, 3) abstract concepts, 4) religion and myth, and 

5) creativity and the arts. Browning, like Wagner, distributes the motif or image throughout 

his work, and, genaally, the same number of images are found in the first and second half 

of Book 7. The ̂ cq>tion is category 2, rq>resenting "People and the Environment," whidi 

contains three and a half times as many image types in the first half of the poem as in die 

second. This imbalance helps to establish the character of the young Pompilia and 

strengthen her case as she overcomes the many negative influences of her environment and 

prepares for her life with God. When category 2 is furth» brokoi down, it becomes f^iparent 

that physical features play a significant role in developing the dieme of good and evfl. Book 

7 contains 76 verse paragraphs and 1845 lines; the first half of the book contains 

^proximately 94 moti6 related to physical features, and die second half contains 

^proximately 126moti6. Appendix 3 details die specific physical features used diroug^out 

Book 7, and ̂ ipendix 4 onphasises the importance o f physical features, the theme of good 

and evil, Pompilia's interest in the Amily, and her involvement widi the Church.

The first half of Book 7 contains 41 images rdated to the dieme of goodness and
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the second half contains 56 moti&. The greatest number of images occurs in verse 

paragraphs 20 (Pompilia's blank dream), 50 (Ponqnlia receives no aid from relatives or die 

Church), and 72 (the birth of Pompilia's son). The first half of Book 7 contains 83 images 

related to the theme of evil and die second half contains 131 images. The greatest number 

of images occurs in verse paragr^hs 20 (Pompilia’s blank dream), 50 (Guido), and 71 (die 

journey).

" In total, approximately 121 images relate to the head and 79 relate to the body, and 

the list in Appendix 3 begins with the motifr most commonly used in "Pompilia." Images 

used less frequendy are still listed as motifr because th ^  are more common in other books 

of the poem.

"  A history of the Siegfiied legend can be found in Patrick McCreless' Wagner's 

Siegfiied [:] Its Drama, History, and Music (1982).

Here Browning alludes to the oracular goddess, D^hne. Daphne's fother 

transforms her into a laurel (bay) tree when she is pursued by Apollo {R Altick, ed. 673). 

Ds^hne, like Diana, hates "marriage tordies like a crime" {MeL 1.483) and coaxes ho* fotho' 

to allow her to remain single. Yet her "beauty fought against [her] prayer” and men fell in 

love (Met 1.489). Pompilia does not receive die same siqiport fimn her fothar, as he 

gradually submits to his wife's sdieme to have Pompilia marry Count Guido. As in 

Browning's use of the Diana myth, specific details resonate only later in the poem; images 

of die hunt are used in the dqiiction of Apollo's pursuit of Dtqihne and in Ponqiilia's escape 

fit>m Guido. The outcome of Dtqihne's story is similar to Pompilia's. Despite Apollo's 

fidlure to c^ture Daphne in human form, he continues to love the tree, using it to adorn his
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hair, lyres, quivers, and porch {MeL 1^59-62). Dq>hne remains "dressed in [a] peq>etaal 

glory of leaves” and assents to ̂ w llo 's love by nodding her branches to him {Met. 1.565- 

67). The laurel tree becomes saœ d to ^x>llo, and its brandies are used to build his first 

temple at Delphi (Bell [1982] 163). Similarly, C^xmsacdii's love is described as a balsam- 

tree, whose blossoms perfinne and soothe Pompilia as she lies dying (7.1819-20).

** See Altidds editorial note (page 673) for line 390 of The Ring and the Book (Book

7).

CHAPTER 4

' Meyer octends die definition of style — "the manner in whidi something is

expressed" — and focuses on "the matter being presented," suggesting that "what is being

asserted" is as important as "the domain of hctw things are stated" (6-7). For example, Meyer

compares a Crucifixion painting by CriveUi whidi is "at once die same as, yet different fiom,

what is presorted in a Crudfixion by Rubens" (7):

From diis point of view it is tenqiting to equate variability in manner of 
rqiresentation widi style. But diis is, in my view, questionable. On a high 
s^istic level, rqilicated subject matter links the two paintings, making bodi 
part of the style ofWestem painting fiom die Middle Ages to the present and, 
on diat level, disrtingmshing the broad style ofWestem painting fiom diat o^ 
say, Indonesia. On a lower level, diffoences in manner distinguish the styles 
of die two painters. (7)

Put in terms of die definition of style givoi at the beginmng of M ger's essay,

to the extent diat any what (i e., subject matter, plot, patton, concqit) is 
rqilicated in the work ofan artist, a movement, an qiodi, or even a culture, 
it must be considered to have been diosen by die artist fiom a set of 
constraints, just as mudi as any haw is diosen. And fiir that reason it 
constitutes an aspect of diat artist's style, as well as of die s ^ e  of die
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movement, qx>di, or culture. (7)

Meyer’s theory of style examines various sets of constraints which affect styles of art, such 

as environmental factors and cultural practices, and divides the "nature o f die constraints 

involved, into three large classes: kcws, ndes, and strategtes" (13).

 ̂LaRue defines ihytfam and points to limitations in die early theories of rhydim (89- 

90). He suggests that the "ihytfamic impression of a particular passage may result firom any 

or all of three layers of action: the continuum or metrical hierarchy, the durational 

arrangements or surface rhythm, and the interactions widi Sound, Harmony, and Melody" 

(90).

 ̂This interval is labelled "[27a]" in the Royal Opera Series edition of Siegfried.

* The feint remnants of the Ride of die Vall^ries motif are now heard over the sword 

motif (mm. 1280-87).

 ̂This interval is labelled "[27b]" in the Royal Opera Series edition of Siegfiied.

 ̂A sense of excitement is also created by die trills in the flute, clarinet, oboe, and 

English horn parts. The sword motif is played by diree trumpets.

Wagner uses a similar pattern, as seen in die descrqition of the orchestral versions 

of the sword motifi All the examples include single phrases of die motif excqit for die early 

example in Act 1, Scene 1 (Example 4.10) vhen die motif is used sequentially to hig^ig)it 

Mime's self pity and toil. When Wagner uses die sword motif in association with Nfime's 

vcxal lines, the first and last examples are used sequendally and are again tied to heigfitened 

emotion or drama.

‘ These arpeggiated chords are shown as rising 16dirnote patterns on page 266 of the
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orchestral score {Siegfried Act 1, Scene 3, measures 2-4).

’ The eye motif occurs approximately two and a half times more at the end of die line 

than in the middle, and ̂ iproximately four times more dian at the beginning of the line. 

The following symbols are used in the scansion of these lines;

/  = heavy stress

V./ = light stress

1 = caesura

I = caesura

= spondee 

^  = run-on line or enjambment

" The word "eye" or "eyes" is c^italised in boldface to highlight the placement of 

the motif within the line.
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APPENDIX 1
Occurrence of Ring Motif in Wagner's Ring Cycle*

OPERA ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE TOTAL PER OPERA

1 Sx"
2 lOx
3 lOx
4 16x 41x

1 Ox
2 Ox
3 Ox
1 Ix
2 5x
3 Ox
4 Ox
5 Ox
1 Ix
2 Ox
3 Ox 7x

Prelude Ix
1 2x
2 3x
3 2x
Prelude 3x
1 3x
2 Ix
3 3x
1 4x
2 Ox
3 Ox 22x

continued.
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Prelude Sx
1 1 4x

2 3x
3 6x

2 1 6x
2 Ox
3 Ox
4 7x
5 Ix

3 1 7x
2 Ox
3 4x 43x

113x (entire cycle)

* Two general patterns of the ring motif occur in the Ring cycle:

Operas 1 and 4 have the hipest concentration of the ring motif:

Opera 1 (4Ix)
Opera 2 (7x)
Opaa3 (22x)
Opera4(43x)

Scene 1 has the higjbest concentration of die ring motif in eadi opera:

Scene 1 (3Sx)
Scene 2 (22x)
Scene 3 (25x)
Scaie 4 (23x)
Scene 5 (Ix)

These numbers are approximate and taken fiom a count of the Royal Opera Guide Series.
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APPENDIX 2
The 22 Occurrences of 6 e  Ring l/Lotàîm. Siegfried

RING MOTIF

NO. ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE MEASURES TOTAL PAGE #*
MM.

1. 1 Prelude Ix 100-115 16 3
Phrase Shape:
4 2-bar phrases (desc. & asc.)
4 1-bar phrases (desc.)
3 1-bar phrases (desc.; last note ascends interval of a second)
1 1-bar (desc. & asc. in compressed form)
Acc.: tremolo figure
Character (Orchestral)**
PlacCTient in Scene: end

2. 1 2x 212-215 4 8
Phrase Shape;
2 2-bar phrases (desc. & asc., with final diord)
Acc.: tremolo figure
Character ^ m e  
Placement in Scene: beginning

3. 1245-50 6 48
Phrase Shape;
3 2-bar phrases (desc. only) (brokoi ring)
Acc.: tremolo figure
Character Mime 
Placement in Scene: end

4. 1 2 3x 1433-37 5 58
Phrase Shape:
1 2-bar phrase
1 3-bar phrase (with extra downward extension)
Acc.: hammer  motif 
Character Wanderer 
Placement in Scene: first half
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NO. ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE MEASURES TOTAL PAGE#*
MM.

5. 1482-85 4 60
Phrase Shaper
2 2-bar phrase (ifayüun altered on asc.line with a dotted diytbm)
Acc.: incessant dotted rhythm
Character Wanderer 
Placemoit in Scene: first half

6. 1559-60 2 63
Phrase Shape:
1 2-bar phrase (partial motif desc. only)
Acc.: rising bass line 
Character Wandero’
Placement in Scene: first half

7. 1 3 2x 2398-2409 12 105
Phrase Shane:
4 2-bar phrases (asc. notes altered to six eig îfii notes with crecs.)
4 1-bar phrases (desc. only; rhythmic wifii acceL)
Acc.: dotted half noted leading to tremolo figure 
Character Mime 
Placement in Scene: midpoint

8. 2514-16 3 112
Phrase Shape:
3 1-bar phrases (desc. only; contains first two notes of moti^ thai altered slightly; 
downward mctoision on third phrase leading to hamma^ motiQ
Acc.: rising bass line 
Character hCme 
Placement in Scene: mi<^int

9. 2 Prelude 3x 34-35 2 136
Phrase Shape:
1 2-bar phrase (contains dotted rhydun on asc. tine)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
C haracter (Ordiestral)
Placement in Scene: midpoint
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NO. ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE MEASURES TOTAL PAGE#"
MM.

10. 41-42 2 137
Phrase Shape:
1 2-bar phrase (contains dotted Aythm on asc. line)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character (Orchestral)
Placement in Scene: midpoint

11. 93-95 3 138
Phrase Shape:
3 measures (desc. only with downward extension)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character (Orchestral)
Placement in Scene: end

12. 2 1 3x 274-79 6 148
Phrase Shape:
1 3-bar phrases (augmentation in the desc. line)
1 2-bar phrases (desc. only)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character Albetich 
Placement in Scene: midpoint

13. 426-29 4 155
Phrase Shape:
2 2-bar phrases (desc. & asc.)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character Albench 
Placement in Scene: midpoint

14. 452-53 2 156
Phrase Shape:
12-bar phrase (staccato diord, followed by rests, fiien partial motif descending only) 
Acc.: trill in iimer acc.
Character Wanderer 
Placement in Scene: midpoint
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NO. ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE MEASURES TOTAL PAGE #*
MM.

15. 2 2 Ix 1130-33 4 192
Phrase Shape!
3 1-bar phrases (desc. only; contains tremolo)
Acc.: ihytfamic acc. becomes more active undo: 3rd phrase 
Character Fafiier 
Placement in Scene: aid

16. 2 3 3x 1338-47 10 205
Phrase Shape:
5 2-bar phrases (desc. & asc.)
Acc.: tremolo figure 
CharactCT: Nfime + Alberich 
Placement in  Scene: beginning

17. 1367-71 5 207
Phrase Shape:
2 3-bar phrases
Acc.: riiydnnic bass line Wiidi contains part of ring motif 
Charactat Siegfiied 
Placemoit in Scene: beginning

18. 1684-87 4 224
Phrase Shape:
2 2-bar phrases 
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character Siegfiied 
Placemoit in Scene: mi(%)oint

19. 3 1 4x 207-12 6 248
Phrase Shape! (very symmetrical)
2 1-bar phrases (vdiole motif in 1 measure) intolude of 2 measures 
2 1-bar i^nases (whole motif in 1 measure)
Acc.: active bass line with genaal asc. and desc. oufiine 
Character- W anderer 
Placement in Seme: mic^int
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NO. ACT SCENE OCCURRENCE MEASURES TOTAL PAGE*
MM.

20. 219-22 4 249
Phrase Shape:
2 2-bar phrases 
Acc.: tremolo figure 
Character Erda 
Placement in Scene: midpoint

21. 336-37 2 255
P hrase Shape:
brief trace; descending line only 
Acc.: asc. bass line leading to tremolo figure 
Character Erda 
Placement in Scene: end

22. 393-99 7 258
Phrase Shape:
6 1-bar phrases (^ o le  motif in 1 measure; rbyfiuns slightly altaed)
Acc.: active bass line with goieral asc. and desc. outline 
Character Wandoer 
Placemoit in Scene: end

Page numbers and measure numbers are takm fiom die Sdiirmo’ Piano/Vocal score.

The ring motif occurs most often in assodation widi the Wanderer (6x) and die Ordiestra 
(4x). Odier diaracters include Kfime (4x), Alberich (2x), Si^fiied (2x), Erda (2x), Fafiier 
(Ix), and hfime and Alboidi in duet (Ix).
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APPENDIX 3
MotiÊ Associated widi Physical Features in Book 7

PHYSICAL FEATURE/MOTIF OCCURRENCE VJP.

HAND 25x* 8,10,11,13,15,16^0,
33,43,47,59,70,71,
74,76

HEART 21x 11,24,27,41,49,50,
56,62,63,70,71,72,
74,76

FACE 19x 14,16,20,32,33,47,
55,65,70,71,74,76

EYES 14x 15,18,19,20,29,32,
46,47,50,71,76

SMILE I3x 3,13,16,21,22,24,29,
50,51,71

LAUGH I2x 8,9,15,16,24,35,50,
52,59

HEAD llx 21,29,47,48,50,54,
59,62,71,76

FLESH 9x 6,11,20,23,47,71,74
MOUTH 8x 10,15,18,30,48,51,69
FOOT 8x 5,10,22,29,71,74,76
CRY 7x 11,15,16,18,26
ARM 6x 5,11,29,32,71,72
BREATH 6x 30,62,72,74,76
HAIR 6x 8,40,49,52,57,74
BEARD 4x 13,14,15
EARS 4x 20,35,40,49
KNEE 4x 5,16,2235
BREAST 3x 40,72,76
BLOOD 3x 6,17,74
KISS 3x 13,15,19
UPS 3x 1830,63
VOICE 3x 32,49
FROWN/SCOWL 3x 10,14,50
BLIND/SIGHT 3x 2031,46
CHEEK/BLUSH 2x 13,40

200 times
* Less firequent moti& are stUllisted as moti& because they are more common in other books 
o f The Ring and Ûie Book.
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APPENDIX 4
Nmnba of V ase Paragraphs Contaimng a Migor hnage Type in Book 7

IMAGE #O FV 3.S

BAD/EVIL i r
PHYSICAL FEATURES 55
FAMILY 53
GOOD 41
BUILDINGS 31
CHURCH/RELIGION 31
EMOTIONS 28
GOD 28
JOURNEY/MOTION 27
PROFESSIONS 26
NIGHT/DARK 25
COLOUR 24
DEATH 23
PLACES 22
CLERGY 22
ANIMALS 21
SKY 21
LOVE 20
FOOD 19
TRUTH 19
DAY/LIGHT 18
WEAPONS 18
FRIEND 18
TIME 18
SOUND 16
METALS & STONES 15
FIRE 15
NAMES 14 •
CLOTHING 14
WRITING 14
WATER 13
BIRTH 13
DISEASE/ILLNESS 13
MARRIAGE 13
BIRDS 12
STREETS 12
SILENCE 11
MUSIC 10
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INSECTS 9
LAND 9
COLD 9
DRAMA 9
PLANTS 8
TREES 8
FANCY/IMAGINATION 8
HELL 8
FLOWERS 7
STRANGER 7
DREAM 7
SAINTS 7
CHRIST 7
BIBLICAL ALLUSIONS 7
REPTILES 6
DRINK 6
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES 6
SPECIAL DAYS 6
HEAVEN 6
WEALTH 5
POVERTY 5
VIRGIN MARY 5
ANGEL 5
CRAFTS 5
HOT 4
INSTITUTIONS 3
CHANGE 3
BEAUTY 3
CLASS/MYTH ALLUSIONS 3
MONEY/COINS 2
PEACE 2
BAPTISM 2
AESTHETICS 2
DIRTY 1
ABSOLUTION 1
DANCE 1
FISH 0
CLEAN 0
HONOUR 0
POETRY 0
PAINTING 0
SCULPTURE & ARCHITECTURE 0
* Less fi?equent images are Still listed because th ^  are more common in odier books.
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APPENDIX 5
The Five Most Common Moti& in Book T

V P. HAND HEART FACE EYES SMILE

3. X

8. X

10. X

11. X X

13. X X

14. X

15. X X

16. X X X

18. X

19. X

20. X X X

21. X

22. X

24. X X

27. X

29. X X

32. X X

33. X X



V 3. HAND HEART FACE EYES
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SMILE

4L X

43. X

46. X

47. X X X

49. X

50. X X X

51. X

55. X

56. X

59. X

62. X

63. X

65. X

70. X X X

71. X X X X X

72. X

74. X X X

76. X X X X

* The highest concentration of tiiese five moti& occurs in v.p.s 70ff as Browning uses the 
moti& to signal Pompilia's movaneot away fiom the evil aspects of the C3iurdi to her life 
with God.
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APPENDIX 6 
Summary* of the Hand Motif in Book 7

* This Appoidix summarises the major characters and images surrounding the hand moti^ 
the tone of each verse paragrs^h Wiich includes the mot% and die positive or negative 
feelings elicited by the use of the hand motif

"  The images are presented as a list and are not necessarily associated with the character 
printed opposite. A  space found within one verse paragct^h reflects more than one reference 
to the hand motif.

An abbreviation of "Caponsacchi."

CHARACTERS IMAGES TONE POSITIVE/
NEGATIVE

childhood
friend
(Tisbe)
Pompilia

tïçestry**
colour
finger
nature
hunting
spear

carefiee ambiguous

Violante
Pirtto
Gaetano

evil
mouth
feet

sad negative

Violante
Paul
Guido
God

nature
finger
Biblical
colour
decqition

questions manipulative

Violante
cavalier
(Guido)

Tisbe

lamb
tapestry
wings
sword
monsto*
cavalier

uneasy manipulative

8 .

10.

11.

13.
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15.

16.

20.

33.

CHARACTERS IMAGES TONE POSITIVE/
NEGATIVE

Guido wrist

nose
beard
colour
birds
prey/hunt
coin
marriage

uncomfor
table

negative

\^olante
Guido
Paul

Biblical
silence
weeping
rain
prey
candles
marriage

evil negative

Tisbe
Violante
Guido
Paul

prey
weq)ing
sin
marriage
smile

evil negative

God goat
colour
prayer

hope positive

fiiend
(Cap--)
God

dream
ligjtt
dark

hope positive

Cap
Conti

dream
1^
6ce
grin
silence

grave negative
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V ^ . CHARACTER IMAGE TONE POSITIVE/
NEGATIVE

43. Maid

47. Maid
gaunt man

59. Pompilia 
Christ

70. God 
Cap

Cap

71. Cap 

Guido

lettor
hunting
death
file
noose

disguise
Pope
Lucifer
angel
evil
dream

dream
myth
tiiunder
lightning
fire
sword
death
solitude

prayer
guide
sun

insect 
fiowa 
[no] colour 
tearing 
Spring

angel

death

ango-
control

false

hope

hope

negative
positive

negative

suspense positive 
hope

positive

positive

hope positive

hope negative
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Væ. CHARACTER IMAGE TONE POSITIVE/
NEGATIVE

74. Pompilia 
God 
Guido

76.
God

God
Pompilia

blood
door
colour
parcbment
washing
6ce
light
shadow
snare
love
truth
bum
garment
plague
disinfection
fîie
death
creation
foot
hand
treasure
orphanage
bahy
hair
mother
love
soldier-saint

knock
murder
heU
heaven
marriage
angel
light
dadc
nature
death

relief positive

hope positive 

hope positive
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References* Containing tiie Hand Motif in Book 7
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V.P. REFERENCE LINE

8. "With half-moon on your hair-knot, spear in HAND"

10. "And HANDS and feet, — how very false were that!"

11. "So, came and made a speech to ask my HAND"

13. "Whom I must also let take, kiss my HAND, —"

13. "And when he took my ELAND and made a smile —"

15. "Stepped Guido, caught my HAND, and there was I"

15. "Violante gave my HAND a timely squeeze"

16. "He smiled, — the game so wholly in his BLANDS!"

20. "Some BLAND would interpose and save me — HAND" 

20. "Which proved to be my hioid's HAND:. . . "

33. "By the dust-BLAND&l. There the comfits lay"

33. "Whoever flung them, his was not the HAND, —"

43. "But I took it fiom har BIAND"

47. "In his two HANDS, "Here's she will let me speak!"

59. "Lay in her BLAND a calm cold dreadful sword"

70. "Ever the face upturned to mine, the BLAND"

70. "Holding my BLAND across the world, — a sense"

70. "What did the sun to hindo  ̂\diile harsh EÜ^NDS"

(7.189)

(7.278)

(7.325)

(7.378)

(7.399)

(7.444)

(7.469)

(7.512)

(7.619)

(7.620) 

(7.979) 

(7.983) 

(7.1126) 

(7.1171) 

(7.1398)

(7.1497)

(7.1498) 

(7.1525)
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V ^. REFERENCE LINE

71. "And take the angel's HAND was sent to help —"

71. "Not my HAND simply struck from the angel's, but"

74. "Now that the HAND He trusted to receive"

76. "My weak HAND in thy strong HAND, strong for that" 

76. "'My great heart, my strong HAND are back again!'"

(7.1617)

(7.1619)

(7.1751)

(7.1790)

(7.1810)

* There are 25 references containing the hand motif (although Browning does not use them 
all motivically). The word "HAND” is capitalised and bolded to highlight the moti^ and 
compound words using the word "hand" are included.
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Details of Sword 'bAaüîvD. Siegfried
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NO. MEASURES ASSOCIATED CHARACTER TIME SIGNATURE

A C T l:
1. 118-22 Orch 3/4
2. 160-68 Orch + Mime 3/4
3. 216-23 3/4
4. 1093-1101 Orch + Mime 3/4+ 2/4
5. 1138-52 Sieghied 2/4
6. 1722-24 Mime 6/8
7. 1736-38 Mime 6/8
8. 1756-58 Nfime 6/8
9. 1856-57 Wanderer 4/4
10. 1871-72 Wanderer 4/4
II. 1936-38 Orch 2/4
12. 1987-89 Mime 2/2
13. 2060-62 Mime 2/2
14. 2258-60 Siegfiied 6/8
15. 2412-14 Orch 2/2
16. 2423-24 Siegfiied 3/4
17. 2521-24 Orch + Siegfiied 3/4
18. 2545-51 Mime 3/4
19. 2554-55 Siegfiied 3/4
20. 2598-2600 Siegfiied 3/4
21. 2825-30 Siegfiied 4/4
22. 2896-2900 Siegfiied 2/4+ 6/8

ACT 2:
23. 307-08 Alboidi 9/8
24. 423-24 Wanderer 3/4
25. 474-80 Orch 4/4
26. 610 Siegfiied 4/4

ACT 3:
27. 393-94 Wanderer 4/4
28. 737-38 Siegfiied 4/4
29. 913-21 Ordi 12/8
30. 1004-05 Ordi 4/4
31. 1276-83 Ordi 3/4
32. 1302-14 Orch 4/4
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APPENDIX 9
Rhydunic Notation of Sword Motif |P4] in Siegfiied

NO.

2. [Orchestra + Mime]

Phrase 1
3/4

>  r
1 2 3 I 1 2 3 I 1 

I I

Phrase 2

> J . 0  J
I 1 2 3 | 1 2 3 | 1 2 3 | 1  

i 1 T
“Sword”

Phrase 3

"  n J
1 2 3 1  1 2 3 1  1 2 3 1 1 2

Phrase 4

2 3 1 1 2 3 I 1 2 
Î
“Nothung”
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NO.

17. [Siegfried]

3/4 J | J  J l J
7__> Z 7

[Mime]

I 2 3 | 1 2 3 | 1 2 3 | 1 2 3

31. [Orchestra]

Phrase 1 Phrase 2

3/4 è è 7 ^ 4 /4  0 '
I 2 3 | I 2 3 | 1 2 3 |  1 2 3 4 ]  1 2 3 4

I_______ I

Phrase 3 ______
0 —

1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4  
1 I

32. [Orchestra]
Phrase 1 Phrase 2

4/4 ^  p  " " O ^----------------------------- Ç '
1 2 3 4 I 1 2 3 4 I 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3  4 J ^  2 3 4

Phrase 3 Phrase 4

1 2 3 4 1  I | 1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4

J .  y  J m .o o
1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4
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APPENDIX 10
Tonality of die Sword 'Maiôîm Siegfried

Example Key S%nature M otif ICey Page-

3.1 C+“
3.2 D b+/B b- C+ 6
3.3 F+/D- E+ 112
3.4 Eb+/C- Bb+ 308
3.5 Eb+/C- C+ 310
3.6 F+/D- F+ 107

F+/D- F+ 113
3.7 F+/D- F+ 129
3.8 F+/D- F+ 165
3.9 D b+/B b- C+ 4
3.10 Eb+/C- C+ 43
3.11 C+/A- C- 81
3.12 G+/E- C+ 106
3.13 F+/D- ,F+ 158
3.14 C+/A- F+ 289
3.15 G+/E- D f 293
3.16 Eb+/C- C-/C+/Eb+/EH- 45
3.17 G+/E- C+ 98
3.18 EH-/B- EH- 133
3.19 C+/A- C+ 279
3.20 Db+/Bb- C-/D b -/A+/D+ 8
3.21 Ab+/F- C+ 71
3.22 Ab+/F- c+ 71
3.23 Ab+/F- c+ 72
3.24 F+/D- D+ 149
3.25 B b+/G- C+ 83
3.26 B b+/G- C- 87
3.27 F+/D- C+ 113
3.28 F+/D- F+ 113
3.29 C+/A- C+ 76
3.30 C+/A- c+ 77
3.31 Ab+/F- c+ 155
3.32 B b+/G- F+ 258

Pages numbers are taken 6om die Schnmer Piano/Vocal Score. 
This key is takoi 6om die Royal Opera Series edition of Siegfried,
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APPENDIX 11
Assoaadve Tonalities of die Sword lAoiûî id . Siegfried

Key Character(s)

C+ Original Sword Motif 
Siegfried [2x]
Wanderer [3x]
Mime [5x]
Instrumental
[P4 MotiQ Instrumental (Briinnhilde waking up)
[P4 Motif] Instrumental + Mime

F+ Wanderer [2x]
[P8 Motif] Siegfiied [5x]
Instrumental + Briinnhilde + Siegfried

C- Sieg. [leads to furtha* harmonic progressions, ends in D+] 
Mime [leads to further harm o n ic  progressions, ends in D+] 
Mime [C-]
Instrumental

D+ Siegfried
Instrumoital [+ Alboidi]
Instrumental + Brünnhilde + Siegfried

B b+ [P4 Motif] Instrumental (Siegfried gazing at Brünnhilde)

E+ [P4 MotiQ h^me + Siegfried
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APPENDIX 12
Allitération xaR&B  1.611-18

@üidThe snow, tho

And all (gve (pnnd and çÿoted it, tiie(^ck,
• I

To where a threshold-streak of ̂ aimdi^an^gh

e an mdi outside were thtisaraood

AndMack(^ps wrinli^g o' 

\

ghtEYES,

And^&pg^ that|o^|ed — Oh^bd tiiat madest man!



Glimmoingly padc were-wolves 

flame Guido's front 

five found footed

wannth light

Betrayed life

blood-bright

black lips wrinkling flash

lolled — God madest man

260

DENSE
(negative)

BEAUTY
(positive)

CLIMAX

DENSE
(negative)

CLIMAX
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